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Once again the Argyll Bird Report consists mostly of the Systematic List, and once again we
are all very grateful to Paul Daw, the County Recorder, who has written it with little or no
help from anyone else. In doing so he has had to overcome many obstacles and difficulties.
Paul deserves many thanks and congratulations from all of us for again producing an excellent
and remarkably detailed Systematic List.

I have just received a copy of the latest Hantpshire Bird Report. Their Systematic List (for
2002) was written by no fewer than twenty-five contributors who each wrote up a group of
birds - more or less one person for each of the bird groups on p 4 (opposite)! Yet Paul has
been doing them all single-handedly for many years.

,

Publication of the Argyll Bird Report has already slipped more than two years behind its
original schedule. This long delay greatly reduces the topicality and impact of all the
interesting records in the Systematic List, some of them of great significance. It’s generally
agreed that this delay is now the greatest problem facing the club.
Very recently, Paul has started to receive help from a small number of people in tasks such as
dealing with rarities and processing records. This is most encouraging. However, more help is
needed if the backlog is to be broken. If you would like to restore the much-lamented status
qtro ante and help to make this journal as punctual and timely as it once was, please get in
touch with Paul Daw (contact details on page 3).
On behalf of the club, I’d like also to thank the other contributors - Bill Jackson for his
enthusiastic article on the Snowy Egret and, especially, for the superb pictures (cover and
inside) of that remarkable visitor, the first record for the British Isles, Tristan ap Rheinallt for
his description of the first Argyll record of an Arctic Redpoll, Aubrey and Edith Colling for
an update on their continuing important work on the Red-throated Divers of Islay, and
Margaret Staley for her drawings on p 114. I am most grateful to The Printshop, especially
to Dee Rudiger and Andy Bruce for their speedy and efficient service in the production of
this report.
If you have done any work on birds in or around Argyll, why not think about writing your
results up and sending them for publication in this journal? If you don’t put them on record,
others will never know what you discovered. Just think - publication, even in this local
context, will bestow a kind of immortality on your work. Otherwise it will sink into oblivion
and all your time and effort will have been for nothing.
Even if you have published (say) your PhD results (and there have been plenty of those in
Argyll!) in a national journal, why not send a suitable version of your findings to the Argyll
Bird Report? It would reach an interested audience who know the area and can well
appreciate what you did.
J. C. A. Craik

Editor
(Jarwary 2004)
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Paul Daw
Tigh-na-Tulloch, Minard, Inveraray, Argyll, PA32 XYQ
Tel: 01546 886260
e-mail: monedula@globalnet.co.uk
INTRODUCTION
The systematic list below includes entries for 216 species recorded in Argyll during 2001
(cf revised totals of 215 in 2000,222 in 1999,215 in 1998,209 in 1997,213 in 1996,204 in
I995 and 213 in 1994), making this a slightly better-thansaverage year for numbers of
species. Four of the 216 species, Snowy Egret, Red-breasted Goose, American Black Duck
and Arctic Redpoll. are additions to the Argyll list, which now totals 325 species.
The following species were not recorded in Argyll during 2001 and SO have been omitted
from the list below: Capercaillie Tetrao retrix, Grey Partridge Perdix perdix, Spotted
Redshank Tringa erythropus and Hoopoe Upupa epops.
ORNITHOLOGICAL HIGHLIGHTS OF 2001
January was mainly dry and cold at first with SE winds but it became milder later in the
month.
The influx of Bohemian Waxwings continued from the end of 2000: no flocks exceeded 30
birds and most records were in the first two weeks of Jan. Most were on the mainland with
relatively few birds reaching the islands. The first recorded Lapland Longspur for
Colonsay appeared on Oronsay on 1' Jan and stayed until 14' Jan. In Oban Harbour the
Mute Swan flock peaked at 63 on 2* Jan; and the count of Longtailed Duck in the Sound
of Gigha reached 18 on 5. Jan. Eurasian Siskins were more numerous than usual in Jan
and records included a flock of 100 or more nr Rhugarbh Croft (Appin) on 5O Jan.
Sanderling numbers on Tiree were at their greatest on 9" Jan when a total of 255 were
found in Balephetrish, Gott and Salum Bays. There were several reports of wintering
Blackcaps including a pr at a bird table at Peninver from 6'-10m Jan. The first-winter
Red-necked Grebe at Port Lunna .iL Sween), first seen in 2000, was still there on 14'Jan.
A single Black-billed Magpie at Lingerton Tip (Lochgilphead) on'5.2 Jan was well outside
the normal ranee. An over-wintering Black-tailed Godwit was at RSPB L.GNinart in Jan

A mild period at the start of February was followed by a colder spell with snow that did not
liefor long. It was mainly dry later in the month with some sunny periods but overnightfrosts.
A lone Bohemian Waxwing was with Redwings and Fieldfares at Minard on 6' Feb, and a
single European Goldfinch on Oronsay on 7*-Q8 Feb was an unusual visitor for the island.
Our regular male American Wigeon was present at L Crinan until at least 1le Feb and
from midJan was paired with a female Eurasian Wigeon. The possibility of confusing
hybrids looms.A single bird in L Indaal on 18' Feb was the only Little Auk seen in the
6
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early part of the year; and Snow Buntings, five of which were near the summit of Beinn
Bheula on 18IhFeb, were also scarce. The 28 Yellowhammers seen at L Skerrols on 26'h
Feb were the largest single flock of the year. A survey along the west coast of Tiree on 24Ih
Feb revealed a minimum of 35 Purple Sandpipers, quite a good total for a species that is
relatively scarce nowadays in Argyll.
Afrer snow early in March it became milder inid-month, with soine sliowers. It then became
drier brit colder with SE winds, strong at times. It was very mild at the end of tlie niontli.
A Great Crested Grebe on Campbeltown Loch on 21" Mar was the first of five birds seen
during the year. A male Blackcap in Oban on 16IhMar was almost certainly an overwintering bird. As is often the case, the first spring migrant was a Northern Wheatear,
seen at Upper Killeyan on 19" Mar. The only other spring migrants reported during the
month were two Sandwich Terns at Brunerican Bay (Southend) on 30thMar. A sprinkling
of Snow Buntings during the month included one on Oronsay on Eh,
3 at Machir Bay on
21"Mar and one at Carnain (L Indaal) on 22" Mar. The last Bohemian Waxwings ofthe
spring were 3 in Albert Lane (Oban) on 24IhMar.
Thefirst half of April )vas mild with frequent showers. Colder towards the latter part of the
month, still wit11showers arid fairly light but cold windsfrorn NWSE.
The first spring migrants of the month were a single Sand Martin at Connel on 1" Apr and
single Barn Swallows at Bridgend and Smaull on Zd. A Black-billed Magpie was at
Peninver on 6" Apr, and the last two Snow Buntings were on the south side of Glas-bheinn
Mhor on 8'". In common with several other summer migrants, the first Common Chiffchaff
was somewhat later than usual, the first singing bird being at Cnoc Fada (L Gorm) on 8Ih
Apr. This was followed by a male Ring Ouzel at Aros Park gates on l Y hand a Common
Cuckoo calling at Strone (Minard) on 16'hApr. There was a short pause until the first
Common Grasshopper Warblers (3 at RSPB L. Gruinart on 20IhApr) were reported.
These were followed by Tree Pipits at Fernoch (Kilmichael) and at Skipness on 24Ih, a
Sedge Warbler singing on Sanda Island on 27Ih Apr and a Wood Warbler singing at
Craignish Estate (Ardfern) on 29Ih Apr. In contrast with some of the late arrivals, the
Spotted Flycatcher at Craignish Estate on 28Ih Apr was the earliest-ever record of the
species in Argyll. The last Fieldfare was on Sanda Island on 26Ih;and passage migrants
included two Eurasian Dotterels feeding on sheep-grazed pasture on Oronsay on 271hApr
and a male Lapland Longspur in breeding plumage at Machrihanish SBO on 29Ih. A
Green Woodpecker on the Craignish Estate on 27IhApr had been calling 2 or 3 days
previously and was well away from the recent known range of the species.
May was inainly dry with just a few showers. It was often quite warm altltoiigh with a cool
easterly breeze at times. A period of cooler weather with prolonged rain occurred at the end
of tlie month.
In common with several other species, Whinchats were apparently later than usual, the first
being one on Colonsay on 1" May. The first Common Whitethroat, at RSPB L. Gruinart
on 3"' May, was also on the late side. However the first Common Swifts, two at Tobermory
on 5'" May, were slightly earlier than usual. A systematic count along the west coast of
Kintyre on 6" May produced a total of 22 Red-throated Divers and 39 Black-throated
Divers, mostly in the Sound of Gigha, as well as an impressive total of 417 Great
Northern Divers. A Black-billed Magpie was seen several times during May in Lochgair,
7
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another was seen twice at Macharioch, and one was at West Drumlemble on 6" May. The
only Eurasian Marsh Harriers recorded during the year were both seen on 6" May: an
immaturdfemale at Machrihanish Airfield had first been seen the day before, and an adult
female at L Gruinart on 8May remained in the area until at least 6'Sep. Also on 6" May,
an adult male and an immature male Surf Scoter were seen off Ronachan Point, only the
12" record for Argyll of a species that has nevertheless been reported more frequently in
w e n t years. The first Garden Warbler was at Taynish NNR on 8' May followed by birds
at Moine Mhor on lob. A pr at L an Eilein on 9" and lob May were the only Garganey
recorded during the year. A male Spotted Crake called at RSPB L Gruinart for a few &yS
in mid-May but there was no evidence of breeding. Chuning European Nightjars were
heard at L na Cuilce on 1 1' May and at Cnoc Reamhar (NTarbert, Kinfyre) on 17" May.
As nothing was heard at either site subsequently, these were presumably migrants. TWO
Wood Sandpipers at RSPB L GNinart on 16" May were the only Argyll records for the
year. A very late Redwing was seen on Sanda Island on 27" May and trapped the following
day; and a Blue-headed Wagtail was seen just outside the hide at Machrihanish SBO on
30" May.
Early June was rather cool with light rain and drizzle at times. 11became wanner but still
with a good number of showers and it was rather humid by the end of the monlh.
A Turtle Dove reported from a garden in Salen during 7*-15* Jun was one of three seen
during the year. The S" Jun was an unusual date for two pale-morph adult Pomarine Skuas
with full 'spoons' seen NE of The Garvellachs. Also on S9 Jun, a bunting seen and
photographed at Machrins was described as a presumed female, either Red or Black-headed
Bunting. The British Birds Rarities Committee decided that it was a female Black-headed
Bunting, the first accepted record of a female in Argyll. On 156 Jun our first new Argyll
species of the year, an adult male American Black Duck, was found at La' Phuill, one of
only six Scottish records. On the afternoon of 14' Jun a rare visitor to Argyll, a Eurasian
Wryneck, was identified at Croig. A flock of 138 Canada Geese seen in L Linnhe just
north of Lurignich (and just within the Argyll recording area) on 17" Jun was probably the
largest gathering of the species so far recorded in Argyll waters. A second extra-limital
Black-billed Magpie was found at Cairnbaan on 1s" Jun. The first of two Ring-billed
Gulls, an adult with a damaged right wing, appeared at Crossapol Farm on 23" Jun. Song
Thrushes are common birds throughout most of Argyll but one singing regularly at dawn
on 2343P Jun on Lunga was the first record on the Treshnish Isles in 30 years of visits by
the Treshnish Isles Auk Ringing Group; and another was seen on Cairn na Burgh Beg on
28" Jun. Prior to a thunderstorm at Machrihanish SBO on 2 8 Jun. a remarkable total of 157
Common Swifts were counted flying E and NE in off the sea over a period of 4 hrs. The
only records of Common Quail for the year came from Call, where 3 birds were calling at
the RSPB reserve during Jun and one was calling west of Breachacha Castle on 9"Jul.
The breeding season
Despite reasonable weather during most of the crucial period, our breeding birds
experienced mixed fortunes in 2001. Divers did rather poorly. There was low productivity
at monitored Red-throated Diver sites and, with no young at all being fledged, it was
the worst breeding season for Black-throated Divers since 1988. There was limited
information on breeding succe$s of Manx Shearwaters and Storm Petrels; and at least
8
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one colony of Cormorants, on Carraig an Daimh (Sound of Jura), reared no young at all
because of egg predation and nest destruction by an unidentified predator. The relatively
few heronries monitored were reasonably productive: Eilean Eoghainn (West L Tarbert), for
example, had 21 medium to large young Grey Herons in 16 nests on 10" Jun.
Wildfoivl. Mute Swans appear to have had a very poor year: of 20 prs checked in late
summer, 4 prs had IO young and 16 prs had no young (0.50 young/pr observed in late
summer); another nine are known to have nested but the outcome was unknown. Relatively
little quantitative information was available for our breeding duck species. A female
Mandarin Duck incubating eggs in a nestbox on L Eck on 30* May was the only breeding
record received for the species; and a female Eurasian Teal with 7 ducklings at Drimvore
on 1" Jun was the first confirmed breeding record for Moine Mhor NNR. The SAMS study
found 721 breeding Eiders in Argyll at 27 sites: ca 521 of these (72%) were on the Burnt
Islands (Kyles of Bute) and 94 % of the total were at the six largest colonies. At least 8 prs
of Black Scoter were present at the regular breeding site on Islay in early Jun.
Raptors. Information regarding Hen Harriers on Islay included data from a full survey
of the Rinns of Islay Special Protection Area carried out for SNH,in which all sites with
past breeding records were visited. Eggs were laid in 18 of 24 occupied territories on Iday
and at least 50 young were fledged. At 34 Common Buzzard territories in Argyll where
eggs were known to have been laid, a minimum of 52 young were fledged. Golden Eagles
had an average year with 21 young fledged from 27 monitored territories where eggs were
known to have been laid, and there was an apparent first recorded breeding attempt in a new
area of Argyll. Our Osprey population increased to five breeding prs, all of which were
successful, raising a total of ten young. Very little information was received for Merlin.
Numbers of Corn Crake breeding on Col1 continued their recent steady increase, but
overall numbers in Argyll were slightly down on 2000 (at 237), possibly due to the poor
summer. Among our familiar but declining species of waders, 165 prs of Northern
Lapwing were found at RSPB L. Gruinart, 117 at Ardnave, 15 at Smaull, 52 prs on Col1
and only 17 prs on Colorisay. Common Snipe fared slightly better: on Islay 68 prs were
found at RSPB L. Gruinart, 34 prs on the Ardnave peninsula and 6 prs at Smaull RSPB
Reserve, and 42 drumming birds were located on Colorisay on 12* Jun. On Islay, the total of
105 prs of Common Redshank at RSPB L. Gruinart was an increase on recent years and
there were also 2 prs at Smaull RSPB Reserve and 30 prs at Ardnave; Col1 RSPB Reserve
had 15 prs nesting, and a total of 19 prs were found on Colonsay (including Oronsay). A
pair of Common Greenshank probably bred in N Argyll and an adult was seen feeding
young at a site on Mirll.
The attempts of Great Skuas to breed on the Treshnish Isles were not successful but there
were reports of prs breeding on Staffa and on CON.Away from Sanda and the Treshnish
Isles, the only really successful gull colonies monitored were at sites where mink were
trapped systematically. Thus 176 prs of Black-headed Gull fledged 164 young, ca 810 prs
of Mew Gulls at 16 sites fledged cu 715 young, cu 810 prs of Lesser Black-backed Gull
at IO sites fledged ca 299 young, 6,816 prs of Herring Gulls at 31 monitored colonies
fledged 4,565 young (higher productivity at mink controlled sites) and 536 prs of Great
Black-backed Gulls fledged cu 501 young. Sandwich Terns, only sporadic breeders in
Argyll, may well have bred in 2001; prs were present at Fladda (Sound of Luing) and at
Machrihanish. Many sites that held thriving colonies of gulls and terns in the 1980s and
earlier are now deserted, largely as a result of mink predation. At SAMS monitored sites
9
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1,MO prs of Common Terns were counted breeding at I 1 sites; birds may have deserted
the largest regular colony in early Jun and bred elsewhere. In all they fledged ca 480 young
and the largest successful colony, at L Melfort. held a record 442 prs. Among 250 prs of
Arctic Terns that fledged 85 young, a fiftypair colony on Fladda (Luing) failed completely
after mink predation during egg laying. At L a' Phuill there were 34 active nests on 2SmJun,
260 were counted nesting on a small islet at Milton with ca 60 fledglings on 24'Jul; and ca
300 birds noted around Gunna Island on 26" Jul included 6 0 t fledglings. At least 45
pdnests of Little Tern were found on CoII, Islay and T i m . There were no major changes
in numbers of breeding Common Guillemots and Razorbills at monitored colonies on the
Treshnish Isles, Sanda Islands and on the sample cliffs at Uragaig. On the Treshnish Isles in
late Jun, adult Atlantic PufTns were apparently occupying burrows on Lunga, Sgeir a
Chaisteil, Fladda and Cairn na Burgh Beg, and 290 adult birds were counted around
the Sanda islands. At 30 monitored Barn Owl territories on Mull and the mainland
where eggs were laid, a minimum of 57 young were fledged. Two Long-eared Owl nests
containing young were found on Colonsay and one at a site on Mull. Short-eared Owls
bred successfully at Smaull RSPB Reserve, a pr bred at Moine Mhor NNR for the first time
since 1997, and 4 successful prs were located in Cowal.
More Sand Martin colonies were reported on than usual, including 336 burrows at the
large, regularly monitored colony at North Connel sandpit, and breeding was suspected, for
the first time, on Tiree. Numbers of several of our common resident species were well down
on 2000, possibly due to the colder winter of 2000-2001. At Taynish NNR,Winter Wren
temtories were down from 76 in 2000 to 56 in 2001, Robin down from 31 temtones to 15,
and Coal Tit were down to 4 temtories, the lowest wunt since the census there began (cf
1990-2000 av. of 9). Only 13 prs of Common Stonechats were located on Colonsay
compared with 36 prs in 2000. Not all species were affected, as Common Blackbirds at
Taynish NNR were gg to 7 temtories (cf 1990-2000 av. of 5). There was a mixed picture
among summer visitors. Tree Pipits were down to 1I territories at Taynish NNR (cf 17 in
2000) and Sedge Warbler numbers on Colonsay were down to only 31 singing birds,
compared with 60 in 2000. At Bonawe nestboxes, only one of four prs of Pied Flycatchers
was successful, and all three boxes occupied by Redstarts failed due to predation, With only
one other record of Pied Flycatcher in 2001, there must be doubts about the future of the
species in Argyll. On the plus side, the nine Common Whitethroat temtories at Taynish
NNR was also a record and singing male Whitethroats on Colonsay increased once more,
to 25. Willow Warblers at Taynish NNR had another good season with 88 territories
identified compared with ca 50 in the early 1990s. Blue Tits and Great Tits at Taynish
NNR, with 22 and 10 temtories respectively, had an average season, but the real surprise
was the 3 prs of Long-tailed Tits nesting in Colonsay House gardens in June. the first
breeding record for the island.
There was no count of breeding Red-billed Choughs on Islay in 2001, but Colonsayhad 12
successful prs and a pr also nested successfully on Oronsay. There now seems to be only a
single bird remaining on Mull and there was no information from Jura. Rooks on Islay had
their best year since the regular survey of rookeries began, with 442 nests at 9 active
colonies. The 36 monitored Common Raven territories on Colonsay, Mull and Cowal
produced a minimum of 81 young. Lesser Redpolls apparently had a good year with a
record total of 8 territories in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR and the first confirmed
breeding records for the Sanda Islands, where 3 prs produced at least 15 fledged young.
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Finally, although it seems that Corn Buntings are now extinct as a breeding species in
Argyll, the intriguing record of a singing bird on Gigha in Jul raises the possibility of future
recolonisation.
July begari Itirsiid and wet with irrtseasoiiable gales at times, The second ltnrfof the ntontli ivas
drier with good srrririy periods, altliough with sortie overcast arid htiriiid weather at the end.

In early Jul, 67 Rock Pipits were counted along 760m of shore at Carskiey. A juv
Eurasian Dotterel seen flying down from Beinn Dorian on 1" Jul raises the possibility that
the species bred nearby. The 377 European Storm Petrels counted flying S past
Machrihanish SBO on 7Ih Jul was a record day-total, and a Great Crested Grebe was seen
from the observatory on 9''-10LhJuI.The first large flock of Common Linnets, good
numbers of which appeared during autumn, was 300+ at Southend on 18"Jul. Two
colour-ringed Black-tailed Godwit were seen on Tiree during Jul: the first, at Heylipol on
22", had been ringed at Farlington Marshes, Portsmouth, Hants on 16''Nov 1998, and the
second, at Comaig on 24th, had been ringed as an adult male at Holbeach, Norfolk on 7''
Sep 1998.
A Turtle Dove was seen in flight at Pennygael on 26'' Jul. From early Jul onwards,
Common Crossbills were widespread in Argyll and records included 12 or more feeding
on Japanese Larch cones at for at least two weeks from 3d Jul at Largiemore, 10 feeding on.
Thrift on 15'Jul at West Hynish (part of a small influx), cu 10 at Campbeltown on 26"Jul,
and up to 28 during Jul-Aug at Saddell.
Afier a few bright surtrty days early on, Aagest becarne overcast arid wet for at least tlie
secorid arid third weeks. It was redeemed by soriie drier but still rather cool weather in the
last week of tlie ntorttli.
At least 40 Mistle Thrushes flew over Crannich on lShAug.A Green Sandpiper at RSPB
L. Gruinart on 17''Aug was the only record of the year; and three Roseate Terns at Big
Scone islet (Machrihanish Bay) from 17'h-19'hAugwere the first record of this species in
Argyll for six years. Frenchman's Rocks had four Balearic Shearwaters on 18"Aug, two
on 25"Aug and one on 2" Sep. On 19'Aug the first of three adult Pomarine Skuas seen
during the autumn flew south past Machrihanish SBO; and Common Tern passage there
peaked with a count of 157 birds incl. 11 juvs. The first Little Stint of the autumn, a juv,
was in the Add Estuary on 21" Aug. Unusually large flocks of European Greenfinches
reported in late summer and early autumn included 140 at RSPB L. Gruinart on 23" Aug
and 10Ot at Tayinloan on 24*Aug. A single Corn Bunting was seen at Fidden on 22nd
Aug, one of only two records during the year. On 3Iu Aug a heavy passage of shearwaters
off Machrihanish SBO included 3 Great Shearwaters and 2 Balearic Shearwaters as well
as 2,800 Manx Shearwaters flying S in 7 hrs.
Apart froiri a briefperiod of gale force NW winds early in rlie nionth. Septerriber ivas riiairily
fine arid relatively warin for nrucli of tlie rrtoiitlt. It becanie siucli cooler with strong N E
winds during tlie last week.
It was an excellent autumn for seabird passage, both for rarities and for record day-counts at
the two regular sea-watching sites. On 1" Sep 57 Sooty Shearwaters flew past Frenchman's
Rocks and a record day-count of 320 flying S in WNW winds was made in 7 hrs on 2"dSep.
The first Leach's Storm-Petrels were also at Frenchman's Rocks where 11 flew S on 2&

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2001
Sep, and on 13"Sep, during gale force winds, MachrihaniSh SBO had a day-count of no
less than 82. Machrihanish SBO had a record count of approx. 10,oOO Manx Shearwaters
flying S in 12 hours on 7'Sep during a WNW gale; and the same gale produced an adult
and a juv Sabine's Gull at Frenchman's Rocks and 3 juv Sabine's Gulls at Machrihanish
SBO. It was an above-average autumn for the last species, with 4 records involving 8 birds.
On 13'Sep, a juvenildl" winter Long-tailed Skua was at Machrihanish SBO (the first of
three Argyll records during the autumn) and 2 Great Shearwaters were seen from
Balevullin during gale force NNW winds,
White Wagtail passage on Sanda Island reached a peak of at least 50 on 1I'Sep. A Buffbreasted Sandpiper seen near Frenchman's Rocks on 12'Sep was probably a juv. and only
8 record of this transatlantic visitor to Argyll. It was a good year for Grey Phalaropes
the .
with records involving at least 13 birds: at Machrihanish SBO one was seen in the early
evening of I T Sep but at least 6 passed through on the afternoon of 1S'Sep. On 14' Sep
the first of two radio-tagged European Honeybuzzards reported in Sep was tracked
flying over the sea due W of Islay. A Common Redpoll seen close to the shore at
Balemartine on 15'Sep was considered to be either of the race rostrata (from Greenland) or
islandica (from Iceland) with rosirata the more likely. An even rarer Redpoll appeared at
Craigens, Cruinart on 22* Sep: after careful examination it was identified as an Arctic
Redpoll, the first accepted record for Argyll (see pp 115-120). Late migrants included a
Sedge Warbler in irises at Kilkenneth on 26' Sep, a Turtle Dove at Balephuil on 29* Sep
and two Spotted Flycatchers at different locations on Tiree on 30'Sep. A Yellow-browed
Warbler in a garden at Kilkenneth on 27'Sep remained there until I* Oct; there have now
been three records of this rare migrant in the last four years.
A bird flying SW at Hynish on 29GSep was the first of two accepted records of juv/l"
winter Black Terns: the other was at Machrihanish SBO on 6' Oct. This scarce migrant has
also been seen more frequently in recent years. Another adult Pomarine Skua flew SW off
Hynish on 29mSep,On 30gSep a flock of ca 15 Curlew Sandpipers were seen flying SW
at L a' Phuill and two more were at B m p l Dunes. Unusually, the Common Kingfisher
seen at Bishop's Glen Lake (Dunoon) on at least two occasions in late Sep was the only
record received during the year. Numbers found during the autumn Eider Count were
generally down on previous years, although an increase in the L Fyne count partially helped
to compensate for this; apart from the outer Ayrshire coast, there were low levels in the
Firth of Clyde as a whole.
The first week of October had sirong SW winds but was relatively mild with squally
showers. It remained mitd with sunny periods andshowers until the endof ihe month, when
it became cooler and wetter.
No fewer than three first-year Little Gulls were recorded in Oct. one at Ulva Ferry on 1"-4m
Oct. one in Gunna Sound on 27'Oct and one flying S at Machrihanish SBO on 31" Oct. An
immature male Ring-necked Duck at L a'phuill on 3" Oct was only our I'record since the
first in 1982. The last Pomarine Skua records of the year concerned a juv flying W across
the mouth of Balephetrish Bay on 2"6Oct and, curiously, another juv on the same day at
Machrihanish SBO. On '4 Oct, an immature American Golden Plover was found in a
large flock of European Golden Plover at Greenhill, It was only our second record of this
rare vagrant. On the same day, a very vocal adult Lapland Longspur was feeding in rough
grass at Loch a' Phuill. Single Great Crested Grebes were at Machrihanish SBO on Il'&
18'Oct and at Blairmore on 13m0ct;and a juv. Long-tailed Skua was Seen from the Barra
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feny, just off the NW,tip of Mitll, on 12"Oct. The returning American Wigeon was first
seen in L Crinan on 5"Oct and then intermittently there until the end of the year. An eclipse
male of this species was identified at L a' Phuill on 3" Oct and remained there until 9IhOct.
The good run of Grey Phalarope records continued into Oct with one seen from the ferry
just S of Col1 on 3" Oct, three first-winter birds feeding close inshore at Sorobaidh Bay on
7'and one in winter plumage at Bowmore (LIndaal) on 17*0ct.
Goldcrests are scarce visitors to Tiree, but single birds were present in gardens at
Balemartine on 8Ih0ctand at Scarinish on 8"Nov. A late Eurasian Dotterel was spotted in
a flock of European Golden Plovers at Middleton on 9" Oct. The first Iceland Gull, a
first-winter bird, was reported at Machrihanish SBO on 12"Oct; and a first-winter Yellow
Wagtail seen on Uisaed Point on 13IhOctwas the only autumn record of this scarce
migrant. A single very late Common Swift was seen flying S over the Mull of Oa on 23"
Oct. A male Surf Scoter was seen at Bruichladdich on 24Ih0ct, extending the continuous
run of annual records to six years; and by 24'Oct an estimated 2,000 Fieldfares and 2,000
Redwings were at Laggan and 1,200 Fieldfares and SO0 Redwings at Kilkivan. On 27Ih0ct
our third new species of the year, an adult Red-breasted Goose, was found with Barnacle
Geese at RSPB L. Gruinart. It remained until the end of the year, briefly at L Gorm but
mostly at L Gruinart. The first of three Little Auks flew past Machrihanish SBO on 27"Oct
and on the same day Whooper Swans at The Laggan reached a peak of 114 birds. Away
from their usual haunts, a Hedge Accentor was recorded at Craighouse on 28IhOct and
Tiree also had single birds in a mature garden at Balemartine in OctMov.

November was Inairily wet and windy apart froni a brief cooler and drier period mid-month.
The last Little Gull of the year flew over Tayvallich on I" Nov, an adult Glaucous Gull
was seen at Traigh Bhi on lShNov,and a first-winter Iceland Gull was in the Gribun Sands
area of L na Kea1 from 16Ih-24lhNov. During the month, single Bramblings were at
Sunderland on''3 and at Bridgend Woods on 4th, two were nr Ardilistry Bay on 4"Nov and
two males were on stubble at Manna1 on 1O"Nov. A very late Sand Martin was feeding
over Ardilistry Bay on ~ " N o v ,two late Curlew Sandpipers were with Golden Plovers at
Heylipol on 13'Nov, and a very late Ruff was seen at L Gruinart on 24Ihand26IhNov.
The ornithological event of the year was the discovery of a Snowy Egret, a species never
before recorded in Britain, at Balvicar on 5"Nov. A riiajor 'hvitch' was soon itndenvay (see
coverpictitre and article on pp 109-114).
Among several leucistic Common Starlings noted on Tiree were two at Heylipol on 18Ih
Nov, one with white rump and tail and the other sandy brown all over. An adult male
Green-winged Teal at Bruichladdich on 18IhNovwas seen intermittently until the end of
the year, and another male first seen at RSPB L. Gruinart on 2ShNovwas also present until
the year's end. The only Stock Pigeons recorded during the year were two nr Carnasserie
Castle on 16IhNov,but numbers of Rock Pigeons at Smaull RSPB Reserve reached a peak
of 336 on 19"Nov. A second Lapland Longspur feeding in an uncut meadow behind
Balinoe Post Office on 22d Nov later flew off to the south; and a small influx of European
Greenfinches on Tiree in late Nov included 2 at Kenovay on 22" and 3 at Hynish on 24'h
Nov. At least 100 Common Ravens were counted flying to roost nr Silvercraigs
(Lochgilphead) on 24IhNov.A juv Barn Swallow seen feeding around Aros Castle on 2Sh
Nov may well be the latest ever recorded in Argyll; and an immature Grey Wagtail at
Crossapol Farm on 28'Nov was a rare visitor to the island.
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December was unusually dry with good amounts ofsunshinefrom time 10 time. A good deal of
frost and heavy snow showers at the end ofthe month left snoM lying at the end ofthe year,
Single male Bramblings were Seen regularly in gardens at Furnace and at Gorten during
Dec, a male was with Chaffrnches in Dunoon on 17' Dec, and six Bramblings were at L
Gonn on 31" Dec. Luge numbers of Sanderlings continued to be recorded at Balephetrish
Bay until the end of the year and peaked at 320 on I* Dec. Very cold-toned Common
Chiffchaffs seen at Heylipol on 4"-5"Dec and at Kenovay on 1S'Dec were very late
migrants and probably examples of the Scandinavian race abietinus. A survey on Tiree on
W D e c produced a total of 3,674 Greylag Geese, the highest recorded count there, but
Greenland White-fronted Geese totalled only 16,078 in mid-Dec, still well below average
for recent years. Slavonian Grebe numbers in L Indaal peaked at 30 on 9mDec.A Little
Auk was seen close inshore at Kilfinichen on 19"Dec. A first-winter Ringbilled Gull on
the outskirts of Bowmore on 29O Dec was the second example of this scarce transatlantic
vagrant species seen during 2001. A first-winter Iceland Gull near the Woollen Mill
(Bridgend) on 29ODec was more expected. The peak count of Mute Swans in Oban
haibour was 65 (inc. 6juvs.) on 3PDec.

BIRD RECORDING IN ARGYLL
List of SBRC and ABRC species and subspecies, 2001
k e d tn ewer
- C
Black-necked Grebe*
CORY'S SHEARWATER*
GREAT SHEARWATER *
BALEARIC SHEARWATER*#
Great Bittern (Bittern)'
BLACK-CROWNED NIGHT HERON (NIGHT HERON)*
LITTLE EGRET*
PURPLE HERON
WHITE STORK"
Eurasian Spoonbill (Spoonbill)*
Bean Goose"
E u m p n White-fronted Goose (race nl69ons)*
AMERICAN WIGEON*
GREEN-WINGED TEAL* ,
Red-crested Pochard*
RING-NECKED DUCK*
SURF SCOTER (except adult males) *

.

Smew*

Ruddy Duck*
EUROPEAN HONEY-BUZZARD (HONEY BUZZARD)*
MONTAGUS HARRIER
Goshawk*
ROUGH-LEGGED BUZZARD'
EURASIAN HOBBY (HOBBY)^
COblhlON CRANE (CRANE)*
Avocet'
STONECURLEW'
LITTLE PLOVER (LIlTLE RINGED PLOVER)"
KENTISH PLOVER
Temniinck's Stint*
PECTORAL SANDPIPER*
BUFF-BREASTED SANDPIPER*
Red-necked Phalampe' (anay from traditional breeding areas)
Long-tailed Skua (except adult)*
Mediterranean GullSABINE'S GULL*
RINGBILLED GULL*
HERRING GULL (yellow legged rnces siicltaliellis and cachiiiiiaiis)*
Roseate Tern*
Black Tern*
Little Owl
EUROPEAN BEE-EATER (BEE-EATERY
Eurasian Wryneck (Wryneck)"
LESSER SPO7TED WOODPECKER
GREATER SHORT-TOED LARK (SHORT-TOED LARK)
WOOD LARK (Woodlark)
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tlaned Lyk ( S b La*)*
RICHARD'S PIPn"
TAWNY R P n
WATER Plpfl
COMMON NIGHTINGALE (NIGHTWGALE)'
Blwtt6~'
CWWS WARBLER
AQUATlC WARBLER
MARSH WARBLER
EurrSirnR n d W u b l a ( R n d Wubkr)'
IClERlhS WARBLER'
hlELODIOUS WARBLER
DARTFORD WARBLER
BARRED WARBLER'
Lcsscr W&oa*
P A k 4 S ' S UeAP WARBLER (PAUAS'S WARBLER)
Yclbw-howad W&*
FIRECREST'
REDBREASTED FLYCATCHER*
i
Burdrd T
M

U

~

~

C

w1ibwnt*

crcstca ?il'
wood Nuthvh (Nurhdl)'
R a d - b n k d StmLc'
WOODCHAT SHRIKE'
ROSY STARLlNG(ROSECOL0URED STARLNG).
EUROPeAN SERIN(SERIN)

hdcaiyRcdpdl(famcrlynaeolRcdpdl).
smttahcrossblll
COMMON ROSFHNCH (SCARLETROSEFINCH)'

Hawli~'
ClRL BUNIING'
O R T O U N BUNIIP;G
U l T L E BUNIING'
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SPECIES ACCOUNTS
Each heading is followed by a summary of the b i d s known status and distribution within Argyll (see species status
categories- below), together with any other relevant information. The information regarding sites o f national or international
iniponance for winteringlpassage birds is taken from Musgrove. A. J. er al. (2001) Tlte IVerlond Bird Pmmy 1999-2000:
IViIdfoitl mid Wader Cositrs. The qualifying threshold for identification as such a site is generally that they hold. at some
tinie during the qualifying penal. at least 1% of the national (Great Britain) or international population of the species. The
minimuni qualifying count i s normally 50 birds. although a lower figure has sonietimes been chosen where the British
population is very small. Significant 2001 records are then listed in approximate chmnological order. For scarcer specie<.
records for 2001 may be followed by late records or recent acceptances from earlier yean.
For the purposes of this rcpon. Argyll is divided into 10 areas. which are named on the acconipanying sketch niap (p 18).
Because very few records have been received from Lismore in recent years. i t IS no longer considered a separate area but has
been merged with N Argjll. For similar reasons Gigha is longer considered as a separate area but is included with K u i r w
Note that, for the moment at least. boundaries of the Argyll recording area remain unchanged despite local govemnient
reorganisation in 1996.
Records of rarities in the systematic l i s t are accompanied by the names of tlie observer;. stoning with the finder(s)/
identilier(s) (or, In the absence o f this information, the person who lint reponed the bird to me), followed by the observcr(s)
who submitted details of the record. ifdifferent. An aterisk after the square bncbet indicates acceplance by the relcvant
nritics comniiltee. Summarised data from many surkys of breeding birds are also accompanied by the initials of the
observers or organisations responsible, i n order to help maden who are interested i n obtaining m o n detailed information.
Place names
A n attenipt has been made to ensure that all place nanies in the systematic list feature on tlie 15O.ooO (Lndranger Series)
Ordnance Survey maps. An exception is The Laggan (Kintyre) which refers to the roughly triangular area west of
Campbeltown. bordered by tlie 8843. thc A83, and Machrihanish Bay. Campbeltown Airport (previously RAF
Machrihanish) i s in this area. The Machrihanish Seabird Observatory (SBO) is situated at Uisaed Point on the western
outslins of Machnhanish (NR628209). In hf;d.Argyll, Kilmichael Glen extends nonhmstwards from Kilinichael Glassary
at NR8593. On h6d1. the Mishnish Lochs are the Series of lochs extending from NM4652 to NM4853.
On lsloy. the term 'Loch Gruinan' may refer to the Royal Society for Protection o f Birds (RSPB) I C S ~ Nat~ Loch Gminan. or
to pans of tlie loch lying outside tlie reserve. When a distinction has been made by the observer and when presenting counis
of breeding pairs within the ESCNC. the abbreviation 'RSPB L. Grninnrt' i s used throughout. The same applies to the use
of the ternis ' M o m Mho< and 'Moine Mlior National Nature Reserve (NNR)'(h~id.Argyll); Ihave used the former term to
cover an area extending wcst to tlie landward edge of Loch Crinan and nonh to Bsrsloisnoch.
The following places are mentioned frequently in the text and are cited as shown in the first column The relevant recording
area i s shown in the second column and a four figure Grid Ref. is given in tlie third. Where the location is a large feature
(such as ninny ofthe sea lochs) the Grid Ref. i s convcntional and refers to approxiniately the centre o f the feature.
Ardnave Loch

Islq

Balephetrish Bay

Tme

Nh10037

Canipbeltown Loch

Kinrye

NR7220

NR2873

Dunwn

COlrnl

NS1176

Frenchman's Rocks

Islily

NR1554

Got1 Bay

Tim

NM0546

Loch a' P h d l

n,ee

Loch Awe
Loch Bhasopl

hfid.Argy11

NL954 I
NN0016

Loch Caolapon

T;ree
hfid.Argyll

NL9747
NR1475

Loch Crinan (incl. Add Estuary)

Af;d.,\rgjll

NR7994

Loch Don

hhll

NM7332

Loch an Eilein

Tree

NL98J3

Loch Etive. Outer(i.e. Connel Br. toTaynuill)

North Argjll
hf~~l~~lrgyll

NM9434

Loch Gilp

17

NR8685

I"

I

30km

Map showing the a m ofArgyll used in this Report
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Loch Gruinan
Loch lndaal
Loch na Ked
Loch Scridain
LochSween
Machrihanish SBO (Seabird Observatory)
hloine Mhor (National Nature RCSCNC)
Oban
Oronsay (island)
Sanda Islands
Sorobaidh Bay
Sound of Gigha
Tayinloan (jetty)
Taynish NNR (National Nature Reserve)
Treshnish isles
‘

Islay
Islay
Midl
Mull
M i d 4 rgylf
Kmryre
MidArgyll
MidArgyll
Colonsar
Kiqre
Tiree
Kinrye
Kinrye
Mid-ArgyIl
Mull

NR2868
NR2961
NM5038
NM4525
NR1484
NR6220
NR8192
NM8529
NR3489
NR1204
NL9942
NR6149
NR6946
NR1384
NM2842

All other locations are given as a place name followed by the recording area in italics e.g. Minard Mtd.Argyll. Occasionslly.
where the locality is not well known, a qualifier may be added in brackets. e.g. Kintallan Fayvallich). Mid.Argjll.
Tables
Tables 2 to 1are derived in pan from Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) goose counts (there \vere no counts i n Mar due to
Foot-and-Mouth [FMD]access restnctions). Tables I, 8-19 and 24-35 are based principally on data from the Wetland Birds
Survey (WCBS), The Islay Bird and Natural History Repon 2001 and John Halliday’s (SNH) Moine Mhor NNR and k h
Crinan Bird R e p n s 2001, although higher counts have been mcluded where available. Tables 20-22.36 & 31 are based on
the Argyll Raptor Study Group monitonng summary 2001 produced by R. A. Broad.
Figures in these tables for ‘Loch Gruinan’ represent the total for the RSPB Reserve at Lcch Gruinan (in particular the area
of flooded fields) md Loch Gruinan proper (below high water mark). pen were no WeBS- OC
&.Loch Crinan includes the outer Add estuary. i n most cases the figures come from the respectwe WcBS counts for these
areas allliough where higher counts are available these have been used. Also ’Outer Loch Etive’ refers to WeBS counts
covering the area froni Connel Bridge to Taynuilt. ‘T~ree’refers to WcBS counts covering the four niam fresliwater lochs on
the island viz Loch an Eilein, Loch Bhnsapl. Loch Riagliain and Loch a ‘Phuill. For some species. numbers on Tirm may
have been higher, at any given t h e , elsewhere on the island where available appropriate counts are clted in the main text.

No wens C

. .

E

For this reason no infomiation for Holy Loch appears in any ofthe tables.
Special studies carried out in ZOO1
Regular monitoring of species and groups of species i n Argyll was badly affected in 2001 by access restrictions due to FMD.
examples are the goose counts carried out by SNH, the monthly wildfowl and wader counts (WeBS) at several sites, and,the
nionitoring of breeding birds of prey by members of the Argyll Raptor Study Group. Other single-species studm. etiher new
in 2001 or continued from previous years, are referred to in the species accounts. hlost or these aclivities were limiled to a
greater or lesser ehlent by FMD a e c e s ratriclions.
Four further niulti-species studies we summansed here to avoid repetition of details in the species accounts.

(I) Breeding Birds Sunfey[BBS)
The BTO/INCC/RSPB Breeding Bird Survey (BBS), which staned in 1994. gives all birdwatchers a chance to take pan in
imponant survey work. Its objective is to extend and improve the monitoring of population changes of common breeding
birds. It now counts birds annually in more than 2,300 randomly chosen one-lm squares in the UK, using a line-transect
method. New recruils are alsays needed for the BBS. If you think you might be interested but are not sure how much
time it would take or how expert you need to be, or would like to know the location of the squares needing covenge. please
contact your local BTO Representative (see p. 3 for details) or Mike Raven at the BTO. National Centre for Orn~thology,
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lntmduced
Vagnnt
Site of national iniponance

Includes species that are also resident but whose numbers are augmented by
immigrants during the winter months
lntmlueed species recorded in Argyll that may or niay not breed here.
Five or fewer records sincc 1980.
Sites of nalional importance in Great Britain (as defined by The Wetland Bird Survey)

ABR

Argyll Bird Repon

ABRC
ARSG
AOB
AON
AOS

Argyll Bird Records Commitlee
Argyll Raptor Study GNU^
apprcntly occupied burrows
apparently occupied nest-sites
apparently occupied sites
bmod of. .young
Bririslr Birds Rarities Conimittee
Breeding Birds Survey
British Ornithologists’ Union Records Comnllttee
British T N Sfor
~ Ornithology
c i m = approximately
clutch of eggs
c o n k = coniparc
Common Birds Census
Conswnt Effon (ringing) Site
Fmt and Mouth Disease
including
Joint Nature Conservation Commiltce
juvenildjuveniles
Loch
niaximum (the highest of 2 or more counts at a given localtty during the perid being
analysed)
niinimum
Naturc Conservancy Council
European Non-estuanne Coastal Waterfowl Survey
National Nature Reserve
not ncorded (in tables of coums, where no count was made)
pairlpain
Loch Gruinan RSPB Reserve
Scottish Associalion for Marine Sclencc
Seabird Observatory

Winter visitor

Record accepted by relevant nritics cornrnillee

blBBRC
BBS
BOURC
BTO
ca

cl-

cf
CBC
CES

FMD
incl.
INCC
juvJpvs.

L
max.

min.
NCC
NEWS
NNR
dr
Pr&

RSPB Loch Gr.
SAMS
SBO
SBR

SBRC
SNH
TlARG
WeBS

Scorrislr Bird Rc~iorl
Scorrtslt Birds Records Committee

Scolttsh Natunl Heritage
Treshnish Isles Auk Ringing Gmup
Wctland Bird Survey
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RED-THROATED DIVER
Cavia stellata
Learga ruadh
0002
Widely distributed but scarce breeder. Also winter visitor and passage migrant.
Jan-May. Reported widely, in small numbers, around islands, in sea lochs and along the
coast. The only counts in double figures came from L Indaal (max. 19 on 15. Apr) and
Hynish Bay Tiree with 10 on 9'Jan. A systematic count along the W coast of Kintyre on 6'
May produced a total of 22 birds, mostly in the Sound of Gigha. As some sections of the
coast are inaccessible and access was limited by FMD,this is a min [AH).
Breeding. Of 16 monitored prs at sites in Kintyre, MidiArgyll and N Argyll only 7 prs
successfully raised young.
Sep-Dec. Frenchman's Rocks had 1s flying S in 7 hrs on 7*Sep, while Machrihanish SBO
had a total of 241 flying S between 6mJuland 10mNov.During the winter months, the only
counts of 10 or more were at L Indaal, where 54 birds were found in the Bruichladdich,
Blackrock and Bowmore. areas on 17Ykc.
BLACK-THROATED DIVER
Cavia arcfica
Learga dhubh
0003
Very scarce breeder in Mid and N Argyll. Scarce in winter but more numerous on
passage. L Caolisport is a sire of national importance for wintering birds.
Jan-May. Reported widely, in small numbers, around islands, in sea lochs and along the
coast. The only single site with lOor more birds was L Caolispoort with a max. of 19 on 14'
Jan. However a systematic count along the W coast of Kintyre on 6'May produced a total
of 39 birds, mostly in the Sound of Gigha. As for Red-throated Diver, this was a min [AH].
Breeding. Occupancy data were less reliable than usual due to FMD,and interpretation
was hindered by irregular occupancy at some hitherto regularly used lochs. Eight regular
breeding sites were monitored and pairs were judged to have 'summered' at 6 of these; a
single was present at one, and one was apparently unoccupied. Clutches were laid at 5 (3
rafts, 2 natural) but no chicks were seen at any sites. This is the poorest success since 1988
and before the current raft programme was instigated. Pairs were reported from 2 further
sites where, although data are incomplete, no young were reared; and a single bird was
present on one date on Mull where breeding was last recorded in the 1970s [RABIRSPB].
Sep-Dec. One to 6 birds were reported from sites in Islay, Kintyre, Mid-Argyll and Mull.
The only count of 10 or more. was at L Caolisport (ma.22 on 2PDec).
Cavia [ m e r
Muir bhuachaill
ooo1
GREAT NORTHERN DIVER
Numerous visitor, both in winter and on passage. Birds in breeding plumage regularly
recorded Apr to mid-Jun. Pre-migratory gatherings occur off some coasts in late Apr
and early May. A few individuals summer. L Indaal (Islay), L Caolisporl (Mid-Argyll)
and Lnclis Beg & Scridain (Mull) are sites of national importancefor wintering birds.
Jan-May. Birds were reported from all areas of Argyll. Counts of 10 or more came from:
Hynish Bay Tiree (max. 28 on 3* Feb), Islay ferry between Kennacraig and Port Ellen
(max, 70 or more on 24'Feb). L Indaal (max. 29 on WApr), Port Ellen to Ardbeg Islay
(17 on 7'May). Sound of Gigha ( m a . 32 on 12'May) and Machrihanish SBO (24. all in
breeding plumage, on 19'May). A systematic count along the W coast of Kintyre on 6.May
produced an impressive total of 417 birds, mostly in the Sound of Gigha. As for the last two
species, this is very much a min. figure [AH].
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Jun-Aug. Reported, mostly in ones or twos, from Kintyre, Mull and Tiree from Jun to the
first week in Aug, but with an unprecedented 46 in a raft offshore at Machrihanish on 6"Aug.
Sep-Dec. Records were received from Colonsay, Islay, Kintyre, Mid-Argyll, Mdl and
Tiree but mostly in single figures. Sites with 10 or more were: L Indaal (max. 18 on 2"
Nov), Sound of Gigha (14 on ~ ~ ' " N o vL) ,Buie Mull (12 on 17*Nov), L Scridain (max. 13
OD 26'"Nov) and L na Keal (max. 12 during Dec).

LlTTLE GREBE
Tacltybaptus riijcollis Spagriton
0007
Breeds locally in sinall numbers. Widespread in sheltered coastal waters in winter.
Winter counts in Outer Loch Etive (NArgyll) currently exceed the quaIihing level
f o r a site of national importance.
Jan-Apr. Numbers in Outer L Etive peaked at 35 on 7IDJan,with 24 still present on 1Ish
Feb. Up to 6 were reported elsewhere, with records from every area apart from Col1 and
Cowal.
Breeding. Adults with young were reported from Bishop's Glen (Dunoon) Cowal,
L Tallant Islay and Lochan Taynish Mid-Argyll. Elsewhere prs were present during the
breeding season at East & Mid L Fada Colonsay (3 prs) and L Gruinart.
Aug-Dec. Numbers on Outer Loch Etive built from 20 on 6" Oct to 38 on 16IhDec.
Elsewhere 12 were counted on L Sween on 4"Nov and up to 6 were recorded at various
other places in Colonsay, Islay, Mid-Argyll, NArgyll, Miill and Tiree.
GREAT CRESTED GREBE
Podiceps cristatus Gobhlachan laparan 0009
Uncommon winter and passage visitor, with 2-6 records annually since 1984.
Recorded in all montlis except Jun.
Another good year, with records of singles from Campbeltown Loch on 21" Mar and 12Ih
Apr, Machrihanish SBO on 9'h/10"Jul and 11'& 18"0ct, Blainnore Cowal on 13"Oct and
L Indaal on 1I"'Nov.
RED-NECKED GREBE
Podiceps grisegena Gobhlachan ruadh 0010
Scarce winter and passage visitor. Of 23 records during 1980-2000, 20 were during
t h e period Sep-Mar, with one each in Apr, May and Jun.
The 1" winter bird at Port Lunua (L Sween), first seen in Nov 2000, was still there on
Jan and 13"Feb.

Podiceps auritus Gobhlachan mara 001 1
SLAVONIAN GREBE
Regular winter and passage visitor to sea loclis and sounds. Occasionally on inland
waters. Loch lndaal (Islay), the Sound of Gigha (Kintyre) and Loch na Keal (Mull)
are sites of national importance f o r wintering birds
Jan-Apr. Numbers on L Indaal peaked at 23 on 14IhJan, 22 were in the Sound of Gigha
on YJan and the peak on L na Keal was 26 on 28"Feb. The only other site was L Linnhe N
Argyll where two were seen at Lurignich on 3" Feb.
May-Jul. No summer records received.
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AugDec. The first returning birds were 2 in the Sound of Cigha on 2MSep, The WeBS
count on L Indaal totalled 29 birds on 14"Oct and numbers there stayed high, peaking at 30
on 9*Dec. L na Kea1 produced a count of 20 or more in flat calm conditions on 1PDec.
The only record elsewhere was a single at L Buie Mull on 17'Nov.

Fulmarus glacialis
Eun crom
0020
NORTHERN FULhlAR (FULMAR)
Common but localised breeding species in all areas except Cowal and N Argyll.
Large numbers on passage offwestern headlands.
Jan-Apr. A min. of 94 were seen on inland cliffs on Tiree on 1BJan during SE winds.
Breeding. Treshnish Isles had an estimated total of 575 AOS on Lunga & Sgeir a
Chaisteil with breeding also confirmed on Cairn na Burgh Mor, Cairn na Burgh Beg and
Fladda (TIARG). On Sanda Islands there were 472 AON but productivity was lower than
usual due, apparently, to avian predators. Counts at the sample census cliffs on Colonsay in
Jun gave 426 AOS at Uragaig (cf492 in 2000), 45 AOS at Kiloran Bay (cfS0 in 2000) and
21 at Port Lobh (cf29 in 2000). A full census on Tiree (excl. &ann a' Mhara, counted in
1999- 1,382 AON) gave a total of 241 AOS.
Correction to 2000 data (ABR 17): The breeding information for Islay should read:
"A coastal survey of Islay and Jura by boat in early Jun for Seabird 2000 found totals of 56
AOS for Jura and 1,957 OAS for Islay. (Counts for Laggan Point, Kilchiaran and
Tomisdale-Lossit are included in these totals):'
Jul-Dec. On 31" Aug 1,033 were counted flying S past Machrihanish SBO in 12 hrs,
including one dark-phase bird. A min. of 600 were on nest ledges at Ceann a' Mhara Tiree
on 1S"Nov.
GREAT SHEARWATER
Puffinus gravis
WO
Rare passage migrant, mostly in autumn.
Three were Seen singly at Machrihanish SBO on 3Id Aug, flying S offshore with Manx
Shearwaters [EJM]*. On the morning of 13*Sep, 2 were seen from Balewllin Tiree flying
W offshore during gale-force "W winds [JBo]*.
SOOTY SHEARWATER
Puffinus griseus
Fachadh dubh
0033
Passage migrant almost exclusively recorded Jul-Oct. Sometimes in large numbers
off headlands during Aug-Sep.
Aug-Oct. Recorded in larger numbers than usual, the first being 32 flying S at
Frenchman's Rocks in 2.5 hrs on 18"Aug. At Machrihanish SBO a total of 209 were
counted on 16 dates from 2 g A u g to 20*Sep. Peak numbers occurred during the first week
in Sep. On 1" Sep 57 flew past Frenchman's Rocks and the 320 birds flying S in WNW
winds there, in 7 hrs on 2"6Sep, was a record day-count for Argyll. Also on 2@Sep, 90 or
more were feeding offshore at Aird Tiree, In the following four days smaller numbers were
reported from Islay and T h e . Then, on 7mSep,93 were counted passing Frenchman's
Rocks in 7 hrs and the same number (93) were recorded in 7 hrs at Machrihanish SBO.
Numbers fell again after this, with up to 5 at Balevullin Tiree between S*and 16"'sep, 31 at
Frenchman's Rocks on 12%d 3 there on IS*Sep. Elsewhere, one flew W at Ardnave Point
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Islay on 8"and one flew S past Rubh' Aird Alanais Colonsay on 21" Sep. The last reported
were 25 flying.S at Frenchman's Rocks on 23d Sep.
P~rffiusp~rf/inirs Fachadh ban
004611
MANX SHEARWATER
Breeding colonies confirmed only on Sanda (Kintyre) and Tresltrtisli Isles (Mull).
Large numbers on passage, especially during Aug-Sep.
Mar-May. Forty birds passing offshore at Hynish Tiree on 28IhMar were the first of the
year and ca 20 were off the Garvellachs on 27"Apr. In the evening of 8"May 300 or more
were seen off Arinagour COL
Breeding. Presumed breeding birds were seen at night on Lunga, Treshnish Isles, but no
estimate of numbers was made (TIARG). On Sanda Islands there were an estimated 250
AOB in Jun and 37 adults and 71 pulli were ringed.
Jun-Sep. On 13"Jun 1,000 or more were seen in a raft offshore at Machrihanish SBO. As
usual, large numbers of passage birds were noted during the 2d half of Aug and first week
of Sep. The highest counts included an estimated 7,500 in 2.5 hrs at Frenchman's Rocks on
18"Aug and ca 20,000 there on 2d Sep. Machrihanish SBO had a record count of approx.
10,000 flying S in 12 hours on 7"Sep during a WNW gale, and 1,000 flew W past
Balevullin Tiree on the following day. Smaller counts elsewhere included 300 moving SW
in small groups down L Fyne off Lochgilphead on 18"'Aug and 106 flying S in an hour off
Rubh' Aird Alanais Colorisay on 22"d Sep. The last was a single bird flying S at
Machrihanish SBO on 20'0ct.
Pirfliirs niarrretariicirs
0046/2
BALEARIC SHEARWATER
A regular passage migrant since 1992 (Aug-Dec) but in very small nirmbers. Usually
seen with Manx Slieanvaters.
As usual, most sightings were at Machrihanish SBO and Frenchman's Rocks. The first
was a single at Machrihanish SBO 10''Aug, where there were 14 more on 6 dates with a
max. of 3 on 26"Aug. Frenchman's Rocks had 4 on 18"Aug, 2 on 25IhAugand one on 2nd
Sep. The only records elsewhere were on 2d Sep, when 3 were with hundreds of Manx
Shearwaters feeding close offshore at Aird and 2 flew N W past W Hynish, both on Tiree.
The last was at Machrihanish SBO on 8'' Oct.
EUROPEAN STORM-PETREL (STORhl PETREL) Hydrobates pelagicirs Paraig
0052
Summer visitor. The only known large breeding colonies are on Sanda (Kintyre) and
Tresltriisli Isles (Mull). Breeding birds first come ashore in late May or Jun. Most
siglitings away from breeding sites are during JuLSep.
Apr-May. There were no reports.
Breeding. An estimated 450 prs were breeding at the Boulder Beach colony on Lunga
(Treshnish Isles). This compares with 1,700 prs in 2000, suggesting significant inter-year
variation in colony size. However, some TIARG members question the method's reliability
(responses to taped calls) (Ward, Carter & Cooper 2001). Many were also heard churring
from burrows on Fladda, Cairn na Burgh Beg and Cairn na Burgh Mor. The colony on
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San& Islands appeared stable at ca 200 AOB (judged by no. of retraps) and426 adults were
ringed.
JulSep. The 377 counted flying S past Machrihanish SBO on 7' Jul was a record daytotal for this site and, in all, 665 were counted there on 32 dates between VJun and I2'Sep.
The only other site regularly reporting this species was Frenchman's Rocks with a m a . of
15 o n Z S e p and the last birds on 12'Sep.
A bird found moribund at Whitehouse Tiree on 20bAug had been ringed as an adult on
Sanda Island on 7'Aug 1988 and was thus at least 14 years old. One ringed on the Isle of
Man in 1998 was controlled on the Treshnish Isles in 1999; and one ringed on Treshnish
Isles in 2000 was controlled later that year on the Isle of Man. Almost 12% of the 342
Treshnish Isles Storm-Petrels controlled since ringing there began have been on or from the
Isle of Man.
LEACII'S STORM-PETREL$mClrS m R E L ) Ocemdroma Ieucorhoa Gobhlan man 0055
Scarce, but regular in autumn oflwestern headlandsfollowing strong westerlies.
Sep-Oct. Larger numbers than usual were reported during a period of just a month. The
first were at Frenchman's Rocks where 11 flew S on 2MSep. Next day (3rd), 46 flew S past
Frenchman's Rocks and 40 were counted at Machrihanish SBO. The next birds were on l2*
Sep when 61 were counted at Frenchman's Rocks and 22 at Machrihanish SBO. Next day,
during gale force winds, Machrihanish SBO had a day-count of no less than 82, and 5 were
at at Frenchman's Rocks, Of 6 recorded at Frenchman's Rocks on 15*Sep, one was seen to
be taken by a Peregrine Falcon. There were no more records until the last single at
Machrihanish SBO on 3MOct.

NORTHERN GANNET (CAWET~
Moms bassanus
Sulaire
0071
The nearest breeding colonies to Argyll are Ailsa Craig (40 km east of Mull of
Kintyre) and the Shiant Isles (140 km north of Mull). Common inshore from Apr to
Oct, and often seen high up sea-lochs. Infrequently reported NosDec.
Jan-Jun. Few birds were recorded in Jan but on W F e b 204 were counted passing
Dunaverty Bay Kintyre in 2 hrs and by early Mar the species was widespread. On 21" Jun,
57 adults flew S along the coast at the Mull of Kintyre Lighthouse between 1450 and 1550
hrs while 88 adults and 2 juvs were counted flying W to NW during the same period.
Jul-Oct. On 27* Jul 793 passed W at Portan Aluinn (nr. Carskiey) Kintyre in one hr,
mainly in groups of 1-13, The first juvs. of the autumn at Frenchman's Rocks were 2 on 26m
Aug. A min. of 80 were feeding offshore of Aird Tiree on 2&Sep; and 50 or more were close
inshore at Grasspoint Mull on 7* Sep. The last was one off West Hynish Tiree on 16*Dec.
GREAT CORMORANT (COR\IORANT) Phalacrocorar carbo
Sgarbh
0072
Breeds in Cowal, Gigha, Jura, Kintyre, Mid-Argyll, Mull and N Argyll. Less
numerous than Shag. AI1 known Argyll colonies each hold fewer than 1OOprs. Small
numbers occur on some inland waters. 71 chicks were colour ringed at 3 sites (3
letter code, green on white) during 1999. Please report date and place of any
sighrings to C. Craik (addressp.3).
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Jan-Apr. The only count of ten or more was at Tayinloan with 15 on 13"Apr.
Breeding. In the Argyll part of the SAMS study area, 127 prs were found nesting at 4
sites. Of these, 27 prs on Carraig an Daimh (Sound of Jura) Mid-Argyll reared no young
because of egg predation and nest destruction by an unidentified predator (probably man,
mink or Great Black-backed Gull). This is the first record in the whole of the SAMS study
(1985-2001) of a Cormorant colony failing to rear any young. Of 100 prs at the other 3 sites
(74, 19,7 prs) 54 nests held 120 large or medium young at the time of the visit in Jun or Jul,
the other nests mostly holding small young or eggs. Thus the best estimate of productivity at
these 3 unmolested sites was 120/54 = 2.2 youndpr. On Sanda Islands, 28 obviously used
nests were found in late June (as in 2000) and, judged by the number of broods of wellgrown young, productivity was good. Of 24 birds on offshore rocks at Kintra Mid1 on 13Ih
Jun, at least 4 were juvs.
Jul-Dec. Ten or more birds were reported from: Glas Eilean (L Fyne) Mid-Argyll (40 or
more on 4"Sep), Outer L Etive (19 on 16"Sep), L Indaal(l2 in WeBS counts in Oct, Nov
and Dec), Blainnore Cowal(11 on 26"Oct) and nr Kilberry Mid-Argyll (20 on 15"Nov).
Apart from the occasional bird on the freshwater lochs of Tiree, there were no records
from inland waters during the year.
Plialacrocorax aristotelis
Sgarbh an sgumain 0080
EUROPEAN SHAG (SHAG)
V ~ I Ycommon resident breeding on the coast and on islands in sea lociis. Widespread
in winter but rare inland at all times.
Jan-Apr. Counts of 50 or more were reported from Balephetrish Bay (60 offshore on 4Ih
Jan) and Hynish Tiree (60 or more on Y5Feb).
Breeding. In the Argyll part of the SAMS study area, Shags were found breeding at 9
sites and counts were made at 7: these held 290 prs (25-105 prs in size). At one of these
sites, Carraig an Daimh (Sound of Jura) Mid-Argyll, 30 prs reared no young because of an
unidentified predator (probably man, mink or Great Black-backed Gull). Of the 260 prs at
the other 6 sites, 118 nests held 249 large or medium young, and the rest held eggs or small
young at the time of visits, mostly in Jun. Thus best estimate of productivity at unmolested
colonies is 249/118 = 2.1 youndpr. On the Treshnish Isles, 183 nests were found on Lunga
and 14 on Sgeir a Chaisteil, and 3 adults and 34 chicks were ringed. Breeding was also
confirmed on Cairn na Burgh Beg, Cairn na Burgh Mor and Fladda. On Sanda Islands, 565
AON were located and monitored nests indicated good productivity. Counts at sample
census sites on Colonsay yielded 8 nests at Uragaig (cf IO in 2000) and 37 nests at Pigs
Paradise, mean clutch 2.55 (n = 29), (cf37 in 1999, mean 2.59). 59 prs nested on the RSPB
Reserve on Coll; and birds also bred on the Islay RSPB reserves at Smaull and Upper
Killeyan, although no counts were made.
Correction to 2000 data (ABR 17): The breeding information for Islay should read:
"A coastal survey of Zslay and Jirra by boat in early Jun for Seabird 2000 found totals of
108 AON for Jura and 286 OAN for Zslay. (The count for Smaull is included in this total)."
Jul-Dec. On 26" Jul 950 birds were counted in Gunna Sound ColllTiree. Other counts of
50 or more included: ca 120 on Glas Eilean (L Fyne) Mid-Argyll on 4"Sep, 150 on the
Garvellachs on 19IhSep, 150 at Balnahard Bay Colonsay on 23" Sep, and 250 at Ceann a'
Mhara Tiree on 14thOct.
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GREAT B I m E R N (BIMERN)
Botaunrs stellaris Chormghrain
0095
Vagrant to Argyll. Only three records since 1980: one at Dervaig (hfull) Jan-hfar
1982, one near Rhunahaorine Point (Kintyre) on JhDec1982, and one found dead at
Appin NArgyll on 19'Sep 1999.
[One was reported in the L Gruinan area by several people during midnate Oct but no
satisfactory description was ever received.]
SNOWY EGRET
Egretta thula
Vagrant. No previous British records.
After reports from local people of a 'small white heron' on Sei1 Island Mid-Argyll in early
Nov, a bird initially assumed to be a Little Egret was found at Balvicar on 5' Nov. Although
the poor weather conditions made viewing difficult, it was soon apparent that various
features did not fit this species. Subsequent investigation revealed that, amazingly, it was a
Snowy Egret, a species never before recorded in Britain [W. Jacksodl. M. Dickson]*. By
the following day, news had spread via the internet and a major 'twitch' was underway.
Birders from all over Britah converged on Balvicar and the bird obligingly 'performed'
perfectly, feeding in a small creek next to the local golf course and giving excellent views.
It seemed completely unfazed by the battery of telescopes, camcorders efcdirected at it. The
bird was last seen during 2001 at this location on 25'Nov. However it re-appeared the
following year and an a m u n t of its further adventures will be detailed in the ABR for
2002. Also see article by Bill Jackson on pp 109-114 of this report
This species, which breeds in North, Central and South America (including the Caribbean),
is not known in captivity in Britain or Europe and has been recorded three times in the past in
or near Iceland and four times in the Azores. The Balviw bird was accepted by the British
Ornithologists' Union Records Committee and British Birds Rarities Committee as the first
m r d for Britain and the species has now been added to category A of the British List.
Ardea cinerea Corm ghritheach 0122
GREY HERON
Widespread resident, breeding in all areas.
Jan-Apr. Counts of 10 or more were reported from: Outer L Etive (ma.22 on '7 Jan), L
Don (max.16 on 14'Jan), LScridain (Inner) ( m a . 11 on IlmFeb)and L Sween (max.11 on
13' Feb).
Breeding. At Garvard Colonsay. 9 nests with at 32 eggs produced at least 12 young; and
three nests at Mid-West L Fada produced at least 2 young, No nests were found at the
former heronry sites at L Cholla, Scalasaig and Lochan Gleann Raonabuilg. One nest at
Eilean nan Ron, Oronsay Colonsay produced 2 young. At Eilean Eoghainn (West LTarbert)
Kintyre 16 nests were counted on IO'Jun, of which 3 were empty, one held c/2 and 12 held
21 medium to large young. Other active heronries were located at Auchadalvorie and
Kilmun Cowal, Ardfenaig, Bunessan, Fishnish and Kilfinichen Mull, and Eriska NArgylI.
Correction to 2000 data (ABR 17): The breeding information should include:
'3 occupied nests were found at Kildalton Islay in m l y Jun."
Aug-Dec. Counts of 10 or more were made at: L Gruinart (11 on 24*Sep), Outer
L Etive (max, 25 on WDec), L Sween ( m a . 12 on 16'Dec) and L Feochan MidiArgyll
(12011 WDec).
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MUTE SWAN
Cygnus olor
Eala
0152
Widespread but uncoin11ion breeding species, both inland and at sheltered coastal
locations. Absent as a breeding bird from Colonsay. Emigrationfrom soine breeding
localities in winter, whenflocks gather at favonred localities.
Jan-May. At Oban Harbour, the highest count was 63 on 2* Jan, incl. 4 juvs, while the
peak WeBS count on Tiree was only 27, on 14'hJan.One seen on Oronsay on 6IhFebwas the
first Colonsay (incl. Oronsay) record for many years.
Breeding. In the Argyll part of the SAMS study area, of 10 prs known to have nested, 4
prs reared 10 young and 6 reared none. Another 10 prs observed in late summer had no
young. Thus of 20 prs checked in late summer, 4 prs had 10 young and 16 prs had no
young. (i.e. 0.50 young/pr observed in late summer). Another 9 prs are known to have
nested but the outcome was unknown.
Correction to 2000 data (ABR 17): The breeding information for Islay should read:
"Prs bred at L Ballygrant (3 young), L a 'Chnuic (3 young in late May) and RSPB L.
Gruinart (3 young reared) and prs were present at Claggain Bay in Apr and at Proaig in
early Jun." The comment on "5 broods totalling 22 juvs. on L Gorm " should be deleted."
Jul-Dec. The peak count on the freshwater lochs of Tiree was 37 on 17" Dec, most of
which were on L a 'Phuill. Highest counts at other favoured sites were: 21 at the head of L
Gilp on 18"Sep, 20 on L Don on 20"0ct, 30 on L Sween on ~ " N o v 10
, on Outer L Etive on
16IhDec,and 65 (incl. 6 juvs.) in Oban harbour on 30thDec
WHOOPERSWAN
Cygnus Cygnus
Eala bhan
0154
Cotnmon on passage; smaller numbers winter. Loch a 'Pltuill (Tiree) is a site of
national importance for wintering birds. A few birds snminer in most years and
breeding has been recorded.
Jan-Apr. Numbers on the four main freshwater lochs of Tiree peaked at 52 on 14IhJan,
while the same number of migrant birds were counted flying over on 18IhMar[Table I].
Smaller numbers were reported throughout the winter from sites in Colonsay, Islay, Kintyre,
Mid-Argyll and Mull. Counts in double figures, most of which were in mid-Madearly Apr
when birds were obviously on the move, came from: Imeraval Islay (23 on lQhMar),
Ardnave Loch (25 on 23" Mar) and Cairnbaan Mid-Argyll (22 flying W on 11"Apr).
Summering birds. A pr were present at a site in Mid-Argyll during Jun & Jul but no
young were produced. A pr were present at L Scammadale Mid-Argyll at least from 25IhJul1 8 ' h A ~ gTwo
.
birds summered on L a' Phuill, as did two at L Bhasapol and one at
L Gruinart; and one was present on Colonsay in Jun.
Sep-Dec. The first returning birds were seen on 18IhSep when 8 flew over Oronsay.
Small numbers appeared in the first week of Oct followed by 38 at L Gorm Islay on 6Ih,74
in stubble nearby at Rockside on Sthand43 at L a' Phuill on 9IhOct. The peak of passage
birds at L a' Phuill was 61 on 18'0ct. By 19'hOctthere were 112 birds in the L Gorm area,
on 22* 20 were at L Don, 48 flew S at Machrihanish SBO on 23rd, and on 27"Oct 165 were
counted at RSPB L. Gruinart.
By the end of Oct and into Nov flocks of up to I14 were widely reported and, away from
the main sites, 10 or more were reported from: L Don (27 on 27IhOct),Ardnave Loch Islay
29
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(51 on 27"0ct), The Laggan Kinore (max 114 on 27a0ct), L Gilp (33 on 27b0ct), L
Indaal(36 on 28'Oct), Oronsay (14 on 29"Oct), Machrihanish SBO (max. 66 on 29'0ct),
Ulva Lagoons (L Sween) (max. 42 on 3" Nov), Fidden Mull (14 on ~ " N o v ) ,L na
Nigheadaimchd Islay (71 on ~'Nov),Laggan Islay (46 on PNov) and Black Loch Kintyre
(27 inc.7juvson 1TNov).
Numbers fell off generally by Dec, although there were still 14 at L Sween on l g , 20 at
Bridgend (L Indaal) on 17'and 108 on Thee on 17*Dec.
Table 1. Maximum monthly counts of WhooperSwans at RSPB L Gruinari and on Tiree in

2001.

PINK-FOOTED GOOSE
Anser brachyrhynchus Geadh gonn
0158
Variablenumbers on passage, with occasional largeflocks. Relatively few winter.
Jan-Apr. From Jan to Apr up to 3 birds were recorded among flocks of other species at
Various locations on Islay and Tiree.
Aug-Dec. Two adults of unknown provenance were at Ruaig Thee on 2gmAug,and
singles were at Balephetrish Bay on IOkSepand Outer L Etive on 16"Sep. The first obvious
autumn migrants reported were 40 at L a' Phuill on 26"Sep; and next day ea 150 were seen
coming in off the sea at various locations on Tiree, On 28'Sep 15 flew in to RSPB L. Gruinart
at dusk and next day 82 were counted on the reserve. Four were in a field nr Inveraray Golf
Course Mid-Argyll on 10mOct.Apart from a flock of 21 at Sunderland Farm Islay on IOmNov
and 5 at Lussa Loch Kintyre on lS"Nov, birds were recorded in only ones and twos for the rest
of the year. Most were on Islay with singles at Outer L Etive and on Tiree.
WHITE-FRONTED GOOSE
Anseralbifrons
Geadh bhlar
0159
Winter visitor. Birds are of the Greenland race A. a. flavirostris, apart from
occasional vagrants of the European race A. a. albifrons A w l 1 holds about 50% of
the worhipopulation of the Greenland race in winter, mainly on Islay. Most of the
sites covered by the SNH goose counts are sites of international importance f o r
wintering birds. A small introducedpopulation breeds on the Rinns of Islay.
Jan-May. The late Mar co-ordinated goose count for Argyll did not take place due to
FMD. Where counts were made, the following maxima were recorded: 11,252 in a full
census on Islay on 15Q-17"Jan, 1.221 in all-island count on Tiree on 17"Mar, and 1,160 at
Tayinloan on lgmMar.The main departure from Islay was delayed by persistent northerly
winds and took place on 21"-23* Apr with stragglers remaining until early May. The last at
Tayinloan were 14 on 23" Apr.
Breeding. There were no breeding season records.
SepDec. Five on Oronsay on 24'Sep were the first returning birds, but the main arrival
on Islay was delayed by adverse winds and did not take place until the very end of Oct.
However, by the time of the Nov count, a total of 15,395 birds were present in Argyll
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[Table 21 (cf 18,786 mid-Nov 2000). The low total is partly due to missing data from certain
areas but the total on Islay was the lowest since 1993 and was considered to be due in part
to poor breeding success (see below) [MAO]. A more comprehensive count in mid-Dec
gave a total of 16,078 birds in Argyll [Table 31, still well below average for recent years.
Of 5,523 aged on Islay in late autumn, 7.7% were juvs (well below the long-term average
for the third year running) with a mean brood size of 3.5 [MAO].
Table 2. Nirnibers of Wliite-frontedGeese in Argyll areas, b t o 14L"Nov2001.
Kintyre1 Mid-Argyll I Mull I Coll I Tiree 1 Colonsay I Oronsay I Islay 1 Jura
430
n/r
n/r I 702 I n/r
I 34 I 11,0031 84
3,142 I

I

I

Kintyre1 Mid-Argyll I Mull
421
I 46
2,423 I

I

I

I

Coll
469

1 Tiree I Colonsay I Oronsay 1 Islay I Jura

I

813

I

n/r

I

I

46

I

11,8541 n/r

GREYLAG GOOSE
Anser anser
Geadh glas
0161
Increasing breeding population on Colonsay, Mull, Tiree and Coll. Some of these
may be native birds that have colonised from the Outer Hebrides, while birds of
introduced origin breed in Mid-Argyll. Tiree and Coll are sites of international
importance for wintering birds. Migratoryflocks also reported from most areas.
Jan-Apr. An all-island count of 3,535 on Tiree on 1 1'h/12'hJanwas the highest total there
for the winter (cf 2,756 in Jan 2000) and the count of 391 birds in the vicinity of the North
Moss, Moiue Mhor on 11lhFebwas a record high for this site. The late Mar co-ordinated
goose count for Argyll did not take place due to FMD. Migrants on the move in mid-Apr
included 85 resting at RSPB L. Gruinart on 17'O, 27 flying over Oronsay on lPhand 31
flying N over Machrins Colonsay on 20IhApr.
Breeding. Confirmed breeding records came from all areas apart from Jura and Kintyre.
In the Argyll part of the SAMs study area, 16-20 prs are known to have bred at 6 or 7
islands (hatched nests, eggs or young seen) and there were one or more prs at each of
another 8 sites where nests were not seen. A survey on Tiree on 14'"Jul found a min. of 122
broods comprising a total of 464 goslings; and on Gunna Island Coll there were min. 19
broods totalling 55 goslings on 26'"Jul. Colonsay had at least 3 broods totalling 13 in Jun
while Oronsay had 5 broods totalling 21. Breeding records on Islay included at least 5 prs
on L Gorm, where 4 broods totalling 14 were seen in Jun.
Jun-Dec. The late-summer moult flock on Treshnish Isles numbered at least 268 birds at
the end of Jun. Autumn counts on Mull included 85 at the head of L na Kea1 on 15"Aug,
165 in fields near Killiechronan onl7'"Aug and 118 at L Poit na h-I (Pottie) on 24"Sep. In
mid-Nov, goose counts produced a total of 3,964 birds in Argyll [Table 41 (cf 4,704 in
2000). The low numbers are mainly due to missing data from certain areas; and all the MidArgyll birds were at Moine Mhor [SNH Goose project]. Counts on Mull on 26IhN0vfound
ca 100 at L Don, ca 150 at Fidden and 25 at L Poit na h-I (Pottie). A more comprehensive
count in mid-Dec gave a total of 4,299 in Argyll [Table 51, which included 3,674 on Tiree,
the highest count ever recorded there. Later in the winter, 240 were at Tayinloan on 26"Nov
31
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and, in Dec, 36 were in Outer L Etive on 15', 377 were found during an all-island count on
Coll on 17Ykc, and 94 were feeding on spilt grain on Oronsay on 23'4
Table 4. Numbers of
. Greylag
. . Geese in Argyll
.~areas, P t o 14'Nov 2001.
Kintyre] Mid-Argyll I Mull I Coll I Tiree 1 Colonsay I Oronsay I Islay I Jura
0 1
147
I n/r I n/r I 3,665 1 n/r 1 58 I 94 I 0
Table f Numbers of Greylag Geese in Argyll areas, P t o 1P Dec 2001,
Kintyre1 Mid-Argyll I hlull I Col1 1 Tiree I Colonsay I Oronsay I Islay I Jura
0 1
178
1 n/r 1 334 I 3,674 I n/r I 0 I 113 1 n/r
SNOWGOOSE
Anser caerulescens
Geadh ban
0163
A small introducedpopulation breeds on Coll and on Mull, wintering mainly on Coll.
Stragglers among wintering Greenland !Vlaitefronts on Islay and Tiree may have a
wild origin.
Jan-Apr. An adult white-phase bird was seen with other geese at various sites on Islay in
Jan and Feb and presumably the same bird was at Octomore Islay on 4'Apr. Another was
with Greenland Whitefronts in the B m p o l area of Tiree from Jan until 9" Apr.
Breeding. No breeding information was available from Coll or Mull regarding the
introduced population but 22 adults were at Port na Luing Coll on 9 O Jul. Two blue-phase
adults behaving as a pr were with a flock of Canada Geese at Lurignich (L Linnhe)
N Argyll, on the boundaries of our recording area, on 17"Jun and 20" Jul (see ABR 17 2
similar birds on L Feochan in Aug 2000).
Aug-Dec. An adult blue-phase bird was with Greylags on Tiree on 28" Aug. A s i m k
bird was at Rockside lslay on 27'0ct and was at RSPB L.Gruinart from 2@Nov to the year
end. Another blue-phase bird was with Greylags at Blarcreen NArgyll on 4'Nov and an allisland count on Coll on 17"Dec gave a total of 34 birds.

-

CANADA GOOSE
Brunfacanadensis Geadh dubh
0166
Resident population on Colonsay, introduced in 1934. Regular breeding since 1992
in Mid-Argyll, now in increasing numbers. Occasional breeding attempts elsewhere.
A transatlantic origin seems probable for at least some of the medium-sized and
small individuals seen in winter goose flocks on Islay.
Jan- Jun. From early Jan to early Apr 'small' or 'medium-sized' birds, possibly of the
vagrant races panipes and hurchinsii, were reported from various locations on Islay, and a
single large-race bird was on Tiree on 12" Jan, The only flock of any size reported
comprised 19 at the head of L Craignish Mid-Argyll on IS'Mar. A pr at Taynish Pt on 3*
May were the first ever at Taynish NNR. On 17* Jun a flock of 13s together with 2
Snow Geese were in L Linnhe just north of Lurignich N Argyll (and just within the Argyll
recording area), Probably the largest flock of Canada Geese so far recorded in Argyll
waters, this congregation may have been the adults and fullygrown young of the 20 or so
prs that breed each year on Eilean Balnagowan (Highland).
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Breeding. In Mid-Argyll nesting prs were present on Eilean an Ruisg (L Feochan)
(1-3 prs), the Abbot Isles (L Etive) (1 pr) and Eilean Creagach (L Melfort) (1 pr) and in
N Argyll on Eilean Dubh (Lynn of Lorn) (1-2 prs). Prs showing breeding behaviour were
also present on Eilean Mor (Dunstaffnage) (ca 2 prs), Eilean Gamhna (L Melfort) and
Ruadh Sgeir (Sound of Jura) in Mid-Argyll and Eilean Glas (L. Linnhe) N Argyll (1 pr
each), although no nests were found.
On Colorisay and Oronsay 6 prs with broods were found in Jun. Three adults incl. a pr with
5 young were at Caol Scotnish Mid-Argyll on 20*Jun but a pr nesting at L Leathan MidArgyll were unsuccessful.
Aug-Dec. On 6IhSep 30 flew S past Machrihanish SBO and on 13'Sep 67 were present
on Oronsay. Apart from up to 38 birds on Oronsay until mid Nov, no further flocks in
double figures were reported. Once again 'small' or 'medium-sized' birds ascribed to the
vagrant races parvipes and hutcliinsii, as well as one considered to be of the race niiriinia,
were reported from various locations on Islay; and one thought to be liutcliiiisii was with 5
'normal' birds on Oronsay on 23d Dec. A single large-race bird was present on Tiree from
22" Nov to the year's end.
BARNACLE GOOSE
Branta leucopsis
Cathan
0167
Very large numbers of birds from the Greenland populatiou winter OU Islay, arid
smaller numbers elsewhere. Most of the localities covered by the SNH goose counts
are sites of iiiteriiatioual importance f o r wiutering birds. A few birds occasionally
summer. A few introduced birds also breed 0 1 1 the Rkittiis of Islay
Jan-May. On 15'h-17'hJan, an all-island count for Islay produced a total of 35,472, a
comparatively high count for mid-winter (cf 31,792 in Jan 2000). A similar count on Tiree
on 1 1Y12'hJanfound a total of 1,162, and the peak count on Oronsay was 372 on 5"Mar.
The only birds reported elsewhere were 2 in L Crinan on 18IhJan and a max. of 6 at
Tayinloan on 4"Mar. The late Mar co-ordinated goose count for Argyll did not take place
due to FMD.
Summering birds. One was at RSPB L. Gruinart on 29'"Jul.
Sep-Dec. The 8 birds that arrived at RSPB L. Gruinart on I4IhSep were probably genuine
returning migrants while the first at Machrihanish SBO appeared on 29IhSep. The first
arrivals on Tiree were 28 at Gott Bay on 19"Oct. As with the Whitefronts, the main arrival
was delayed by adverse winds until the end of Oct when 13,300 were at RSPB L. Gruinart
on 31". Goose counts in mid-Nov produced a total of 34,735 birds in Argyll [Table 61 of
which 33,248 were on Islay. By the time of the more comprehensive count in mid-Dec,
Islay had 34,829 birds and accounted for 92% of the Argyll total of 37,403 [SNH Goose
Project see Table 71. The peak winter count for Oronsay was on 28''Dec when 295 birds
were recorded.
Ageing of a sample of 9,955 birds on Islay revealed that 7.1% (well below average) were
juvs, with a mean brood size of 2.1 [MAO].
Table 6. Numbers of Barnacle Geese iii Argyll areas, 8'to 141hNov2001.
Kintyre1 Mid-Argyll I Mull I Col1 I Tiree I Colonsay 1 Oronsay
0 1
297
I n/r I n/r I 1,103 I n/r I 87
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Table 7.Numbers of Barnacle Geese in Argyll areas, P'to lFDec 2001.
Kintyre1 hlid-Argyll I Mull
0 1
72
I n/r

I

I

Col1 I Tiree I Colonsay 1 Oronsay I Islay I Jura
600 I 1,782 I
n/r I 120 134,829) n/r

BRENT GOOSE
Branta bernicla
Geadh got
0168
Passage migrant, uncommon in spring but sometimes in considerable numbers in
autumn. Veryfew winter. Most birds seen in Argyll are of tlre light-bellied race B. b.
hrota, which breeds in Greenland and arctic Canada, wintering mainly in Ireland.
Birds of tlre dark-bellied race B. b. bernicla occur occasionally, and there has been
one record of the Black Brant B. b. nigricans
The followingrecords all refer to the light-belliedrace B. b. hrota.
Jan-Apr. A small group of up to 17 birds were on L Indaal from early Jan to dd-dpr.
Larger numbers were reported in early May incl. 36 at L Indaal on 2*, Also on 2* May, 124
were in Gott Bay, 26 in Vaul Bay and 112 in Salum Dunes on nree and 82 in Sorobaidh
Bay next day. A single bird was with Common Eiders at Liath Eilean (L Fyne) on 13'Apr.
Aug-Dec. The first of autumn were at Machrihanish SBO Kintyre where 10 were seen on
19"Aug. The next were in early Sep, when one was at RSPB L. Gruinart on Smand17 flew
past Frenchman's Rocks in 7 hrs o n 7 9 e p . Numbers built up later in the month and, on 13'
Sep. 154 were recorded flying S in 1 h r at Frenchman's Rocks and 72 flew S at
Machrihanish SBO.Then, on 28', 143 were counted at RSPB L. Gruinart and 31 flew in to
Rubha Chrdiginis Tiree. Numbers remained high at RSPB L. Gruinart with 590 recorded on
2MOct. The same day at least 575 birds were seen flying S over Tiree at various locations.
Machrihanish SBO had its highest count of autumn on l 0 O c t with 160 birds in 4 groups,
Thereafter numbers fell, with 25 at L Gruinart on 21" Oct and up to 15 in L Indaal until the
year end.
RED-BREASTED GOOSE
Branta m@ollis
0169
Vagrant. No previous Argyll records.
On 27"Oct an adult was with Barnacle Geese at RSPB L.Gruinart. It was seen at L Gorm
on 4"ov but by 11"Nov had returned to L Gruinart where it remained until the end of the
year. Although birds of this species are often suspected to be of captive origin, this one was
accepted by the British Birds Rarities Committee as a genuine vagrant [D. Butler, P.
Roberts, A. W.Reid et aO*.
COhlMON SHELDUCK (SIiELDUCI()
Tadomtadom
Cra-ghadh
0173
Widespread breeding species, especially on sandy coasts. The majority are absent
from mid-tiug to late Oct, when they migrate to moulting grounds.
Jan-May. Besides those at L Indaal and L Gruinart lslay [Table 81,counts of 20 or more
were made at Tayinloan (max. 22 on 7*Jan), Miodar Tiree (27 on 9'Jan), The Strand
Colonsay ( m a . 49 on 14@Feb),L Sween (max. 34 on 13"Feb) and L Don (max. 46 on 5'
Mar),
Breeding. On lslay 8 prs bred at RSPB L. Gruinart and 3 prs at Bridgend Merse
(L Indaal), Six breeding prs were on Sanda Islands and one brood of 7 was seen being
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reduced to 4 by Herring Gull predation. On Colonsay (incl. Oronsay) 25 prs were found in
Jun incl. 5 with broods. On 25"May an adult was seen with 17 ducklings on Oronsay. Three
broods were noted on Tiree on 31" Jul. Elsewhere, adults with broods were seen at Sgat
Beag (L Fyne), Machrihanish Bay, Campbeltown Loch, Port na Luing Coli, L Don, and
Ulva Islands (LSween).
Correction to 2000 data (ABR 17): The breeding information should include:
'There were 3 broods at L Gruinart and 4 at L Indaal."
Aug-Dec. Four birds were at L a' Phuill on 2VhAug,after which none were reported until
10 were at RSPB L. Gruinart on 14*Sep. After this short gap in records, birds were reported
regularly. Apart from L Gruinart and L Indaal [Table 81, the only site with 20 or more was
L Don, where 20 were present on 31" Oct and 2lYNov.
Table 8. Maxitnunt sionrhly coiiiits of Slielditck at hVO sea-lochs on Islay in 2001.
L.Gruinart
L. Indaal

Jan
n/r
42

Feb Mar Apr May Jnn
6 27
30 n/r n/r
47 38 59 61 36

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
0
7
9
0
38 68
0
10
0
3
12 42

MANDARIN DUCK (hlANDARIN)
Aix galericirlata
0178
Introduced species wkicli has bred regularly at Loch Eck (Cowal) in recent years.
The present size of the Argyll population (whose origin is unknown) suggests that it
may well now be self-sustaining.
Breeding. A female incubating eggs in a nestbox on L Eck on 30thMay was the only
breeding record received.
Sep-Dec. Two males & a female were seen at Dornoch Point (L Eck) on 1" Nov, and a
male was at An Lodan (L Awe) on 4"'Nov.
Anas pertelope
Glas lach
0179
EURASIAN WIGEON (WIGEON)
Scarce and local breeding species. Commoii passage migrant and winter visitor to all
areas.
Jan-Apr. Numbers on Tiree maintained the levels reached in 2000, well up on previous
years. Other than those in Table 9, the only site with counts of 100 or more was Outer L
Etive (max. 119 on 7IhJan).Flocks of 50-100 were reported from L Don and L Sween.
Breeding. Breeding occurred at L Tulla NArgyll where 2 broods totalling 9 young were
seen in Jun. Up to 8 prs were present at RSPB L. Gruinart in Jun but with no evidence of
breeding.
Sep-Dec. The total of 714 found at L Crinan on 7"Oct was the 2" highest there since
counts began in 1993. The combined counts at L Gruinart and L Indaal built to a peak of
828 in Dec (cf734 in Oct 2000) [Table 91. The only other sites reporting counts of 100 or
more were: Holy Loch (150 on 6"0ct), L Don (max. 200 in Dec), Outer L Etive (rnax. 117
on 16IhDec),L Sween (max.107 on I6'"Dec) and Balvicar Bay Mid-Argyll (244 on 1PDec).
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Table 9. Maximum monthly counts of Wigeon at WO sea-lochs on Islay, Loch Crinan (MidArgyll), and nree in 2001 ( i t , all sites which regularly held 100+ birds in the winter months).

AMERICAN WIGEON
Anas americana
0180
Vagrant. Six or more previous Argyll records, all since 1959 and all of single males.
Recent records in the Loch CraignisWLoeh Crinan area hare been attributed to a
single returning individual.
Our regular male was at L Crinan from early Jan to at least 11'Feb. From mid-Jan it was
paired with a female Eurasian Wigeon.The pattern was repeated in the autumn, when it was
seen in L Crinan first on 5"Oct and then intermittently until the end of the year
[JDdJHdSCV]*. An eclipse male was identified at La' Phuill on 3@Oct and remained there
until 9"Oct [SCV/SBdJBo].
Anas strepera
Lach glas
0182
GADWALL
Scarce but regular on passage and in winter, with most recent recordsfrom Kintyre,
Islay, Mid-Argyll and Tiree. Breeding confirmed on Tiree and probable on Islay
1956 1994.
Jan-blay. Up to 4 were seen regularly on the floods at RSPB L. Gruinart in Feb with 5
on 2PMar. A male was in the bay at Sanda Island on 26mApr.
Breeding. Two males and a female were at RSPB L. Gruinart throughout May and in
early Jun but with no evidence of breeding.
Sep-Dec. Two were present at L a' Phuill from Sm-30bSepand 2 were seen at L Poit na
h-I (Pottie) Mull on 21- Sep. The first at RSPB L. Gruinart was on 17m0ct,with up to 6
there during early Nov and 7 on 26'Nov. The only other record was of 3 at RSPB L.
Gminart on 21* Dec.
Correction to 2000 data (ABR 17): The 23 Gadwall at RSPB L. Gruinart on 14ROct are
confirmed as a record count for Islay.

-

EURASIAN TEAL (TEAL)
Anas crecca
Cram Iach
0184
Widespread but uncommon breeding species. Common passage migrant and winter visitor.
Jan-Apr. Apart from those in Table 10, the only sites with counts of 50 or more were L
Don (max. 95 on 14'Jan) and Tayinloan (max. 60 on 12&Mar).
Breeding. On Islay, 22 prs were counted at RSPB L. Gruinart and 10 prs at Ardnave
Loch. At least one pr bred on Tiree, and a female with 7 ducklings at Drimvore on 1" Jun
was the first confirmed breeding for Moine Mhor NNR.
Aug-Dec. The peak total of 1,569 at RSPB L. Gruinart on 26"Nov was well down on
1999 and 2000 (cfmax. 2,343 on 22&Sep2000) [Table IO]. However, the total of 180 at L
Cnnan on 4'Nov was the highest there since records began in 1993.
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Other than those in Table 10, the only sites with counts of 50 or more were L Gorm Islay
(SO+ on 4IhOct), Lussa Loch Kintyre (60 on 15'hNov), L Don Mull (max. 200 during Dec),
An Fhaodhail Tiree (120 on 5'"ec), L Sween (max. 66 on 16IhDec),Tayinloan (max. 200
on 16lhDec)and Ardnave Loch Islay (max. 54 on 12*Dec).
Table 10. Maxiinuni rnontlily connts of Teal at two sea-lochs on Islay. Loch Crinari (MidArgyll) arid Tiree in 2001.

GREEN-WINGED TEAL
Anas carolinensis
Rare visitor from North America with nine or more accepted records since 1980,
mostly on Islay. Some records may well involve returning individuals.
An adult male was at Bruichladdich on 18'hNov and was seen intermittently there until
the end of the year [GJ/TapR]*. Another male first seen at RSPB L. Gruinart on 25IhNov
was also present there until the year's end. [TapRfCRM et all*.
MALLARD
Anasplatyrliynclios
Lach
0186
Comrnon breeding, passage and wintering species.
Jan-Apr. Other than those in Table 1 I , the only count exceeding 50 came from L
Caolisport (315 on 14'"Jan).
Breeding. Five prs bred on Sanda Islands, where recently fledged young were seen in Jul.
On Islay an estimated 47 prs were at RSPB L. Gruinart, 5 prs were at Ardnave Loch and 3 prs at
Smaull RSPB Reserve. Elsewhere, records of confirmed breeding came from Colonsay (4 sites),
Cowal(3 sites), Mid-Argyll (8 sites), Midl (one site), NArgyll(2 sites) and Tiree (2 sites).
Aug-Dec. Peak numbers at L Indaal and RSPB L. Gruinart (277 in Dec) were again well
down on recent years (cf 390 in Oct 2000 and 1999's record total of 704 in Sep) [Table 111.
Other than those in Table 11, the only sites with 50 or more were Tayinloan (max. 50 on
Sep), L Gilp (55 on 9*Sep), Muircroft (Oban) Mid-Argyll (200+ on 25IhSep),Oban (harbour
area) (108 on COct), Sanda Island (max. 66 on 7Ih0ct), An Lodan (L Awe) (79 on @Nov),
Kilbemy shore Kintyre (1 18 on 13IhNov)and L Caolisport (380 on 20'hDec).
Table 11. Maxirnrtrn niontlily counts of Mallard at two sea-lochs on Islay, Loch Crinari
(Mid-Argyll),Outer Loch Etive (NArgyll), Holy Loch (Cowal) and Tiree in 2001.
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Anas rubripes
0187
AMERICAN BLACK DUCK
Vagrant.No previous Argyll records.
An adult male of this species found at La' Phuill Tiree on WJun was gone by the next day.
This was the first for Argyll and there are only 5 previous records for Scotland [JBo/AJL]*.
NORTHERN PINTAIL (PINTAIL)
Anas acufa
Lach stiuireach
0189
Very scarce breeding species. Scarce passage migrant. Winter visitor, regular only on
Islay and Tiree.
Jan-Apr. The highest count on Tiree was at L Riaghain, where 9 were present on 14'Jan
and 6 on 1PFeb. Four were at L an Eilein on 2 7 Mar. Away from Islay [Table 12) and Tiree,
the only report was an unusual record of 4 males and 4 females at Holy Loch on 13'Jan.
Breeding. Three prs were on the floods at RSPB L Gminart until 20aApr. but there was
no evidence of breeding and no more sightings until autumn.
Jul-Dee, One flying S past Machrihanish SBO on I3'Sep was the first autumn record,
and 22 birds were seen there altogether on 5 dates up to 29'0~1.
A count of 68 in the Bridgend area of L Indaal on 17dDecwas by far the highest of the winter
but, for most of the winter, numbers in L Indaal were lower than usual. The highest count on
Tiree was only 4, at L an Eilein on 17'Dec. Elsewhere there were 5 birds (3 males, 2 females)
on Holy Loch on 6mOct.
Table 12. hlaximum monthly counts of Pintail at two sea-lochs on Islay in 2001,

GARG ANEY
Anas querquedula
Lach crann
0191
Rare summer visitor and passage migrant. Bred in KinQre in 1994 and on Islay in
1997.
The only record concerned a pr at L an Eilein on 9*and 1DMay.
NORTHERN SHOVELER (SIIOVELER) Anas clypeara Lach a'ghuib leathainn 0194
Scarce breeding species. More numerous as passage migrant and winter visitor
although largely restricted to Islay and Tiree.
Jan-Apr. Numbers on Tiree peaked on 6mJan when 41 were counted, all at L a' Phuill,
while L Gminart had 35 on l2*Feb [Table 13). Elsewhere birds were reported from the Add
estuary Mid-Argyll (single males on 4'Jan and 16aApr) and L Caolisport (a male on 14OJan).
Breeding. Three prs were present on The Reef Tiree on 8*Jun, and 12 prs were present at
L Gruinart. In neither case was there any information on breeding success.
Sep-Dec. Yet another a new high count for Islay was achieved (cf70 in Mar 2000) when
81 were counted at L Gminart on 21* Dec; and numbers on Tiree peaked at 35 on 17*Dec
[Table 131. Nearly all the Islay birds were at RSPB L. Gminart but 2 were on L Gorm on
24'0ct. The only record elsewhere concerned a single male at L Caolisport on 20aDec.
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Table 13. Maxii1nn1i niontlily coittits of Sliovelers at Loch Gritinart (Islay) and at the four
niainfreslnvater loclis on Tiree in 2001.
L.Gruinart
Tiree*

J a n Feb Mar Apr May Jun
12 35 n/r n/r 24
1
4
6
41 26 15 n/r

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
0
0
0
30 73 81
0
1
6
12 6
35

* Mostly on Loch a 'Phuill.
Aytliyaferina
Lach mhasach
0198
COMMON POCHARD (POCHARD)
Winter visitor in small numbers. No conjirnied breeding in recent years.
Jan-Apr. Very small numbers were recorded, with a high count of only 9 on 1 Feb
during the WeBS count on Tiree (all but one on L a' Phuill). Elsewhere, up to 6 were
reported from L Awe, L Leathan, L nan Druimnean and L a' Phearsain (Kilmelford) MidArgyll and Ardnave Loch Islay. All records were during Jan and Feb.
Breeding season. Two at RSPB L. Gruinart on 6IhJunwere an unusual summer record.
Sep-Dec. A single female-type bird was at Muircroft (Oban) on 2ShSep,and in Oct up to
3 were present on L a' Phuill, while numbers at L Gorm Islay peaked at ca 30 on 24Ih. After
this, L Skerrols Islay had 8 on 6*Nov and 6 on 28*Dec and numbers at L nan Druimnean
peaked at 12 on 30fiDec. All other records involved single birds, on Islay and Tiree and at
CrosshilVCampbeltownLochs Kintyre and a few lochs in Mid-Argyll.
RING-NECKED DUCK
Aytliya collaris
0200
Vagrant. First accepted record in Argyll 1982 with 6further records to 1997.
An immature male was found at L a' Phuill Tiree on 3" Oct and stayed until 18"Oct
[SCV/SBe/JBo]*. The previous 7 records have included birds in Mid-Argyll and on Miill as
well as on Islay and Tiree.
TUFTED DUCK
Aytliyafitligitla
Lach thopach
0203
Scarce breeding species. Corninon winter visitor.
Jan-Apr. The WeBS counts on Tiree were down on 2000 with a max. of 84 on 11''Feb (cf
138 on 21%Feb 2000) while Ardnave Loch reached 19 on 25'"eb [Table 141. Other sites
with counts of 10 or more birds were: Lochan Taynish Mid-Argyll (max. 14 on I 1'' Jan),
Dubh Loch (Glen Shira) Mid-Argyll (max. 19 on 15''Jan), L Sei1 Mid-Argyll (max. 16 on
22" Jan), L Leathan Mid-Argyll (max. 13 on 27IhJan), L Skenols Islay (28 on 26''Feb), L
Ballygrant Islay (18 on 26'"eb) and L Gorm Islay (18 on 2"6Mar).
Breeding. The only confirmed breeding records were on Tiree in Jun, where there were 2
broods on L Bhasapol and one brood on L an Eilein. Birds were present at suitable sites
during the breeding season on Islay and Mull and in Kintyre, Mid-Argyll and NArgyll.
Sep-Dec. Numbers on Islay peaked in Oct when there were 19 at Ardnave Loch on 22"
[see Table 141 and 96 at L Gorm on 4'". WeBS counts on Tiree produced totals of 74 in both
Nov and Dec. Other counts of 10 or more birds came from L Sei1 Mid-Argyll (rnax. 19 on
15'h0ct),L Poit na h-I (Pottie) Miill (max. 12 on 26"Nov) and LLeathan Mid-Argyll (max.
13 on lSthDecl.
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Table 14, Maximum monthly counts of Tubed Ducks at Ardnave Loch (Islay) and at thefour
main freshwater lochs on Eree in 2001.
.
I Jan I Feb ( M a r I Apr IMayl Jun I Jul 1 Aug I Sep 1 Oct I Nov I Dec
ArdnaveL. 1 n/r I 19 I n/r 1 15 I 5 1 2 1 n/r I n/r 1 1 I 19 I 14 1 14
Tiree
1 8 3 ( S 4 ( 5 8 1 n / r ( n / r )9 1 9 1 3 1 6 ( 3 2 1 7 4 1 7 4
GREATER SCAUP (SCAUP)
Aytbya mada
Lach mhara
0201
Winter visitor and passage migrant. Large numbers at Loch Indaal (Islay), which i s
a site of national importancef o r wintering birds, but scarce elsewhere. Occasionally
summers.
Jan-May. Numbers at L Indaal peaked at 1,200 on 14'Jan (cf780 in Jan 2000) [Table
151. The last birds there were 5 on 2O"May. The only records elsewhere were at L Bhasapol
(3 on 14'Jan and one on 14'Feb) and Dubh Loch (Glen Shira) Mid-Argyll (a single female
with Tufted Ducks on I* Mar).
Jul-Dec. The first birds of autumn were at Machrihanish SBO on 26" Jul and a total of
235 flew past there on 19 dates, with a max. of 26 on 24OOct. By 19*Aug the WeBS count
in L Indaal had already reached 101 and numbers there rose steadily until 1,070 were counted on 17*Dec. The only other records came from Tiree where there were up to 4 birds on L
a' Phuill in Sep and Oct and a total of 15 were counted flying past Rubha Chraiginis in
small p u p s on 2" Oct.
Table 15. Maxfmummonthly counts ofscaup at Loch Indaal (Islay) in 2001,
L.Indaal

I Jan I Feb IMar I Apr lMayl Jun I Jul I Aug I Sep I Oct I Nov I Dec
11,200) 705 1 43 I 270 I 5 I 0 I 0 101 I 167 I350 1 800 11,07

COMMON EIDER (EIDER)
Somareria mollissima
Lach lochlannach 0206
Resident breeding bird common on all suitable coasts. Large frocks of moulting
drakes and first-year birds gather at some sites during Jun to Aug. Many Argyll
breeding birds apparently winter in the Firth of Clyde.
Jan-May. Other than those listed in Table 16, flocks of 100 or more were reported from:
Ardmucknish Bay NArgyN (105 on 2obFeb), Oronsay (108 on 23" Feb), Otter Ferry Cowal
( m a . 1,091 on sand spit on 25"Feb), Hynish Bay Tiree (min. 150 on 1' Mar), Camdale
Kintyre (103 in harbour on PMar) and Dunoon (100 or more near pier on 10*Apr), On 19*
May, 116 adult males and 4 imm. males were counted on the shore of Liath Eilean (L Fyne)
Mid-ArgylI;and 149 birds incl. 109 adult males, IS imm. males and 22 females were
counted in Machrihanish Bay Kintyre on 26'May.
Breeding. In the Argyll part of the SAMs study area, 721 nesting females were counted
at 27 sites: cu 521 of these (72%) were on the Bumt Islands (Kyles of Bute) and 94 % of the
total were at the six largest colonies [Craik, 20011. A min. of 9 broods were found on
Treshnish Isles in Jun with evidence of breeding from Fladda, Lunga, Sgeir a Chaisteil and
Sgeir an Eirionnaich, An accurate count on Sanda Islands gave a total of 34 breeding prs; 9
monitored nests all hatched eggs but the young faced heavy predation and further outcome
was unknown as adults with well-grown young leave the islands. On Colonray a census in
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Jun found 51 males and 24 females with no young as well as 18 females with 19 broods
totalling 48 young (mean size of 6 broods on Ardkenish peninsula was 2.67 [cf 2.69 in
20001). A nest with 5 eggs was found at The Strand Colorisay on 6"May and the first chicks
reported were 5 at Otter Ferry on 19'"May. Reports of females with young came from many
other sites in C o w l , Kintyre, Mid-Argyll,Mull and Tiree.
Autumn Eider Survey The co-ordinated count of Eiders in the Firth of Clyde, which
took place as usual in Sep, gave a total of 4,677 for the Argyll part of the area. (N.B. this
includes all those counted in L Long, some of which will belong with the Clyde area) (cf
4,087 in 2000,5,519 in 1999,4,771 in 1998 and 5,715 in 1997). Numbers were generally
down on previous years but an increase in the L Fyne count helped to compensate for this.
Apart from the outer Ayrshire coast, there were low levels in the Firth of Clyde as a whole
(C. Waltho). Again, much higher counts were achieved for at least one key site in Argyll
earlier in the autumn (see below).
Aug-Dec. The highest single count was 1,312 from Otter Ferry to 3 miles N on 1" Sep,
while numbers at L Indaal Islay peaked at 204 on I6IhSep [Table 161. On 21" Sep 1,472
were counted between Otter Ferry and Castle Lachlan Cowa[; and on 9" Dec 2,424 birds
were counted in the same area. Elsewhere, counts of 100 or more were made at: SE
Colonsay (198 on 22"d Sep), Gunna Sound Tiree (max. 370 on 25"'Sep) and off Hynish
Tiree (max. 450 on 22"dOct).
Table 16. Maxitriiirri niontlily counts of Eiders at Loch Iridaal (Islay) in 2001.

L. Indaal

I J a n I Feb I Mar I Apr IMay1 Jun I Jul I Aug I Sep I Oct I Nov I Dec

I 121 I

97

I 167 I190 I127 I201 I191 I201 I204 I142 I137 I200

LONG-TAILED DUCK
Clangtila Izyemalis Eun buchainn
0212
Uiicommori winter visitor, most frequent in Sound of Gigha (Kintyre), Islay, Col1 and
Tiree. Usually marine but occasionally seeti on inland loclis. Occasional summer
records.
Jan-Apr. The highest count in the Sound of Gigha was 18 on S'Jan, and there were still 13
off Tayinloan on 2PdApr. Smaller numbers were seen regularly on L Indaal, with a max. of 5
on 1" Mar. Only single birds were recorded on Tiree, at Hynish on 4"Jan and in Balephetrish
Bay on 3d Feb. The last birds of spring were a pr at Ballochroy Kiriryre on 6IhMay.
Oct-Dec. The first bird of autumn was an immature female in Dunstaffnage Bay MidArgyll on I S h Sep, followed by a female flying past Rubha Chraiginis Tiree on 27'' Sep.
There were 2 in L Indaal on 14''Oct and numbers there peaked at only 5, on 9''Dec. In Oct,
Machrihanish SBO had an adult male flying Non 20", 5 flying S on 22"dand a single flying
S on 31". Elsewhere Tiree had up to 2 birds at various sites from Oct to Dec, incl. an inland
bird at L a' Phuill on 17''Dec. The only record from the Sound of Gigha concerned a male
&female off Tayinloan on 14''Nov.
Melanitta nigra Lach bheag dubh 0213
BLACK SCOTER ( C O ~ I O NSCOTER)
Very rare breeding species in Islay, Mid-Argyll and N Argyll. Present tlirougliout the
year in the Sound of Giglia (Kintyre) and at Loch Indaal (Islay). Scarce winter
visitor elsewliere.
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Jan-Jun. Numbers at L Indaal were lower than usual with a peak of only 59 on 1PMar
(cfpeaks of97 on 9'Apr 2000 and 142 on 1S'Apr in 1999) [Table 17). The Sound of Gigha
did rather better, with numbers rising from 20 on 1S'Feb to 190 off Ronachan Point on 6'
May. The only other reports were of groups in single figures seen from the Kennacraip
Islay ferry during Feb.
Breeding. At least S prs were present at the regular breeding site on Islay in early Jun.
None were recorded elsewhere.
Correction to 2000 data (ABR 17): 'The breeding information for Islay should read:
'The main regular breeding site on Islay held at least 7 prs in early Jun. A nearby small
loch, sometimes also used, dried up completely in spring and no birds were present there in
the breeding season."
Jul-Dec. The L Indaal flock peaked at 71 on 22&July (cf63 on I P S e p in 2000) [Table
171. At least 100 were in the Sound of Gigha on 2 g J u l and 47 were counted there. on 14'
Nov. At Machrihanish SBO a total of 184 were recorded flying S between 9"Jul and l(yd
Nov with a peak count of 36 on S'Oct. Up to 3 birds were recorded flying past Frenchman's
Rocks on 4 dates during Sep. Elsewhere, 60 or more birds were. reported in West L Tarbert
Kintyre on ~'Nov, Tiree had one or two birds on various dates from Oct to Dec, and a
single female was in L na Kea1 on 2POct.
Table 17. Maximum monihly counts of C o m n Scoter ai Loch Indaal (Islay) in 2001.

I Jan I Peb IMar 1 Apr lMayl Jun I Jul Aug I Sep I Oct I Nov I Dec
L. Indaal

I

38

I 52 I 59 I 41 I 38 I 40 I 71 1

65

I 59 I

50

I 40 I 40

SURF SCOTER

Melaniita perspicillata
0214
Rare. At least 11 Argyll records, mosily in spring.
An adult male and an immature male were seen off Ronachan Point Kinfyre on BMay,
and a male was seen at Bruichladdich Islay on 24'0ct. This extends the continuous run of
annual records to six years.
Melanittafusca
Lach dubh
0215
VELVET SCOTER
Scarce winter visitor and passage migrant. Most often on the west coast of KinQre
and at Loch Indaal (Islay), rare elsewhere. Occasional summer records.
Jan-Jun. The only records were from the Sound of Gigha where the following counts
were recorded: 8 on SmJan,2 on 2SmJan,2 on W F e b and 5 on 6*May.
Jul-Dec. One at Bunnahabhain Islay on 4' Jul and, in the Sound of Gigha, 3 on 2"6Sep
and 6 on 2S"Dec were the only records received.
COMMON GOLDENEYE (GOLDEKEYE) Bucephala clangula Lach bhreac
021s
Common winter visitor. Birds regularly present in all areas from early Oct to late
Apr. Occasional summer records.
Jan-Apr. The highest count was 197 at L Caolisport on 14'Jan. Other than those in
Table IS,the only sites with counts of 10 or more were.: L Awe MidArgyll (16 N Kilchum
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Castle on 2"6Jan), Sound of Gigha (78 on 5'"Jan) and L Leathan Mid-Argyll (max. 11 on 16Ih
Apr). The last record was of one at Ardnave Loch on 12'"May.
There were no records of summering birds.
Sep-Dee. The only Sep record concerned a single bird at Machrihanish SBO on 13'".
Three birds were reported from L Don on 1 I'"Oct, 11 were recorded during the WeBS count
on L Indaal on 14"and one was on L a' Phuill on 18*0ct. Birds were not widely reported
until 20'h-22"6 Oct when there were records from Miill, Islay, Kintyre and Tiree.
Machrihanish SBO had 28 flying S between 22" and 30* Oct. A flock of at least 65 was
reported in L Spelve Miill on 17" Nov, numbers in L Caolisport peaked at 158 on 20IhDec
and 85 were counted in the Sound of Gigha on 28*Dec. Elsewhere the only site [apart from
those shown in Table 181 with 10 or more birds was Ganavan (Oban) with 17 on 12'"Dec.
Table 18. Maxiniltin rnontlily counts of Goldeneyes in Loch lndaal (Islay), Oirter Locli Etive

(N Argyll), Locli Sweert (Mid-Argyll) and at the four main freslnvater loclis on Tiree in
2001. No birds were reported from these sites from May to Aug.

Mergits serrator
Siolta dhearg
0221
RED-BREASTED MERGANSER
Coinmon resident breeder. Large moulting frocks gather at some sites during JulAug. Locli bidaal (Islay) is a site of national itnportance for wintering birds.
Jan-May. The peak count at L Indaal was 48 on 14IhJan [Table 191. The only other
counts of 20 or more were at L Caolisport (35 on 14'hJan),Tayinloan (max. 20 on 28IhJan),
Otter Ferry C o w l (34 on 24IhFeb),and Gott Bay (max. 48 on 1%May). A group of 5 near
Seal Cottage, Oronsay on 1" May was one of only 3 Colonsay sightings during the year and
records there have declined during the last decade [DCJ].
Breeding. In the Argyll part of the SAMS study area, eggs or dependent young were seen
at 7 sites. At one of these sites, the Islandadd Bridge by the Crinan Canal, a single female
with 23 medium-sized young were counted on 21$'Jul [(cf counts of single females with 22
and 19 young in 1999 and 18-19 in 1998) ( ABR 15 & 16)] [Craik, 20011. There were also
several reports of adults with recently hatched young from Kintyre and similar records from
sites on Coll, Mid-Argyll, Mitll and Tiree.
Aug-Dec. The only moult congregation count received was of 87 in L Riddon Cowal on
11"Aug. The peak WeBS count on L Indaal of 161 on 19''Aug was only slightly below last
year's record (of 163 on 1CAug) [Table 171. The only other site with a count of 20 or more
birds was the head of L na Kea1 (max. 28 on 15"Aug).
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Table 19. Maximum monthly counts of Red.breasted Mergansers at two sea-lochs on Islay,
Loch Crinan (Mid-Argyll)and Loch Sween (Mid-Argyll)in 2001,

GOOSANDER
Mergus merganser
Siolta
0223
Scarce breeding species, mainly in Cowal, Mid-Argyll, Mull and N Argyll. More
widespread in winter but only in small numbers.
Jan-May. Up to 4 birds were seen at Ardnahoe Islay, McDougall's Bay Jura, Holy Loch
and L Restil Cowul, Waterfooflorrisdale Bay Kintyre, L Beg, Pennygael and Mishnish
Lochs Mull, Tayvallich, Glen Shira, Add Estuary, L Gilp, L Feochan and Kilmartin Bum
Mid-Argyll and L Dive and River Orchy N Argyll. A pr in the rapids on 22@May were the
first records for Taynish NNR since 1989.
Breeding. A pr with 7 young were seen at L an Ton Mu21 on 22"6May, a female with 7
young was on the River Eachaig Cowal on 4'Jun. a female with 6 small young was seen on
the River Euchar near Laganbeg Mid.Argy11 on 7'Jun and all 6 were still present on 3" Jul,
and a female with 8 young was at Blarghour (L Awe) Mid-Argyll on 29mJul.
Aug-Dec. The m a . number in L Crinan was 8 birds on 23* Aug, while L Dive had a
m a . of 4 on 16'Sep. Elsewhere, one to 3 birds were seen at Machrihanish and Lussa Loch
Kintyre, L Gilp, L Feochan and L Leathan Mid-Argyll and on L Tuath, River Aros, L Don
and L na Keal Mull,
EUROPEAN HONEY-BUZZARD (BOSEY BUZZARD) Pemis apivoms
0231
Very rare passage migrant. Seven accepted records since 1980; the last at Ledaig
Point (N AWN) in 1999.
Two individuals were recorded in rather unusual circumstances. Some young birds from
the small Scottish breeding population have been fitted with radio tags so that their progress
can be followed. On 14'Sep juv, No. 21252 was tracked flying over the sea due W of Islay
(55.766 N. 6.613 S) and on 24'Sep juu. No, 21253 was tracked over the Sound of Mull W
of Fishnish (56.553 N. 5.87 W). The latter bird was detected N Bunessan Mull (56.325 N.
6,197 W) on the following day (2PSep) (information obtained from www.roydennis.org
website), A sighting of a bird that was probably of this species on Colonsay on 206Sept
could have been one of these birds (DCJ).
RED KITE
Milvus milvus Clamhan gobhlach 0239
I n an attempt to re-introduce this species to Scotland, Red Kites have been released
in Highland Region since I989 and in Central Scotland since 1996. Genuine
vagrants have occurred in the past, but most recent Argyll records involve these
birds. AI1 records are requested, ideally with details of presence or absence of wing-

tags.
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There were five records. The first concerned a bird reported as having yellow wing-tags
that was seen in Glen Fyne Mid-Argyll on 12"-13'Jun. Insufficient details of the tags were
given to establish its origin. On 23" Sep one was seen flying over the road nr Clachandhu (L
na Keal) Mull mobbed by 2 Hooded Crows; and one was seen from Benderloch flying
towards Beinn Lora on 6"Oct. The skeletal remains of a bird were found on the beach 2
miles N of Machrihanish Kintyre on 9"November. This was though to have been a bird
released in Dumfries & Galloway on 9"Aug 2001 (RAB). Lastly one was reported nr
Tayinloan on 27"Dec: no wing-tag was noted.

'

WHITE-TAILED EAGLE
Haliaeetus albicilla Iolair mhara
0243
Formerly resident breeder in Argyll. A re-introduction programme involving the
release of 82 birds on Runt between 1974 and 1985, and 59 in northern Scotland
between 1993 and 1998, has been successful in establishing breeding pairs in the
wild. All records are ' requested, ideally with details of age, activity and presence/
absence of wing-tags.
Breeding. In Scotland, 23 areas were occupied by territorial prshirds; eggs were laid by
17 prs and breeding suspected at another 2 sites. Seven successful prs fledged a total of 11
chicks (4 broods of 2 and 3 broods of 1) [RAB].
Wandering or dispersing birds were reported on the islands, from Islay (one individual),
Midl (many sightings including birds with coloured wing-tags marked in previous years) and
The Garvellachs Mid-Argyll (two individuals). Mainland records came from Clachan Seil, L
Feochan and Gallachoille (L Sween) Mid-Argyll and Ledaig and Port Appin NArgyll.
EURASIAN MARSH HARRIER
Circus aeruginosus Clamhan loin
0260
Scarce but now inore or less annualpassage migrant, with records in every year brit
one since 1986. Most records Apr-Jun.
On Islay, an adult female first seen at L Gruinart on 6"May was present in the area until
at least 6'hSep. A different individual (a juvenile presumably not bred on Islay) was also
seen at L Gruinart on 6IhSepand again at Island House on 25"Oct. The only record elsewhere concerned an immature/fernale at Machrihanish Airfield Kintyre on 5"and 6IhMay.
(hlhRSII IMRRIER)

HEN HARRIER
Circus cyarzeus
Breid air toin
0261
Sparse bnt widespread breeding species. A survey in 1998 produced an estimate of
66-189 breeding pairs (at 95% confidence levels) in Argyll and Bute.
Jan-Apr. Very few were at the two roosts at Moine Mhor Mid-Argyll with max. totals of
just 2 birds in Jan and 3 in Feb. The roost at RSPB L. Gruinart was similarly low with no
more than 4 birds present during the period. Elsewhere, hunting birds were reported from
Oronsay and from C o w l (3 sites), Islay (6 sites), Jura (one site), Kirityre (2 sites),
Mid-Argyll (4 sites), Mull (4 sites), NArgyll (one site) and Tiree (3 sites).
Breeding. Breeding success of monitored territories is summarised in Table 20. On
mainland Argyll, five sites occupied in previous years in the Lochgilphead area were
unoccupied in 2001 [RAB].
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Table 20. Outcomes of monitored Hen Harrier tem"toriesin Argyll in 2001.

* F e d w involved in b i g m s pirings arc vated h9 *prate
1''

teni it ones'^ Polygamy W ~ Esuspecredat 6
sites. with circumscanrial evidence thaf 3 d e s m y have w
e
d with 6 f e d & ,
Involving at l
a 19 male harries

* Involving 8 d c harries
' Figureincludes 2 territories each held by an apparentlyunpairaa. one-yearOM.d e ,
The figures for Islay include data from a full survey of the Rinns of Islay Special Protection
Area carried out for SNH in which all sites with past breeding records were visited and
other suitable areas were searched.
Aug-Dec. The roost at RSPB..I Gruinart again did not exceed 4 birds. The Moine Mhor
roosts did rather better, with a max, total of S birds at both roosts in Nov as well as 5 in Oct
and 4 in Dec. A ring-tail was seen on Sanda Island Kingre on 19" Sep and birds were
widely reported on Islay. There were also reports from 2 locations on Coll, one on Jura, 5 in
Kingre, 4 in Mid-Argyll, 11 on Mull, one in NArgyll and 4 on Tiree.
EURASIAN SPARROWHAWK (SPARROWIIA\VK) Accipiter nisus Speireag 0269
Widespread, resident breeding species.
During the year birds were widely reported with records from all areas of Argyll except
Coll, Jura and NArgyll. One at Ard Ear Tiree on 14"Mar was the first on the island for
some considerable time, and at least 2 birds were present on Tiree Oct-Dec. Prey species
recorded in Argyll during the year included Feral Pigeon, Robin, Blackbird, Redwing, tits,
Chaffinch, Siskin and Twite. At one site 7 Blue Tits were taken in a single day.
Breeding. Three prs were found breeding on Colonsay in Jun, and a nest with young was
reported in Cowal.
COMMON BUZZARD (BUZZARD)
Buteo buteo
Clamhan
0287
Resident breeding bird, common in all areas.
Numerous records were received from all Argyll areas except Jura (where the species
was almost certainly present). At least S birds were recorded on Tiree during the goose
count on 11" Jan, and 9 birds were counted at RSPB L. Gruinart on 17"Jan. During hard
weather in Jan a bird at RSPB Smaull Islay was seen eating worms where cows had broken
the frosted surface; and one was seen with a Eurasian Curlew kill on Tiree on 26Vep.
Breeding. Breeding success of monitored territories is summarised in Table 21. On
Colonsay the evidence of occupation at a further 3 sites was inconclusive, and of the
definitely occupied territories, the outcome was unknown for 4 prs, S prs failed or did not
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breed, one pr had young but they were inaccessible, and 7 prs were fully monitored and
presumed to have fledged 13 young [RAB]. A pr bred on Sanda Islands and fledged 2
young; and on Islay 3 prs bred at RSPB L. Gruinart, one at Upper Killeyan, and one at
RSPB Smaull nested low down on a rocky outcrop. Other breeding records included a pr
with 3 recently fledged young at Strone Glen Kintyre, a pr behaving territorially on Fladda
(Treshnish Isles) in Jun, a successful pr at Taynish NNR and an adult with 2 juvs. at Glen
Byre Mull on 2"1Jul.
Recorded in 2 of 6 BBS squares (33%), (cf 4 of 10 in 2000).
Table 21. Oittconies of monitored Coninion Biruard ferriforiesin Argyll in 2001.

[ ] presumed to have fledged
I

most sites tlioughl Io have been successful but outcomes only known accunlely at 5 of them.

GOLDEN EAGLE
Aqiiila clnysaefos
Iolaire
0296
Scarce resident breeding species. Iinniatures teiid to wander and may be recorded in
areas where breeding does not occur.
Recorded away from the breeding areas, in winter, in Colonsay, Cowal, Islay, Jura,
Kintyre, Mid-Argyll, Mid1 and N Argyll.
Breeding. Breeding success of monitored territories is summarised in Table 22.
Although, as usual, most nests were on crags, two were in trees - one in a Scots pine and
one in an ash. One very unusual (and unsuccessful) nest site was "on the ground on the top
of a coastal slope" [RAB].
Table 22. Oufconiesof monitored Golden Eagle terriforiesin Argyll in 2001.
h r

TS hnonn IO
ha$efledgedpung

% arm+d
Tslhal fledged

21

18

28+

19

33.3%
32.2%

Sila
Lwkd

Tcrrilona
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TSshcm

54

54

62

59

=laid

&tinno. or
pungfledgcd

xo. or,oung per
sureasrullorrilory

21
22

1.16
1.15

) o w

2001
2002

The data for2001 include the establishment and apparent first recorded breeding attempt in a new area of Argyll.

OSPREY
Pandiori haliaefus Iolaire iasgach
0301
Summer visitor. Very scarce breeding species. Occurs more widely on passage.
Apr-May. No early arrivals were recorded, the first report being of one seen fishing in L
Leathan Mid-Argyll on 26''Apr. The only other passage bird reported was one at Esknish
Islay on 1%May.
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Breeding. The population increased to 5 breeding prs. All were successful and reared a
total of 10 young (w1 x 1, b/2 x 3, W3 x 1). There were increasing reports, usually of single
birds, in several other areas of Argyll [RAB].
Jul-Sep. Away from the known breeding sites, single birds were at L Uisg Mull on 12"
Jun and L Don on 301Jun, and 2 were seen several times in early Jul near the head of L
Caolisport.
Passage birds were seen at L Frisa Mull on 16"Aug. several sites on Islay, incl. L
Gruinm, 27m-29mAug,Port Appin N Argyll on 6"Sep and Holy Loch Cowal on IPSep.
The last was a juv. reported over L Crinan on 5m0ct.

FuIco iinnunculus Clamhan madh
0301
COMhlON K E S T R E L ~ K ~ R E L )
Widespread but uncommon breeding bird. Population in some areas appears to
fluctuate from year to year. Emigration from some areas in autumn (e.g. Mull) and
immigration to others.
There were records from all areas except N Argyll during the year. Away from known
breeding areas, one or two were seen on Tiree in Jan and Mar and from Aug to Dec.
Breeding. On the Ross of Mull at least 6 out of 16 occupied territories were successful, 9
occupied sites on Cowal were all successful (at least 21 young fledged), one pr on Islay was
probably successful and a territorial pr on Colonsay were presumed to have failed [RAB].
MERLIN
Falco columbarius
Meimeal
0309
Scarce breeding species, possibly under-recorded. More widely distributed on
passage and in winter.
Jan-May. Birds were reported regularly on Oronsay, Mull, Islay and Tiree (where min. 3
individuals in Jan). There were also records from 2 localities on Colonsay, one in MidArgylland two in NArgyll.
Breeding. Very little information received. Of 4 monitored sites, 2 were apparently
unoccupied, a pr present early in the season did not stay, and a pr that occupied a new site
probably failed. A male alarming in suitable habitat on Islay in Jun may have indicated
successful breeding [RAB]. A pr were holding territory at one site on Mull in Jun. and an
adult was seen canying food at another site on Mull on 20Jul.
Aug-Dec. Reported from various localities on Islay throughout the period. Tiree also had
birds regularly, with 3 or more birds present in Oct. The first autumn migrant at
Machrihanish SBO appeared on 4"Aug. The only records elsewhere involved single birds at
3 localities on Mull in Sep, at Tarbert Kintyre on 1" Oct, at L Crinan on 2&Dec and on
Oronsay on S'Dec.

FuIco peregrinus
Seabhag
0320
PEREGRINE FALCON (PEREGRINE)
Sparsely distributed but widespread breeding species. Found throughout the year in
all areas. Breeding recorded in ff&two 10 km squares in Argyll in 1991 survey
[RSPB et al.].
Outside the breeding season there were frequent records for Colonsay, Cowul, Islay,
KitatyTe, Mid-Argyll,Mull and Tiree but none for Coll, Jura or NArgyll.
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A female found dead and partially eaten on 22" May at Ballochgair Point, nr Kildonald
Kintyre had been ringed as a nestling at Moffat, Dumfries & Galloway, on 5IhJune 1991. It
was thus nearly ten years old and was found 131 km from its hatching place.
Breeding. Of 8 occupied territories monitored in Coival, 5 sites were known to be
successful and fledged at least 9 young. Elsewhere in Argyll, 4 sites were monitored of
which 3 were successful and fledged at least 5 young [RAB]. Successful breeding was
recorded in Colonsay, Coival, Islay, Kintyre, Mid-Argyll and Mull but no birds were present
on Treshnish Isles for the first time in recent years.
WILLOW PTARMIGAN (RED GROUSE)
Lugopus lagopus Coileach fraoich
0329
Sparsely distributed resident breeding bird.
Breeding. A female with one chick was seen at Tireragan Mull in Jun and several prs
were reported from another area in the north of Mull. Birds were also present at L Gminart
and Smaull Islay during the breeding season.
Outside the breeding season, birds were reported also from NArgyll.
ROCK PTARMIGAN (PTARMIGAN)
Lagopus mutus
Tarmachan
0330
VCIYlocalised resident breeding bird, generally above 800 m. All records required.
The only records came from NArgyll, where feathers and droppings were found at Beinn
Fhionnlaidh in Aug and birds were seen at Beinn a' Bhuiridh, Coire Chat (Ben Cruachan)
and Meall nan Each (Ben Cruachan) in Sep.
Tetrao rerrix
Caoileach dubh
0332
BLACK GROUSE
Scarce and local resident breeding bird. Populations in some areas may derive from
released birds. Numbers apparently in steep decline: all records required.
The only records received were as follows: 'Several' flushed from the high ground above
L Scotnish Mid-Argyll in Mar/Apr, one greyhen in Dunbeg forestry Mid-Argyll on 18IhApr,
one greyhen nr Clashgour on 14'hMay,greyhen and fledged brood near Tarbert Kintyre on
14'hJul, 4 males on high ground above Tayinloan Kintyre on 2" Oct, male at Aucharua (nr
Southend) Kintyre on 71h0ct,and a greyhen in Caimbaan forest Mid-Argyll on 20"Oct.
RED-LEGGED PARTRIDGE
Alectoris rids Cearc thomain dhearg chasach 0358
Birds (some Iiybrids with Chukar A. chukar) introduced to several areas. Although
this species is in Category C of the British list, populations in Argyll do not appear to
be selfsustaining.
There were widespread reports from Islay, including 8 at L Skerrols on I6IhFeb,2 at Islay
House on lShMay, 2 at Octofad on 23" Sep, 20 or more at Octovullin on 6"Oct, 14 at
Rockside on 20"'Oct, 29 at Drochaid Bheag (nr Laggan Point) on 24IhOct, 19 at Rockside on
26'h0ct, 14 near the mouth of the River Laggan on 14*Nov, as well as singles at other sites.
Such records seem to indicate that recent releases have been reasonably successful. Single
birds were seen on Colonsay from Apr to Jun; and a group of 4 birds near Drum Farm
Cowl on 12"Nov was the only mainland record.
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COMMON QUAIL (QUAIL)
Corurnk corurnix Gearradh gort
0370
Rare and irregular summer visaor.
The only records came from Coll, where 3 birds were calling at the RSPB reserve in Jun
and one was calling west of Breachacha Castle on 9mJul.

Phasianus colchicus
%sag
0394
COMMON PHEASANT (PIIFASANT)
Long-establis11ed, widespread and common resident breeding bird. Birds also
annually reared and released on some estates.
During the year birds were reported from all areas except Coll, Jura and N Argyll. They
were particularly numerous and widespread on Islay with a high of 33 at RSPB L.GNinart
on 1" Nov. Large numbers were released on Colonsay and in Kingre, including 450 birds at
both High Lossit and Peninver.
Breeding. Recorded in one of 6 BBS squares surveyed (cf 2 of 12 in 2000),and birds
also bred on the Smaull and Loch Gruinart RSPB reserves on Islay, although no counts
were made.
Rallus aquaricus
Snagan all1
MO7
WATER RAIL
Scarce breeding bird, numbers augmented by passage migrants and winter rbilors.
Under-recorded.
Jan-Apr. Single birds were reported at RSPB L. Gruinart in Apr, and one was seen
running across the road at Balephuil Tiree in Jan.
Breeding. During the breeding season birds were heard calling from 4 locations at RSPB
L. GNinart and calling birds were also heard at the RSPB Reserve on Coll, at L Fada
Colonsay, on Iona Mull and at Loch Bhasapol Tiree,
Aug-Dec. On Islay birds were recorded in Oct at Loch Gruinart and in a roadside ditch at
Ardilistry and one was at L an tSailein in Nov. At least two were calling at East L Fada
Colonsay in Sep and one was calling on Oronsay in Nov and Dec. Tiree had records at
Kilkenneth in Sep and at Loch Bhasapol in Dec.
For the second year running there were no mainland records.
SPOTTED CRAKE
Ponana porzana
Traon breac
MO8
Rare and irregular summer visitor. First confinned breeding record for Argyll in
1993.
A male called at RSPB L,GNinart for a few days in mid-May but there was no evidence
of breeding.
Correction to 2000 data (ABR 17): entry should read
"A male was calling at RSPB L.G ~ i n a rfrom
t mid-May until the end of h.'
(not
'Jul as given).
Crex crex
Traon
M21
CORN CRAKE (CORNCRAKE)
Localised summer visitor. Breeding mainly on Islay, Colonsay, Iona (Mull), Tiree
and Coll.
The first confirmed record of spring was one seen at Blackpark (L Indaal) Islay on 1"
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May. This was followed by 2 birds calling at Balemartine Tiree on 3' May and one calling
on Iona Mitll on 66 May.
Breeding. Numbers on Col1 continued their recent steady increase although overall
numbers were slightly down on 2000, possibly due to the poor summer.
Table 23. Miriiniitni nitnibers of calling Corncrakes in Argyll areas in 2001 with totals for
2000,1999,1998,1997 and 1996for comparison [RAB].

In addition, at least one or possibly two calling birds were reported from the Treshnish Isles
[TIARG].
One was heard calling on P A u g on rough ground next to the golf course at Machrihanish.
In Sep one was on The Reef Tiree on 6Ih,and a full grown juv was seen on Oronsay on IOth.
A very late bird was seen crossing the road at Balephuil Tiree on 19"Oct.
COMMON MOORHEN (~IOORHEN)
Gallinitla chloropiis Cearc uisge
0424
Localised resident breeding species.
Breeding. Four prs were present at RSPB L. Gruinart and at least one brood was seen. A
pr raised 2 broods at Silvercraigs (nr Lochgilphead) Mid-Argyll; and a pr at Lochan Taynish
with young in Jul was the first recent breeding record for Taynish NNR.
In Mid-Argyll birds were present on the small lochs in the Ford area and at the southern
end of L Awe as well as at Muircroft (Oban) and Moine Mhor. Tiree had birds at L
Bhasapol (regularly) and at Kilkenneth, Balephuil and L a' Phuill. Elsewhere there were
records for Keil Crofts NArgyll and L Assapol Mitll.

i

I

COMMON COOT (COOT)
Fulica atra
Lach a bhlair
0429
Very scarce breeder and uncoinnzon winter visitor.
Jan-May. The regular small flock on L Bhasapol peaked at 9 on 146Jan. A single bird
was seen at L Ne11 Mid-Argyll on 22* Jan, one was at L Ballygrant Islay in Feb, and one or
more birds were reported from Colonsay in May.
Summering birds. There were no records during the breeding season.
Aug-Dec. A juvenile was seen at East L Fada Colonsay on 20*-23" Sep, and 3 birds were
at An Lodan (south L Awe) Mid-Argyll on @
N'ov.
Otherwise the only records concerned L
Bhasapol where birds were first noted on ICAug and numbers had built to 8 by 17''Nov.

I
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EURASIAN OYSTERCATCHER
Haematopus ostralegus Gille brighde
0450
lvidespread and common breeding species. Flocks congregate at favoured locations
outside the breeding season.
Jan-Apr. Numbers at L Indaal peaked at 493 in Feb [Table 24). Other than those in
Table 24, the only sites with counts of 100 or more were: L Gilp (ma.116 on 29mJan),
Otter Ferry Cowul ( m a . 364 on WFeb), Tiree (loo+ recorded around coast in Mar)and
Campbeltown Loch (at least 250 or more at 'Stinky Hole' on PMar).
Breeding. Ten breeding prs were found on Lunga (Treshnish Isles) in late Jun with
further prs on Fladda ('several'), Sgeir a Chaisteil(3 prs), Cairn na Burgh Beg and Cairn na
Burgh Mor. An accurate count on Sanda Islands gave a total of 25 prs. At Taynish N M 3
prs bred successfullyand eggs were predated at a fourth nest.
At Otter Ferry on 2W Jul. a family of 3 chicks were seen to swim out ea 10 m from the
shore to avoid human disturbance. One of the same family was later picked up by a small
dog and rescued unharmed. Despite the disturbance they stayed within a few metres of the
nest site and were still being fed by long suffering parents on Christmas Day. This was the
only successful nest of 8 found in the Otter Ferry area along the shores of L Fyne [T,
Callan].
Aug-Dec. Apart from those in Table 24, the only sites with counts exceeding 100 were:
Campbellown Loch (490 at 'Stinky Hole' on 21" Aug), L Gilp ( m a . 310+ on 9*Sep), Otter
Ferry (5Won sand spit on 16*Sep), Ballimore Cowal (Won shore 22"6Sep) and Holy
Loch Cowal(760 counted on BOct). A total of 302 flew past Machrihanish SBO in 8 hrs
on WAug.
(OYSTERCITCIIER)

Table 24. Maximum monthly counts of Oystercatchers at two sea-lochs on Islay, Loch
Crinan (Mid-Argyll)and TheStrand(Co1onsay)in 2001.

Charadnus hiaticula Trilleachan traghad 0470
RINGED PLOVER
Widespread and common breeding species. Flocks of birds congregate at favoured
locations outside the breeding season, especially on passage. Tiree is a site of
international importancef o r wintering birds.
Jan-May. Numbers at L Indaal peaked at 127 in May [Table 251. On Tiree a total of 188
were counted in Balephetrish, Gott and Salum Bays on 9'Jan. The only other sites with 50
or more birds were Dunaverty Bay Kintyre (I 12 on 29'Jan), The Strand Colonsay ( m a . 64
on 1" May), and Ardnave Islay (155 on 2WMay).
Breeding. On Colonsay (incl. Oronsay) 30 prs were located (cf42 prs in 2000). A pr bred
on h n g a (Treshnish Isles) Mull in late Jun with 2 further prs on Sgeir a Chaisteil and one
pr on Fladda. Up to 8 prs bred on Sanda Islands, where the high failure rate of nests was
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mainly due to damage by sheep. At least 3 prs were nesting in the Toward Point area
C o w l , 3 prs were sitting on eggs in the Pennygael area MnIl on IB'May, and at least 4 prs
were present at Ardnave.
Aug-Dec. The highest single gathering of autumn was on Colonsay, where a total of 217
birds were counted at Traigh nam Barc on 21" Sep. As usual Tiree held good numbers until
the end of the year, with the following max. counts at favoured locations: 82 at L a' Phuill
on 14*Aug, 178 in Gott Bay on 25"Sep, 58 at Heylipol on 25''Oct, 130 on golf course at
Vaul on 25*Nov, and 143 at Sorobaidh Bay on 30"Nov.
Other sites with counts of 50 or more birds (in addition to those in Table 25) were Otter
Ferry Cowal (max. 53 on 3" Aug), L Beg Mitll(70 on 22* Aug), Ardnave Point Islay (max
130 on 8''Sep), and Oronsay (52 on4*Dec).
Table 25. Maxinnirn niontlily counts of Ringed Plover at hvo sea-lochs on Islay 2001.

EURASIAN DOTTEREL (DOTTEREL) Cliaradriiisniorinellus Amadan-mointich 0482
Scarce inigrartt, mostly in late Apr and May. Occasional breeding records in N Argyll.
Two were seen feeding on sheep-grazed pasture on Oronsay on 27*Apr, a juv. was seen
flying down from Beinn Dorian to Alft Kingfass NArgyll, nr the West Highland Way, on 1"
Jul, and a late adult bird was spotted in a flock of European Golden Plovers at Greenhill
Tiree on 9"Oct.
AMERICAN GOLDEN PLOVER
Pluvialis doniinica
0484
Vagrant. One previous Argyll record, on Colonsay in Oct 1992.
On 4'' Oct, an immature bird of this species was found in a large flock of European
Golden Plover at Greenhill Tiree. It was still present at the same site on 9"Oct but was not
seen thereafter. The only previous record of this species in Argyll, on Colonsuy in 1992,
was at exactly the same time of year (3rd-5"Oct) [ S . VotidS. Bearhop/J. Bowler]*.
EUROPEAN GOLDEN PLOVER
Pluviulis apricaria
Feadag
0485
Sparse but widespread breeding species. Upland afforestation has greatly reduced
available breeding habitat in some areas. More numerous in winter, especially on
Islay and Tiree, and on passage.
Jan-May. Numbers on Tiree at the start of the year were lower than usual but had built to
a respectable min. 1,500 on The Reef by 2ShMar[Table 261. On Oronsay numbers peaked
in mid-Apr with totals of 106 on lZhand 99 on 18. Other than those listed in Table 26, the
only sites with counts of 50 or more were all on Islay: L Indaal (WeBS max. 210 on 14Ih
Jan), Ardnave (max. 330 on 25*Feb) and L Gruinart (50 on 2* Mar). Nine birds at Traigh
nam Barc Colonsay on 29IhApr were of the 'northern' form, which has extensive black on
face and belly.
(GOLDEN PLOVER)
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Breeding. Recorded in 1 of 6 BBS squares (cf 2 of 10 in 2000). A pr was present in
suitable habitat at Lochan Cairn Dearg NArgylI on 2bMay. and one was giving alann calls
at the north end of Colonsay on 11" Jun. Calling birds were also present at Beinn a'
Chaisteil and Ben Iverveigh N Argyll on I" Jul.
Jul-Dec. A group of 17 birds in a cut silage field at Comaig Tiree on 24"Jul were the
first returning migrants, and 45 were feeding at L Beg Mull on 26mJul.There were 2,0003,000 birds on Tiree during Nov, the highest single count being 1,600 in the BanapoV
Kilkenneth area on 14'[Table 261. The Laggan Kintyre had its highest numbers in recent
years when 909 were counted on 31* Oct. WeBS counts on Islay yielded totals of 275 on
1P N o v and 310 on 9'Dec at L Indaal and 660 at L Gruinart on 26'NoV. Elsewhere on
Islay, 200 or more were at Leorin on 3' Oct, over 500 at Bridgend on 28" Oct and 70 at
Ardnave on I6"Nov. Other sites with 50 or more birds included L Beg Mull ( m a . 180 on
17'Aug) and Machrihanish SBO (peakcount 230 on 1" Nov).
Table 26. Marimurn monthly aky-countsof Golden Plover on Tiree in 2001.

I Jan 1 Feb IMar I Apr IMay( Jun } Jul ( Aug 1 Sep } Oct ( Nov 1 Dec
Tiree

I350 I440 Il.500~n/r I962

I

1

I

17 1320 I n/r ~ 2 , 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 4

GREY PLOVER
Pluvialis squatarola Trilleachan
0186
Uncommonpassage migrant, mostly to islands. A few winter, mainly on Ishy.
Jan-May. A flock of 12 at Ardnave Islay on 27"May was the only count in double
figures. The only other sites reporting birds were; Salum Bay Tiree (6 on 9"Jan), L na Cille
Mid-Argyll ( m a . 7 on 13'Feb), L Gruinart (max. 8 on IPFeb), Fidden Mull (one on 27'
Feb) and Tayinloan (one on 4'Mar).
Aug-Dec. The first returning bird was a single in L Gruinart on 3IuJul and 2 were there
next day, Two flew S past Machrihanish SBO on l0"Sep and one on 5&Oct.Numbers at
RSPB L. Gruinart built to 11 on 30"Sep but none were recorded there after this date.
Elsewhere on Islay 3 were at Bridgend Merse on 22"6Oct, and at Ardnave there were 2 on
26mOct,3 on 3' Nov, 2 on 2BDec and one on 31* Dec. The only other records came from
Tiree where one was at Sandaig on 4"0ct, 5 were W of Salum on 25'Nov and one was at
Swinish on 2lFDec.
Vanellus vanellus
Carracag
0493
NORTHERN LAPWING (LAPWING)
Localised breeder and widespread wintering species.
Jan-Apr. Numbers generally peaked in Feb when, in addition to the counts shown in
Table 27, 113 were found on Oronsay on lSmwhile,on Islay, 129 were at Smaull RSPB
reserve on 23rd. ca 100 at Druim Iriseig (Port Ellen) on
200 at Ardnave Islay on 25"
and ca 100 in the NewtodBallygrant area also on 25". The only other sites with 50 or more
birds were Tayinloan (80 on 6mJanand 2PApr) and Kilfinan Bay CowaI(100 or more on
IS'Mar). Birds were also reported, in smaller numbers, from elsewhere in Kintyre and from
Mid-Argyll and Mull.
Breeding. The species was recorded in one of the 6 BBS squares surveyed, (cf2 of 12 in
2000). Only 17 prs were found on CoIonsay while, at RSPB reserves, 52 prs were on Col[,
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165 prs at L Gruinart, 117 prs at Ardnave and 15 prs at Smaull. On Mull up to 4 prs were at
each of Con na Faoilinn (L Spelve), Fidden, Lagganulva, Aird of Kinloch and Oskamull.
Breeding prs were also located at Toward Cowl, Connel Mid-Argyll and Kirkapol and L
Bhasapol Tiree.
Aug-Dec. In addition to counts in Table 27, flocks of 50 or more were at: Machrins
Colonsay (1 10 on 23" Sep), The Laggan Kintyre ( m a . 165 on 3" Oct), Tayinloan (max. 64
on 14"Nov), Toward Quay Coival(1OOt on ThNov)and High Dunashry (N of Tayinloan)
Kintyre (160 on 28"Dec).
Table 27. Maximiirii ntontlily coitrits of Lapwing at two sea-lochs on Islay and on Tiree in
2001.

RED KNOT (KNOT)
Calidris canirtirs Luatharan gainmhich
0496
Uncommonpassage migrant with main passage Aug-Sep. A few winter.
Jan-May. The highest count was SO+ at L Gruinart on 18IhFebbut most records came
from L Indaal where there were 20 on 20"Mar, 4 on WhAprand 10 on 20"May. Elsewhere
only singles were noted, at L a' Phuill on 6'hJanand at Tayinloan on 20'"Apr.
Summer records. Unusually there was a group of 3 birds in partial summer plumage at
Crossapol Bay Tiree on 26'hJun.
Jul-Dec. An early returning migrant was at Otter Ferry Cowal on 12" Jul. Small groups
were seen regularly from mid-Aug. incl. 2 in Gott Bay Tiree on 14'h(and 4 there on 2Sh)),5
at L Gruinart on 19Ih,11 at L Indaal on 19Ih,8 at L Gruinart on 20thand3 in the Add Estuary
Mid-Argyll on 2YdAug. Similar numbers were reported through Sep with 3 on Sanda Island
on 13Ih,12 at L Indaal on 16'h,5 at L Gruinart on 24'"nd 10 flying past Machrihanish SBO
on 30"Sep. Numbers increased only slightly later in the year with a max. 25 at L Indaal on
21" Oct and 10 at Ardnave Islay on lOIhDec:in general fewer birds were seen than usual.
SANDERLING
Calidris alba
Luatharan glas
0497
Main passage irr late-Apr/May and in Aug. Some winter, mainly on Islay and Tiree.
Occasionally recorded in summer. Tiree is a site of national importance for passage/
wintering birds.
Jan-Jun. As usual Tiree held by far the greatest numbers with a total of 255 in
Balephetrish, Gott and Salum Bays on 9" Jan, min. 200 in Balephetrish Bay alone on 28"
Feb, 70 in Gott Bay on 1" May and 35 in Balephetrish Bay on 3" May. Islay had 18 at L
Gruinart on 18IhFeband 30 at L Indaal on 19"Feb. The only records away from Islay and
Tiree were a single at Ardskenish Colonsay on 29"Apr, 2 on Oronsay on 1" May and 10 at
Tayinloan on 30"May.
There were several records in Jun including 6 on Oronsay on 121h,10 on the west coast of
Iona Mull on 14*, 2 at Traigh Baile Aonghais (nr. Killinallan) Islay on 24"and 3 at L a'
Phuill on 25".
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JubDec. Autumn passage began with 2 at L Indaal on 2 1 and 4 at L Gminart on 26mJul.
There must have been a considerable movement of birds on 26'Jul as there were also
counts of 225 in Gott Bay, 75 in Balephetrish Bay, 60 on Gunna Island Col1 and 13 at
Fidden Mull on this date. The autumn p k came a little later at Machrihanish SBO with
116 passing through on ICPAug. Numbers at L Gruina in Aug peaked at 27 on 3ILwhile
significant counts on Zree included 62 at Gott Bay on 20", 75 at Sorobaidh Bay on 26', 60
at Caolas on 26'and 138 at Balephetrish Bay on Urn.A single in the Add Estuary on 19m
and 23'Aug was unusual for this location.
Large numbers continued to be recorded at Balephetrish Bay until the end of the year
with monthly peak counts of 100 on 2ILOct, 155 on 29"Nov and 320 on Id Dec. Elsewhere
on Tiree at this time, counts in excess of 100 birds were also made at Gott Bay ( m a . 220
on 9"0ct), Hynish (120 on 23HSep), Vaul Bay (220 on 7"Oct) and Sorobaidh Bay (max.
200 on 15'0ct). Apart from 8 on the west coast of Iona Mull on PPSep, 12 at L Don on
21'Sep and 2 at Ardalanish Bay Mull on 26'Nov. all other records were from Islay. Max.
counts at each location were: 50 at L Gruinart on S'Sep, 19 at L Indaal on 14@0ctand 50 at
Ardnave on 30"Dec,
Culidris minura Luatharan beag
0501
LITTLE STINT
Scarce but annual passage migrant, with the majority of records in autumn.
Spring. No birds were reported.
Autumn. The first birds were both single juvs: in the Add Estuary on 21" Aug and in
Gott Bay from 3'to 8'Sep. At Machrihanish SBO 3 were seen on 16'Sep and a flock of 12
flew S on 28'Sep. The remaining records were all on Tiree and comprise a juv at Gott Bay
on 3-' 8" Sep, one in Balaphetrish Bay on 1" Oct, 3 juvs just N of Gon Bay on 4" Oct. and a
single juv moulting into winter plumage at Heylipol on 25'Oct.
Culidrisferruginea Luatharan crom
0509
CURLEW SANDPIPER
Scarce but more or less annual passage migrant, with most records in autumn.
Spring. The only record was of 2 in summer plumage at Blackrock (L Indaal) on
18*May.
Autumn. A single flying S at Machrihanish SBO on 16"Sep was followed by 2 at L
Gruinart on 29*Sep. Other records were all on Tiree. On 3CPSep a flock of ca 15 flew SW
at La' Phuill and 2 more were at B m p l Dunes. A group of 5 were at Balephetrish Bay on
Id Oct followed by a juv at La' Phuill on 3" and 4*Oct, and two very late birds were with
Golden Plovers at Heylipol on 13'Nov.
PURPLE SANDPIPER
Culidris matirim Luatharan rioghail 0510
Widely but sparsely distributed along rocky coastsfrom Oct to May. Tiree is a site of
national importancefor wintering birds.
Jan-May. Eight were in Balephetrish Bay on 4'Jan and 25 were there on 28'Feb. A
survey along the W coast of Free on 24"Feb revealed a min. total of 35. The highest count
elsewhere was 27 in L Caolisport on 14" Jan. L Indaal had up to 10 from Jan to Apr with a
max. of 19 on 14'Feb. The only other records were of a single on Oronsay on 9' Feb and 8
or more on Eilean Aoghainn (L Fyne) Mid-Argyll on I* Mar.
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Sep-Dec. The first returning birds were 2 near the landing point on Staffa Mull on 21"
Sep followed by 3 passing Rubha Chraiginis Tiree on 2" Oct. The first reported on Islay
was not until 24"Oct when one was at Claddach. Machrihanish SBO had its peak daily
count of autumn on 29'"ct when 38 were recorded. A single was at Bmichladdich Islay on
28IhOct and a small number were in the area regularly during the winter with max. 11 on
ll'hNov. The highest count on Islay was at Ardnave where there were 22 on 10''Dec. On
Tiree the species was unusually scarce, with 5 at Balephetrish Bay on 1" Dec being the
highest count. Elsewhere, 4 were in the bay at Skipness Kintyre on 12IhNov, 2 were on
Oronsay on 23d Dec and a group of 10 were seen regularly at Machrihanish during Dec.

L.Gruinart
L. Indaal

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
n/r
5
n/r n/r 15 22 80 1,100 n/r 200 454 879
I61 142 13 49 104 15 92 98 49 81 191 180

BUFF-BREASTED SANDPIPER
T y g i t e s sirbnificohts
0516
Rare transatlantic visitor witla only 7 accepted Argyll records, involving 10 birds,
since 1980. One was in May, one in Jun and the reniainder in Sep.
The bird near Frenchman's Rocks on 12"Sep was considered probably to be a juv. and
was seen on a typical date for this transatlantic vagrant [TapR]*.
Pliilorriacliuspiigri~ Gibeagan
RUFF
Scarce but amrial passage migrant, more nurnerous in autumn.
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Apr-Jun. The only spring records were at L Gruinart.where a male was present from 3oL
Apr to 6"May followed by 2 birds on 3'Jun.
Jul-Oct. The first returning birds were 2 flying S at Machrihanish SBO on 29mJul.Then 2
'small' birds (i.e. presumably reeves) were seen at L an Eilein on 10' Aug followed by 2 more
small birds at La' Phuill and one large individual at L an Eilein on 14"Aug. A group of 7 were
at B m p o l Tiree on IYAug, and 5 were at L Gruinart on 20". A single flew S at Machrihanish
SBO on 24'Aug and 2 more on 13'Sep. On Tiree 3 were at L an Eilein on 26'Aug. one on
'The Reef on 31" Aug and 2 at La' Phuill on 2" Sep followed by a flock of 10 there 25'Sep.
Two were in the Kilkennetharea of ?Tree from 27'Sep to 2" Oct, one at B m p o l on 6Wct
and one at La' Phuill on 9'" Up to 4 were seen regularly at L GNinart from 11'to 23" Oct and
at Machrihanish SBO 3 flew in off the sea on I7'and one flew S on 22&Oct.
A very late bird was seen at L Gruinart on 24'and 26'Nov.
Lymnocr)ptes minimus Gobhrag bheag 0518
JACK SNIPE
Scarce, but probably under-recorded, passage migrant and winter visitor.
Jan-May. Singles were reported from 'The Meadows' Lochgilphead Mid-Argyll on 13'
Jan, Sunderland Islay on 19'Jan, and a presumed migrant on Sanda Island on 17*Apr.
Sep-Dec. One was seen at a small lochan nr Heylipol Tiree on 26"Sep and one at
Grulinmore Islay on 246and 2BOct. In Nov single birds were at L Gruinart on 2" (flushed
by Hen Harrier) and 26'. and at 'The Reef Ti'ree also on 26*. One was on Oronsay on 4'Dec
and one was flushed at Balinoe Dunes Tiree on Wwhile, on Islay, one was at Island Farm
and 2 at L na Nigheadaireachd,both on 2oLDec.
Gallinagogallinago
Naosg
0519
COMMON SNIPE (SBIPE)
Widespread and locally common breeding species. More numerous on passage and
as a winter visitor.
JamMay. Birds were reported in single figures from various localities in Colonsay,
Kintyre, Middrgyll, Mull and N Argyll during the winter. At least 6 were flushed from a
house drive in Appin NArgyll on 7'Feb and 8 were seen nr L Gorm Islay on 2"6Mar,but in
the absence of systematic counts at RSPB L.Gruinart the only record in double figures was
11 there on 14"May.
Breeding. On Islay, 68 prs were found at RSPB L. Gruinart, 34 prs on the Ardnave
peninsula and 6 prs at Smaull RSPB Reserve. A circuit of the road network at dusk on
Colonsay on 12'Jun located 42 drumming birds (cf32 in 2000) and prs bred on the Col1
RSPB reserve, although no count was made. On Treshnish Isles Mull 4 drumming birds
were found on Lunga & Fladda in late Jun and a pr with very young chicks was found on
Lunga. Birds were also reported in suitable habitat during the breeding season from sites in
Kintyre, Mull and Tiree.
Aug-Dec. Large numbers were present on Tiree in late Sep and Oct and 47 flew in off the
sea in two flocks at Meal1 an Fhithich on 2" Oct. One observer estimated an overall total of
around 500 birds on the island in late Sep. Flocks of 35 were counted at Balinoe on 21" Oct
and The Reef on 26"Nov. On Islay 20 were counted at GNhart Flats on 22* Sep and a
flock of 35 birds was seen there on 24'Nov. Otherwise, small numbers were reported from
Kintyre and Mull, but no other sites had counts in double figures.
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EURASIAN WOODCOCK (WOODCOCK) Scolopax rnsticola Coileach coille
0529
Widespread but under-recorded breeder. Numbers arignierited in winter by visiting
birds.
Jan-Apr. Single birds were reported from Oronsay and, on Islay, from L Gruinart,
Imeraval, Ballygrant Woods, Bunnahabhain and Bridgend Woods, and from
Kinuachdrachd Jura. In Jan two were flushed from the dam at L Glashan Mid-Argyll on 7',
two were at L Don on 14'and 4 were at Kinloch Mull on 27Ih.Three were nr L Allan Islay
on 26'Feb.
Breeding. On Colonsay 4 roding birds were at Kiloran meadow on 1O"Jun. One territory
was found in the woodland CBC plot at Taynish NNR. Elsewhere, birds were reported in
suitable habitat during the breeding season from one site on Zslay and 3 sites on Mnll.
Oct-Dec. Single birds were at 7 sites on Islay and 2 were at RSPB L. Gruinart on 23"
Nov. Elsewhere, singles were flushed at Heylipol Tiree on 24*Oct and in Minard Woods
Mid-Argyll on 25"Dec, and small numbers were found regularly at Taynish NNR throughout Dec.
Linrosa liinosa
Cearra ghob
0532
BLACK-TAILED GODWIT
Increasingly regular passage migrant, especially on Islay and Tiree with odd overivintenng birds in recent years. Scarce elsewliere.
Jan-Jun. A single over-wintering bird was seen at RSPB L. Gruinart in Jan and Feb. The
first migrants were 3 in breeding plumage in the Add Estuary on 22" Apr. Two were at
RSPB L. Gruinart on 26IhAprand numbers there built to a max. of 40 on 29IhApr.Twelve
were at L an Eilein on 2" May, one flew S at Machrihanish SBO on lSthMayand one was at
RSPB L. Gruinart on 27IhMaybut otherwise very few birds were reported anywhere until
Jun. Then Tiree had 7 at L an Eilein on 3" Jun rising to 11 on 25Ihanda peak of 14 on 27Ih.
Jul-Oct. All the Jul records also came from Tiree starting with 7 at L an Eilein on I5lh.
Later in Jul, 2 colour-ringed birds were seen on the island. One at Heylipol on 22" had been
ringed at Farlington Marshes, Portsmouth, Hants, on 16"'Nov 1998, and the other at Cornaig
on 24Ihhadbeen ringed as an adult male at Holbeach, Norfolk on 7IhSep 1998. On 27"'a very
high count of 79 birds was recorded at L an Eilein. At Machrihanish SBO the first were on
29*Jul with a peak of 42 on 21%Sep, a record day count for this site. The first at RSPB L.
Gruinart was a single on 14IhAugand 25 were counted there the following day. Small
numbers were on Tiree during Aug but on 2"6 Sep 31 were counted at La' Phuill and 32 were
there on 17"Sep. In Oct up to 3 were on Tiree until 9"'and there were similar numbers at
RSPB L. Gruinart until 18". Five were at RSPB L. Gruinart from 21%to 26"Oct and 3 were
Single late birds were at L Gruinart on I0"and 12"Nov and 2 were at the RSPB
there on 30'h0.
reserve on 17"'. The last was a single with Bar-tailed Godwits at Sorobaidh Bay on 30"'Nov.
Litnosa lapponica Cearra ghob mhor 0534
BAR-TAILED GODWIT
Recorded tlirougliont the year especially at passage times. Most frequent and numerous
on the islands with smaller numbers on tlie rnainland. Wintering birds most numerous on
Islay.
Jan-May. Numbers at L Indaal and L Gruinart peaked at 197 in Jan (cf285 in Feb 2000)
[Table 291. The only other sites with 10 or more were, on Tiree, 48+ in Balephetrish,
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Sorobaidh 8r Gott Bays on BJan, max. 29 in Balephetrish Bay alone on 1BMarand 21 in
Gott Bay on 2* May, and at Tayinloan (max. I I on 20"Mar). Smaller numbers were recorded
from Sanda Island, L Crinan, L Don and Iona.
Jun. As with the previous species, quite large numbers were reported in Jun. 25 were
recorded at RSPB L Gruinart on 3rd, no less than 64 on 24%d 37 on 2BJun. Elsewhere,
IO were at Traigh Bhagh Tiree on 4'Jun and 7 at Tayinloan on 13..
Jul-Dec. In Jul, a ma.of 45 were at L Gruinart and the max. there in Aug was 75 on I&.
17 in Gott Bay on 14"was the peak Aug count for Tiree and 12 were at Fidden Mull on 17"
Aug. Islay had the bulk of the birds recorded in Sep with a peak count at RSPB L Gruinart
of 97 on 24"" Other Sep records included 11 at Hynish Tiree on IO, 10 at Eilean Nostaig
Islay on l6*, 25 or more at L Don on 21'and single figure counts from Gott Bay, Sorobaidh
Bay, L a' Phuill and Tayinloan. In Oct, 27 were in Sorobaidh Bay on 7"and
single figure counts in L Crinan, L Gilp and Ardnave. Numbers on Islay peaked in Dec
when a total of 203 were counted at L Gruinarf and L Indaal [Table 29). Elsewhere the only
counts of 10 or more outwith Islay were at Sorobaidh Bay ( m a . IS on 3obNov) and Gott
Bay (1 I on 17*Dec), with single figure counts at L Crinan and Ardpatrick Mid-Argyll

.

Table 29. Maximum monthly counts of Baretailed Godwits at two sea.lochs on Islay in 2001.

WHIMBREL
Numeniusphaeopus Eun bealltain
0538
Regular passage migrant in small numbers, mainlyfrom Late Apr to May and late Jul
to early Sep. Summer records not infrequent.
Apr-May. The first was at Ardnave Islay on 1S"Apr; one on Oronsay on 24*was
followed by 13 there next day. Singles were at L na Kea1 on 27*Apr and at different sites
on Colonsay on 2 P a n d 29*. Two were feeding at L Don on 29*Apr, and on 30*4 were on
Sanda Island and 2 on Oronsay.
In early May birds were widely reported in small numbers, with counts in double figures at:
L Gruinart (max.14 on 2* May), L na Kea1 (12 on 3" May), Manna1 Tiree (22 on 3" May)
and Machrihanish Airfield (25 on 5"May). On 17'May passing flocks were reported at
Croig Mull (15 birds), Fidden Mull (14) and Tayinloan (20). The peak at Machrihanish SBO
was 17 on 22* May, Apart from 12 birds at Ardnave on 2Oq records for the rest of May
were in single figures.
Jun. Birds passed through almost continuously with more reports than usual during Jun
(cf Bar-tailed and Black-tailed Godwits). These included single birds on two dates on
Oronsay and on 3 dates at Machrihanish as well as up to 3 on 5 dates at various sites on
Tiree.There were also 3 at Ardnave on l2"Jun.
JulSep. Single birds were reported during Jul on Sanda Island, Oronsay, Gunna Island
Col1 and Crossapol Tiree as well as 6 at Eilean an Ruisg (L Feochan) Mid-Argyllon 12 3 at
Balemartine Tiree on S*, 9 at Crossapol Point Tiree on 9"and 3 on Sanda Island on 289
Numbers increased from mid-Aug with 12 at RSPB L. Gruinart on ISa, 55 (present for two
days) at L Don from 211 a peak at Machrihanish SBO of 31 on '32 and I8 at Crossapol
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on 28Ih. On 29IhAug one was standing in the middle of the road at Scarinish Tiree. The
exceptionally high numbers at L Don continued into Sep, with 78 on 2" rising to a peak of
106 on 5'and falling to 36 on 19". Elsewhere, apart from 2 on Sanda Island on I", only
singles were reported during Sep. Single late birds were at Machrihanish SBO on 8IhOct,at
L a ' Phuill on 13"and 14''Oct and at 2 sites on Mitlf on 20h0ct.
EURASIAN CURLEW (CURLEW)
Niinienius arquata
Guilbneach
0541
Widespread and locally common breeding species. More niinierous on passage and
in winter.
Jan-Apr. Numbers on Islay reached a peak in Feb, with a total of 483 at L Indaal and L
Gruinart (cf540 in Feb in 2000) although there were no counts at RSPB L. Gruinart in Jan,
Mar or Apr [Table 301. The only other localities with counts of 50 or more were Tayinloan
(max. 110 on 5*Jan), L a' Phuill & Crossapol Tiree (145 on 6"Jan), L a' Phuill(78 on 1
Feb), Machir Bay Islay (1 10 on 2" Mar) and Glenramskill (Campbeltown Loch) (53 on 8'h
Mar).
Breeding. 24 prs were at RSPB L. Gruinart and adults with recently hatched young were
in Glen More and at L Ba head Mirlf. Otherwise, birds were reported during the breeding
season from several localities in Colonsay, Kintyre, Mid-Argyll and Tiree.
Jul-Dec. Numbers at L Indaal and L Gruinart peaked during Aug, with a total of 887 (cf
698 in Nov 2000) [Table 301. Flocks of up to 49 were reported from all areas except Colf &
Jitra between Jul and Dec, and sites with 50 or more included: Miodar Tiree (58 on 14Ih
Aug), Sandaig Tiree (55 on 19'' Aug), Glenramskill (Campbeltown Loch) Kintyre (58 on
216' Aug), Crossapol Tiree (83 on 5'' Sep), L a' Phuill (max. 59 on Oct), Sanda Island
(max. 113 on 13''Sep), Crossapol Point Tiree (80 on 13"Nov), Tayinloan (max. 98 on 16Ih
Dec) and Machrihanish Bay (at least 100 on 29''Dec).
Table 30. Maxiniuni niontlily coirnts of Citrlew at hvo sea-loclts on Islay in 2001.

COMMON REDSHANK (REDSHANK)
Tringa totanits
Cam ghlas
0546
Localised breeder and widespread passage migrant and wintering species.
Jan-Apr. Birds were recorded in single figures from many coastal sites but, apart from
those in Table 31, the only site with 20 or more was L Caolisport (35 on I4"Jan).
Breeding. On Islay 2 prs bred at Smaull RSPB Reserve, 30 prs bred at Ardnave and a
total of 105 prs were at RSPB L. Gruinart (cf 85 in 2000,60 in 1999, 85 in 1998 and 95 in
1997). At Col1 RSPB Reserve 15 prs were nesting and on Colonsay (excluding Oronsay)
8prs were found (cf 13 in 2000) while 11 prs were on Oronsay itself (cf 14 in 2000).
'Several' prs bred on the saltmarsh at Moine Mhor, and breeding prs were reported from 2
sites on Mull.
Jul-Dec. The peak autumn passage day count at Machrihanish SBO was 90 on 9IhAug,32
flew S past Frenchman's Rocks in 4 hrs on 25hAug, and 88 were at RSPB L. Gruinart on
31" Aug. Other than those in Table 31, the only sites with 20 or more were: Fidden Miill (30
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on 17*Aug), Hough Free (21 on 25'Aug), Balemartine Free (29 on 16'Sep). L Beg Mull
(30 or more on 24'Sep) and L Gilp (30+ on 26'Nov).
Table 31, Maximum monthly counts of Redshank at two sea-lochs on Islay, Loch Crinan
(Mid-Argyll)andat thefour mainfreshwater lochs on Free in 2001.

COMhfON GREENSHANK (GREFSSIIANK) Tringa nebularia Demh bhuidhe
0548
Very scarce breeding species (only in Mull and N Argyll in recent pears). Small
numbers on passage with a few birds wintering in some localities.
Jan-May. During the winter months (Jan-Mar) singles were recorded on Mull at L Beg, L
Scridain and L a' Chumhainn. The Strand Colonsay had 4 on 22d Jan and 5 on 1PMar.
During Apr and May, singles were at L Gilp (IObApr), Tayinloan (23" Apr), L Don (25'
Apr). East L Fada Colonsay (28"Apr). Tarbert harbour Kintyre (1" May) and Pennygael Mull
(6'May). Two were at The Strand on 15'Apr and two were at Grasspoint Mull on 6"May.
Breeding. A pair were calling in suitable habitat at a site in N Argyll on 1S'Jun and an
adult was seen feeding young at a site on Mull on 21" Jul. Two summering birds were on
Oronsay on 22"6Jun.
Jun-Dec. Singles were at Ardnave Islay on l2'Jun and at RSPB L.Gruinart on 22"6and
25*Jun, and one flew over Heylipol Tiree on 24" Jun. One or two were at various sites on
Tiree during Jul, one was at Machrihanish from 12a-19mJuland two were at L na Keal from
17'- 27"Jul. During Aug 15 birds flew S past Machrihanish SBO on 8 dates, singles were at
L an Eilein throughout Aug with 2 on IS', and up to 3 were in the Add Estuary. No less
than 8 were at L Beg Mull on 3" Aug. 3 were at RSPB L. Gruinart on 15' Aug. 6 at Eldden
Mull on 17", the WeBS a u n t on Tiree on 20bAug found 8 birds, and 6 were at L Don on
31" Aug. Good numbers were seen on Mull throughout Sep with 6 at L Don on 22"6and up
4'. Birds were regular at L Don for the rest of the year
to 6 at L Beg and 2 at Fidden on 2
with 5 on 24'Nov and 4 on 26*Dec. Singles were at RSPB L. Gruinart on several dates in
Nov and Dec. Elsewhere, 2 were at the Strand on 10mOct. the last on Tiree was at
and L
Balephetrish Bay on 2IdOct, and singles were at Crinan Ferry Mid-Argyll on 3" NOV
Caolisprt on 2WDec.
GREEN SANDPIPER
Tringa ochropus Luatharan uaine
0553
Scarce passage migrant. Recorded in 16 of the 21 years 1980-2000. MajoriQ of
records in autumn; very rare in spring.
The only record concerned a single bird at RSPB L. Gruinart on 17"Aug.
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WOOD SANDPIPER
Tringa glareola Luatharan coille
0554
Scarce passage migrant. Recorded in 13 of the 21 years 1980-2000, with 10 of the 16
records in spring.
Two birds were at RSPB L. Gruinart on 16''May with one remaining until 18"May.
COMMON SANDPIPER
AcfifisIiypoleucos
Luathann
0556
Widespread and common breeding summer visitor. Recorded once in mid-winter at
L Sweert in Jan 2000.
Apr-May. There were three early arrivals: one at L Don on 31" Mar, 2 at Salen Mull on
4"Apr and one at Rubha Riabhach (Appin) N Argyll on 9"Apr. The main arrival took place,
as usual, from the 18'"Apr when one was at L Tarsan Cowal. Birds were at Taynish "R
and New Loch Colonsay on 19'b,and by 28"Apr they were well distributed throughout
Argyll.
Breeding. Three territories were recorded in the coastal CBC plot at Taynish "R MidArgyll (cf 1990-2000 av. of 1). Elsewhere in Mid-Argyll, prs bred near the Add Estuary
hide, on the foreshore at Minard (2+ prs) and at L Leathan. A total of 27 prs was found on
Colonsay in Jun (cf31 in 2000) and least 5 birds were displaying or alarming on three of the
Treshnish Isles Mull including 3 on Fladda. Six prs with young were on L Fyne between
Otter Ferry and Largiemore Cowal on 17'' Jun and there were records in suitable habitat
during the breeding season from all areas except Coli.
Jul-Sep. Passage birds were reported from late Jul including 14 flying S At Machrihanish
SBO on 26", 5 on Sanda Island on 30"and 15 (including a group of 7 together) flying S at
Machrihanish SBO on 22"6 Aug. The last passage bird reported was at Machrihanish SBO
on 30aSep.
Winter. A bird was on the shore at Kilmun Coival on 31" Dec, only our second winter
record.

-

Arenaria interpres Trilleachan beag
0561
RUDDY TURNSTONE (TURNSTONE)
Widespread and common passage migrant and winter visitor, mainly from Aug to
May. Tiree is a site of national importance for wintering birds. Sirininer records not
unusual.
Jan-mid-May. There were 66 birds in the Balephetrish, Gott and Salum Bays Tiree on 9''
Jan and on 11"Feb 131 were counted on Tiree as a whole, mainly on the west coast. The
highest count on Zslay was at L Indaal with a max. of 66 on 14"Feb [Table 321. Other sites
with peaks of 20 or more were Oban Esplanade (max. 30 on 24"Mar), Otter Feny Coiwal
(max. 46 on 24"Mar) and Tayinloan (max. 6 0 on 8"Apr).
Summering birds. There were more or less continuous records at Otter Ferry of birds in
breeding plumage, including 5 on 23d May, 11 on 17'"Jun, 12 on 25"Jun and 12 again on 3''
and 18'' Jul. On 26"Jun there were 20 at Crossapol Bay and small parties on the other rocky
shores of Tiree.
Jul-Dec. Apart from Otter Ferry the only sites with records during Jul were L Indaal (10
on 22"9, Scarinish Tiree (12 on 261h) and L Gruinart (2 on 31%).Numbers built from early
Aug with a peak autumn count at Machrihanish SBO of 18 on 5", at least 50 on the sand
spit at Otter Ferry on 13'"and 29 at Balephetrish Bay on 27'". From Sep birds were wide63
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spread but apan from those in Table 30 the only sites with 20 or more. were: Ledaig Point (21
on 26"Sep), Traigh Thodhrasdail ?Tree (ca 60 on 27"Sep), Balephetrish Bay ( m a . 80 on 1"
Oct), L na Keal(2Ot on ZO'Oct), Oban Esplanade (mu. 29 on %.Oct), Skipness Kintyre
(24 on 12@Nov),Greenhill Tiree (34 on flooded fields on WNov), Campbeltown Loch (40
during Dec) and Ardrishaig hfid-Argyll( m u , at roost S of harbour, 35 on 31" Dec).
Table 32. Maximum monthly counts of Turnstone at two sea-lochs on Islay and at Otter
Ferry (Cowal) in 2001.

GREY PHALAROPE

PhaIaropus fulicarius Liathag allt
0565
Irregular passage migrant particularly associated with autumn gales. Rare in
winter. All but 9 of 44 records during 1980-2000 were in the period mid-Sep to
mLf-Oct.
A good year for this species with records of at least 13 birds. At Machrihanish SBO one
was seen in the early evening of 12'Sep and at least 6 passed through on the afternoon of
15'Sep. One was seen from the ferry just S of Coll on 3" Oct: and on 7*0ct 3 first-winter
birds fed close inshore at Sorobaidh Bay, one of which landed on the beach. A bird in
winter plumage was at Bowmore (L Indaal) on 17*0ct,
One at Ulva Ferry Mull on 19*Dec was well beyond the usual range of dates for this
species.
Stercorarius pomarinus Fasgadair donn 0566
POMARINE SKUA
Scarce but annual passage migrant. Majorig seen in autumn.
Two adult pale-morph birds with full 'spoons' were seen NE of The Garvellachs on Sa
Jun. At Machrihanish SBO single adults flew S on 19*& 26*Aug and on 2&Sep. An adult
flew SW off Hynish Tiree on 29'Sep. The last records o f the year concerned a juv. flying
W across the mouth of Balephetrish Bay on 2&Oct and, curiously, another juv. on the same
day at Machrihanish SBO.
Stercorarius parasiticus Fasgadair
0567
ARCTIC SKUA
The commonest skua in Argyll, regularly seen in small numbers near large seabird
colonies. Small breeding colonies on Jura and Coll. Passage birds regular and
widespread in spring and especially autumn.
Apr-Jun. An early dark-morph individual was seen from the ferry just off Oban on 17*
Apr and another dark-morph bird was seen from the ferry between Col1 and Tiree on 8'
May. One flew W offshore at Scoor Mull on 9'May, two were off Port Wemyss Islay on
17*May, one was seen from Oronsay on W M a y , 4 dark-morph birds were at Machrihanish
SBO on 30mMayand 2 were there on 2"6Jun. Single dark-morph birds were seen off
Colonsay on 14'and 2S'Jun and one was in Gott Bay Tiree on 27* Jun.
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Up to 5 birds were seen daily around Lunga (Treshnish Isles) Mull in late Jun (TIARG).
Breeding. No information was received regarding the breeding colonies on Col1 and
Jura.
Jul-NOV.In Jul single birds were off Hynish Tiree on 8Ih,off Tobermory Mull on 26Ihand
at L Gruinart on 29"and 31". Two were chasing Arctic Terns at L a' Phuill on 17"Juul. On 4'
Aug 3 pale-morph birds were at Lunga (Treshnish Isles) and on P o n e was chasing terns at
Eilean na h-Eairne (Sound of Jura) Mid-Argyll and one was in Gunna Sound Tiree. Birds
were recorded passing Frenchman's Rocks throughout Aug and Sep with day totals of 5 on
25" Aug, 9 on 26'", 7 on 2"' Sep and 3 on 7Ihand 23d Sep. Machrihanish SBO had a total of
72 birds on 22 dates from 30"Jul to l2"Oct with a peak of 10 or more on 4"Sep. Elsewhere
singles were recorded on Tiree on various dates in Sep. The last were 2 at Frenchman's
Rocks on 29"Sep and singles S of Col1 on 3" Oct and at Machrihanish SBO on 12"Oct.

LONG-TAILED SKUA
Stercorarius longicairdus Fasgadair stiuirich 0568
Scarce and irregular passage migrant, with accepted records in only 9 of the 21 years
I980-2000. Recorded in both spring and autumn off western coasts and islands.
Single juvenile/l" winter birds were recorded at Machrihanish SBO on 13"Sep and 8Ih0ct
[HMI*, and a juv. was seen from the Barra ferry, just off the N W tip of M u l l on 12IhOct
[SCV]*.
GREAT SKUA
Stercorarius skua Fasgadair mor
0569
Uncommonpassage migrant and summer visitor. Bred successfully on Treshnish Isles
(Mull) in I998 and 2000 and has also attempted to breed on Col1 in recent years.
Feb-Jun. An early bird was at L Gruinart on 12'hFeband one flew past Sanda Island on
25'"Apr. In May singles were off Lunga (Treshnish Isles) on ?,Ih,in Gunna Sound Tiree on
8Ih,off Ulva Mull on 9'"and in the Sound of Iona Mull on 16'". One was chasing gulls in the
bay at Hynish Tiree on 22" Jun.
Breeding. On the Treshnish Isles Mull in late Jun, two birds were seen displaying on
Lunga (and 3 on 29"Jun) but there was no sign of a nest; attempted breeding was confirmed
on Fladda when a single empty nest was located (TIARG). Prs were also reported breeding
on Staffa Mull and on COIL
Jul-Oct. Birds were passing Frenchman's Rocks from 12'hAugto lThSepwitha max. day
count of 13 on 2" Sep. Machrihanish SBO had a total of 39 flying S on 19 dates from 13Ih
Aug to 271hOct with a max. of 6 (incl. 5 juvs) on 71hSep. On Tiree singles were recorded
from IOhJulto 3"' Oct with 4 off Balevullin on 16'hSep.Elsewhere one was off Duart Point
Mull on 27'Jul, 2 flew W off Sanaigmore Islay on 3" Sep and one flew W at Ardnave Point
on 8"'Sep. In Oct, 3 were seen off Tiree from the Oban-Tiree ferry on 2d, 2 were just S of
Col1 on 3" and one flew S down L Fyne at Tarbert Kintyre on 7".
LITTLE GULL
Larus minutus
Crann fhaoileag
0578
Irregular visitor, with records in all but 3 years since 1980. Typically seen Aug to
Oct, but there are records f o r every month of the year.
All records were late in the year with 1" year birds at Ulva ferry Mull 1"-4'hOct,in Gunna
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Sound Zree on 27*0ct and flying S at Machrihanish SBO on 31" Oct. The last flew over
Tayvallich Mid-Argyll on 1" Nov.

Lams sabini
0579
SABINE'S GULL
Scarce and irregular passage migrant, mainly in autumn, w i ~ hrecords in 12 of the
21 years 1950-2000.More frequent recently, with records in all but one of the last ten
years.
An excellent autumn for this species with 4 records involving S birds. All were recorded
at times of strong or gale force winds from the W or NW. On 7'Sep an adult and ajuv were
seen flying S at Frenchman's Rocks [TapR]* and, the same day, 3 juvs (2 flying S in the
afternoon and one remaining in the area during the evening) were seen at Machrihanish
SBO [EJM]*. Machrihanish had 2 more juvs. on 13'Sep [EJM]* and another juv. was
flying W with Black-legged Kittiwakes off Meall an Fhithich Tiree on 2&Oct [CR)*.
Lams ridibundus Faoileag a'chinn duibh 0582
BLACK-HEADED GULL
Patchily distributed resident breeder. Reduced or absent at some sites due to mink
prehtion. Scarce in many areas in winter.
Jan-May. By far the largest count was at L Caolisport where 740 were found during the
WeBS count on I4"Jan. Otherwise, other than those in Table 33, the only site with 50 or
more was Crarae Point Mid-Argyll (59 on 1" Jan).
Breeding. In the Argyll part of the S A M s study area, 176 prs were counted breeding at 7
sites. Together they fledged 164 young (0.93 younglpr). S5% of the prs and 91% of the
fledged young were at a single site in Loch Craignish where mink have been controlled
annually since 1995. All other substantial colonies of this species along the Argyll mainland
coast have been annihilated by mink predation since 1987 [Craik, 20011. On Tiree 65
fledglings were among 165 birds counted at L Bhasapol on 3#Jul.
Aug-Dec. Once again L Caolisport supported the largest gatherings, with a m u . of 450
on 2oUDec. Elsewhere, other than those in Table 33, the only counts of 50 or more were in
the first half of NOVat: L Melfort Mid-Argyll ( 3 W on Sa Nov), head of L Gilp ( 2 W on
I I'Nov) and Otter Ferry Cowal(220 on 14'Nov).
2000. On I T Jan 2000 the rings on two birds at Inveraray Mid-Argyll were read with a
telescope (with a helper who tempted the birds nearer with bread). As reported in ABR 17,
one had been ringed as a nestling at Storora, Trondheim, Norway on 3# Jul 1997.
Amazingly, the other bird had also been ringed as a nestling in 1997 (on 19* Jun), in this
case at Breidabolstadir. Alftanes Kjosar, Iceland. So, two birds ringed within two weeks of
each other in different countries were in Inveraray on the same winter day.
Table 33. Maximum monthly counts of Black-headed Gulls at hvo sea-lochs on Islay and at
Loch Crimn (Mid-Argyll)in 2001.
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L.arus delawarensis
0589
RING-BILLED GULL
Scarce visitor from North America. There are records f o r every inontlt of the year,
from I 3 of the 18 years since the first confirmed siglitiitg in 1983.
For the second year running, there were two records: an adult with a damaged right wing
was at Crossapol Farm Tiree from 23" Jun until 2 4 ~ J u(when
l
it was found freshly dead as a
road casualty) [JBo/RAB]*; and a first-winter bird on the outskirts of Bowmore Islay on
29"Dec [TapR]*.
MEW GULL (COMMON CULL)
Lanis canus
Faoileag
0590
Widespread arid coinmoii resident breeding species but reduced or absent at some
sites due to predation by mink.
Jan-Apr. Other than those in Table 34, the only sites with counts of 100 or more were:
Tayinloan (max. 110 on 7"Jan), L Caolisport (max. 210 on 14'"Jan) and Tiree (island total
100 during WeBS count on 1ItbFeb).
Breeding. In the Argyll part of the SAMS study area, 1,131 prs were counted breeding at
47 sites (1 to 365 prs in size). Breeding of 46 prs at 9 sites was not monitored. Where mink
were removed, 839 prs at 16 sites fledged 715 young (0.852 younglpr). Where mink were
not removed, 246 prs at 22 sites fledged 131 young (0.533 younglpr). Thus mink lowered
productivity by 37% [Craik, 20011. Breeding was again confirmed on south-east Fladda
(Treshnish Isles), where the colony had expanded to 9 prs (TIARG). There were 55 active
nests at the main colony on the Sanda Islands (58 young ringed) and on RSPB reserves, 12
prs bred on Coil, 11 prs at L Gruinart and 3 prs at Ardnave Islay.
Jul-Dec. In addition to Table 34 sites, counts of 100 or more came from: Machrihanish
SBO (max. 445 on 6*Aug), Crossapol Tiree (160 on PAug), Traigh Bail-a-mhuilinn Tiree
(ca 200 on 1%Oct), Balephetrish Bay (120 on 2'" Oct), Killail Coival (150+ on 14'hNov),
Drum Farm Cowal (180 on 14"Nov), Kilfinichen Bay Mull (116 on 17*Nov), Sorobaidh
Bay (105 on ~ ~ " N o vTayinloan
),
(max. 500 on 16*Nov), Skipness Kintyre (loo+ on 26Ih
Nov) and Oban Bay Mid-Argyll (1 12 at roost on 29"Dec).
Table 34. Maxiinurn nrontltly counts of Corirrnori Galls at two sea-loclts on Islay arid at Loch
Crinan (Mid-Argyll)in 2001.

L. Gruinart
L. Indaal
L.Crinan

I Jan I Feb IMar I Apr IMay I Jun I Jul I Aug I Sep I Oct I Nov I Dec
I 230 I 145 I n/r I 16 I 32 I 28 I n/r I n/r I212 I n/r I n/r I n/r
I 181 I301 I 165 I222 I 119 I 98 I 92 I288 I252 I 43 I101 I 111
I 42 I 39 I 6 I 30 I n/r I n/r I 54 I 12 I 70 1 35 1 40 I 7
~

~~~

~. ..

...

LESSER BLACK-BACKED GULL
Lanisfirsciis
Faoileag bheag
0591
Widespread breeding species, generally present from Mar to Sep. Some colonies
~ttiicltaffected by minkpredation. A f e w remain in winter.
Jan-May. The only Jan record concerned 2 at Tayinloan, but birds were more generally
distributed from mid-Feb onwards with 2 at L Indaal on 14"Feb, 2 on Oronsay on 1" Mar
and 3 at Smaull RSPB Reserve on 6"Mar. No large gatherings were reported.
Breeding. In the Argyll part of the SAMS study area, ca 810 prs were counted at 10 sites
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(incl. single prs at two sites). The largest colony (Reisa mhic PhJdean in the Sound of Jura)
held ca 300 prs but only ca 25 young fledged. In total ca 299 young fledged (0.37 younglpr)
[Craik, 20011. Breeding was also confirmed on Lunga (Treshnish Isles) (4 prs on temtory)
(TIARG). There were 65 active nests on the Sanda Islands (43 young ringed) and birds
colour-nnged on Sanda in 1997 were noted among those breeding in 2001. There were no
counts from the breeding colonies on Islay.
Aug-Dec. The peak autumn count at Machrihanish SBO was on I9'Aug when 135 birds
counted included 63% of juvs. After the end of Sep, the only birds reported were 1" winter
individuals at Lyrabus Islay on 7'0ct and at Oban Harbour on 26%7m0ct, 2 in L Gilp on
4"NoV and an adult passing Machrihanish SBO on 6mN0v.

Lam argentatus Faoileag an sgadain 0592
HERRING GULL
Widespread and abundant resident breeding species. Productivity at many colonies
much affected by mink predation. Some evidence f o r immigration into Argyll in
winter; colour-ringing studies have shown that some of these birds are from the
Cbde and NE England.
Jan-Apr. In addition to those in Table 35, counts of 200 or more. birds came from L
Caolispolt (520 on 14'Jan) and Minard Islands (L Fyne) Mid-Argyll (5W
on Id Mar).
Breeding. In the Argyll part of the SAMs study area, 6,845 prs were counted at 4 s
colonies (I- cu 800 prs in size). Breeding success of 29 prs at 17 sites was not monitored. At
6 Sites where mink were removed, 1,373 prs fledged 1,141 young (0.831 younglpr). At 25
sites where mink were not removed, 5,443 prs fledged 3,424 young (0.629 younglpr). Thus
mink predation reduced productivity by 24%. 17 sites which formerly held significant
breeding colonies were. found empty or nearly so [Craik, 20011. On the Treshnish Isles
breeding was confirmed on Fladda, Lunga (66 prs) and Sgeir a Chaisteil(22 prs), with birds
considered to be breeding on Sgeir an Eirionnaich (3 prs) and Sgeir an Fheoir (2 prs)
(TIARC),
A total of 700 prs were found breeding on the Sanda Islands (cf617 in 2000), and fledging
success was apparently good. Four prs bred on the RSPB reserve on Coll; there were no
counts at the RSPB reserves on Islay or at colonies on Free although birds are known to
have bred.
Aug-Dec. Counts of 200 or more were. made at: L Indaal [Table 351, Machrihanish SBO
(300 on 6'Aug). Gminarf Flats Islay (1,300 on SmSep),Furnace (L Fyne) MidiArgyll (500+
On 19'Sep), off SE Colonsay ( 2 W on 22" Sep), L Ne11 M;d-Argyll(2W, mostly juvs., on
25"Sep). Oban Bay (max. 345 on SQOct).The Laggan Kintyre (ca 2,900 on 10mOct),
Ganavan (Oban) MidArgyll ( 2 W around trawler on 2S'Oct) and the head of L Feochan
Mid-Argyll( 1 P W on IS" Dec).
Table 35,Maximum monthly counts of Herring Gulls at Loch Indaal (Islay) and at Loch
Crinan (Mid-Argyll) in 2001.
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ICELAND GULL
Larus glaucoides Faoileag liath
0598
Scarce but regular winter visitor, most frequent Jan-Mar.
Jan-May. After a bumper year in 2000, there were relatively few records during 2001.
An adult was seen on Oronsay on 8"Mar. Oban produced only two records: a 4"winter bird
present during Mar and last seen on 26", and an adult on 13"Apr. Islay provided the only
other record, a 1%winter bird at Bridgend Merse on 2"6Apr.
Oct-Dec. There were slightly more records than usual. First-winter birds were reported at
Machrihanish SBO on 12"0ct, in the Gribun Sands area of L na Kea1 16"-24*Nov and near
the Woollen Mill (Bridgend) Islay on 29"Dec. A bird of unspecified age was reported from
Ardnave Islay on 29"Nov, and a first or second year bird was at Port Ellen on 28IhDec.
Larus hyperboreus Faoileag mhor
0599
GLAUCOUS GULL
Scarce but regular iviuter visitor, most frequent Jam-Mar.
Jan-May. A 2"' winter bird was feeding on a seal carcase at Sorobaidh Bay 4Ih-14"Jan,
and an adult was at Bunnahabhain Islay on 25"Feb. A 1" winter bird was seen regularly
around Machrihanish SBO until 5* May, an adult in poor condition was in Campbeltown
Loch on 27"Apr and a 2"6summer bird was reported at Bunessan Mull on 11'"ay. Birds of
unspecified age were reported from Fidden Mull on 29"Jan and Oronsay on 24IhApr.
Sep-Dec. At Machrihanish SBO a 4* wintedadult was seen regularly 28*Sep-29"Dec, 1"
winter birds were present 1"-5'' Oct, and on 30'hOct and a 2"6 winter flew S on 1" Dec.
Elsewhere, 1" winter birds were seen following a shellfish boat in Oban harbour on 26IhOct,
in Tarbert Harbour Kintyre on 27"Oct and at L an Eilein on lShNov. An adult was at
Traigh Bhi Tiree on 17'hNov.
Larus iiiariiurs
Farspag
0600
GREAT BLACK-BACKED GULL
Comniorr and widespread resident breeding bird. Also occurs as passage migraut and
iviriter visitor.
Jan-May. The only sites with 50 or more were: L Caolisport (65 on 14"Jan), L Crinan
(max. 50 on 11"Feb) and L Feochan Mid-Argyll (134, mostly adults, on 2" May).
Breeding. In the Argyll part of the SAMs study area, 536 prs were noted breeding at 46
sites. Colony size varied from 1 to 59 prs and 22 of these sites (48%) held only single prs.
Productivity was monitored at 42 sites holding 532 prs. These fledged cu 501 young (0.94
younglpr), (cf 1.14 younglpr in 2000) [Craik, 20011. On the Treshnish Isles breeding was
confirmed on Fladda, Sgeir an Eirionnaich (est. 48 prs), Lunga (67 prs), Sgeir a Chaisteil (7
prs), Sgeir na Giusaich (2 prs N, one pr S) and Sgeir an Fheoir (9 prs) (TIARG). A total of
33 prs attempted to breed on the Sanda Islands (cf38 prs in 2000), of which 3 on Sanda
itself are known to have failed. There were no counts on Islay or Tiree.
On Lunga in Jun, one bird was seen to drown a Puffin by repeatedly forcing it to dive.
Aug-Dec. Counts of 50 or more came from Holy Loch Coival(l71 on 6IhOct),La' Phuill
(max. 75 on 9IhOct), L Gilp (63 on 4 I h Nov), head of L Feochan Mid-Argyll (max. 68 on 4"
Nov) and Traigh Bhi Tiree (310 roosting on 14'Nov).
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0602
BLACK-LEGGED KIlTIIVAKE (KITTIWAKE) Rissu rridactylu Ruideag
Normally strictly marine. Main breeding area on Colonsay, with other important
colonies on Islay, Treslinislr Isles (Mull) and Tiree. Rare in winter and ve#y scarce
inland.
Jan-Apr. The only count reponed was of 40 flying SE past the Oban-Colonsay ferry on
2PApr.
Breeding. Figures now available for the Seabird 2000 counts carried out during the 2000
breeding season include: 6,485 AON for the W coast of Colonsay, 28 AON for the W coast
of Jura and 803 AON for the whole coast of Islay. The regularly monitored sites on
Colonsay produced counts of 92 nests at the Wragaig sample colony (cf 124 in 2000), and
17 nests at the sample ledge at Pigs Paradise (cf 14 in 2000) with a mean clutch size of 1.71
(cf 1.79 in 2000). On the Treshnish Isles, breeding was confirmed only on Lunga (1,010
prs), the main colony being around Harp Rock (TIARG). The slow recolonisation of the
Sanda Islands continued, with 9 apparently successful nests on Glunimore.
Jul-Dec. Visitors to the Treshnish Isles in Aug counted cu 500 adults and 200 juvs. on
Lunga on 45 The peak autumn count at Machrihanish SBO was 2,800 in 5 hrs on 4.Sep
and, in a sample of 1,820 birds, 606 (33%) were juvs. Elsewhere, 180 flew W in 1 hr at
Balevullin Tiree on 18Sep, 150 were seen from the Oban-Craignure Mull ferry on 22M
Sep, 150 were feeding in Gunna Sound Tiree on 25mSepand again on 27'Oct, 500 flew SW
past Hynish Tiree in 90 mins on 29mSep,and 140 were counted at L Gruinart on 27"Oct.
There were no records during Nov or Dec.

SANDWICH TERN
Sternu sandvicensis Steamag mhor
0611
Uncommonpassage migrant. Very rare and irregular breeding species.
Jan-May. The first were 2 at Brunerican Bay (Southend) Kintyre on 30*Mar. They were
followed by 2 at Tayinloan on I* Apr, one at Machrihanish SBO on 3" and 2 more at
Tayinloan on4'Apr. Two were reported at Bruichladdich (L Indaal) on 12"Apr, a further 2
were at Tayinloan on 15mand2 were seen at Claonaig Kintyre on 23" Apr. The peak count
at Machrihanish SBO was 22 birds on 7mMay,and one or two were seen feeding in Sanda
Bay Kintyre on several dates in late May/early Jun.
Breedinflummering birds. Pr present with 50 prs of Arctic Terns at Fladda (Sound of
Luing) Mid-Argyll may have laid but mink predation led to complete desertion before nests
could be examined. At least 5 birds summered at Machrihanish and coition noted on several
occasions; may have bred locally there as recently fledged young photographed on 17"Jul.
Three birds were at RSPB L.Gruinart on 13mand1BJun.
Jul-Nov. Four birds at Tayinloan on 8'Aug included 2 juvs. On 18"Aug 7 flew S past
Frenchman's Rocks in 2%hrs and the peak count at Machrihanish SBO was on 19'Sep.
when the 34 birds passing included 8 juvs. In all. Machrihanish SBO had 152 (incl. 28 juvs)
On 23" Aug one was at RSPB L.Gruinart and no less than 23
on 32 dates 2 P J~l-16~Sep.
were counted at Tayinloan. These were followed by 2 at Frenchman's Rocks on 25"Aug
and, on Tiree, 2 in the bay at Hough on 259 5 at Balemartine (incl. 2 begging juvs.) on 2 8
and 2 in Gunna Sound on 27mAug.In early Sep, 3 were at Tayinloan on I", singles were at
Hynish and Port Fada Tiree on 2Mand 8 were on the shore at Blairmore Cowul on 59 The
last migrants were 2 at Sorobaidh Bay on 29mSepand 2 at Machrihanish SBO on 5'0ct.
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ROSEATE TERN
Sterna saiidviceiisis Steamag stiuireach
0614
Rare non breeding visitor. Last accepted record 1995.
Three passage birds were at Big Scone islet (Machrihanish Bay) Kintyre from at least
17'"-19"Aug [FJM] *. This is the first accepted record of this species in Argyll for six years.
Sterna ltirundo
Steamag
0615
COMMON TERN
Locally co~nilto~i
suninier visitor, considerably more numerous than Arctic Tern
close to the ntaiiiland but less so on outer islands. Many colonies severely affected by
mink predation and often unproductive where no trapping is uudertakeri.
Apr-May. None were reported until May when one was seen on Iona Mull on 6th
followed by 11 at Port Ellen Islay on 7"and by Common and Arctic Terns at Scallastle
beach Mull on 12". On L Indaal 11 were recorded during the WeBS count on 20"May and
26 were resting on the sea near Fishnish Jetty Mull on 25"May. Two birds at Otter Ferry
Cowal in early Jun were the only individuals recorded there all summer.
Breeding. In the Argyll part of the SAMS study area, 1,040 prs were counted breeding at
11 sites. The Mull colony, which had held 400-800 prs every year during 1987-2000, held
ca 250 prs on 28"May but these all deserted in early Jun. Two successful 'new' colonies
(200,82 prs) appeared in the Sound of Jura in late Jun. These may have come from the 250
pr Midl colony, so the true total in the area was 790-1,040 prs. Together they fledged a ca
480 young (0.46-0.61 younglpr). The largest successful colony in Argyll in 2001 was at L
Melfort, where 442 prs (a record number for this site) fledged ca 300 young [Craik, 20011.
Four prs bred at Coll RSPB reserve, 4 prs bred at Big Scone islet (Machrihanish Bay)
Kintyre and 7 prs nested at Oitir Riabhach, RSPB L. Gruinart. Birds were also present in
Campbeltown Loch and on Tiree during the breeding season. No evidence of breeding was
found on Treshnish Isles (TIARG).
Jul-Sep. Two were seen on Lunga (Treshnish Isles) Mull on 4'"ug. The only other site
reporting autumn migrants was Machrihanish SBO where the peak of 157 on 19IhAug
included 11 juvs. and the total of 707 migrants recorded on 21 dates 14IhJul-21" Aug
occurred later in the season than usual.
ARCTIC TERN
Sterna paradisaea
Stearnal
0616
Sunirner visitor and localised breeding species. Many colonies severely affected by
niirik predation and ofen unproductive where no trapping is undertaken.
Apr-May. As for Common Tern, there were no records prior to May, with the first 2
reported at Vaul Bay Tiree on 2"6. On Islay 8 were at L Gruinart and 9 at Port Ellen on 7Ih
May, and on 20''May 29 were recorded in L Indaal during the WeBS count.
Breeding. In the Argyll part of the SAMS study area, 250 pairs were counted at 8
colonies (1-72 prs in size). They fledged 85 young, of which 78 were at the two largest
colonies (68 and 72 prs, close together in the Sound of Jura). A fifty-pair colony on Fladda
(Luing) failed completely after mink predation during egg laying [Craik, 20011. On Islay 27
prs bred at Traigh an Luing (L Indaal), 15 prs at Ardnave and 4 prs on Oitir Riabhach,
RSPB L. Gruinart. 11 prs bred on the RSPB reserve on Coll, where some young fledged,
and 10 prs on Big Scone islet (Machrihanish Bay) Kintyre also produced some young later
in the season. At L a' Phuill there were 34 active nests on 2ShJun;260 birds were counted
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nesting on a small islet at Milton Tiree with ca 60 fledglings on 24.Jul; and ca 300 birds
noted around Gunna Island Coll on 26' Jul included 6Ot fledglings. Around 50 birds were
present on a small island off Oronsay for a few days in Jun but did not stay to breed. No
evidence of breeding was found on Treshnish Isles (TIARG). A ring read on a live nesting
bird at L a' Phuill showed that it had been ringed as a nestling at Big Copeland Island,
Northern Ireland, on 6.Jul1997.
Jul-Nov. Most of the birds breeding at the colonies on Tiree had left by mid-Aug but
there were still 6 in Gunna Sound on 27'Aug. At Machrihanish SBO peak counts were 235
on 3WJul and 256 on 3IRJul and the overall total of 1,533 flying S on 25 dates 14'Jul~l'
Sep included 194 juvs and 18 first-summer birds. Like Common Tern, the main passage
occurred unusually late in the season. In Sep 2 flew past Frenchman's Rocks on 1'. one was
at Hynish Tiree on 5*, 17 (all adults) flew S at Frenchman's Rocks on 7",and on l B 2 were
feeding offshore at Balemartine Tiree and one flew W at Balevullin. A late juV. was at
Machrihanish SBO on 1" Oct.
Sterna all$rons
Steamag bheag
0624
LITTLE TERN
Very scarce breeding species, confined to Islay, Tiree and Coll. Scarce passage
migrant elsewhere.
Apr-May. The first birds were on Islay where 2 were at L Gruinart on 16'Apr. Two at
Gott Bay on la May were the first of the year on Eree and 14 were resting on the beach
there on 9'May,
Breeding. On Coll 19 prs fledged at least some young: and a total of I1 prs were
breeding at 2 monitored sites on Islay. At least 15 active nests were found on Eree in the
second half of Jun and the first young fledged on 27*Jun. One or two birds were seen at
islets in the Sound of Jura Mid.Argy11 on 13'Jun but with no evidence of breeding.
JulSep. Three birds remained in Gott Bay on 14"Aug and the last bird was seen at Hynish
Tiree on YSep. There were no reports of passage birds away from the breeding areas.
BLACK TERN
Chlidonias niger Steamal dhubh
0627
Scarce and irregularpassage migrant. Only I 1 records I980 2000.
The two accepted records were both of juv/l< winter birds, one flying SW at Hynish
Z'iree on 29'Sep [CR]* and the other at Machrihanish SBO on 6'0ct [EJM]*. There have
now been records in 4 of the last 6 years.

-

Vria aalge Eun dubh an sgadain 0634
COMMON GUILLEMOT (GUILLEMOT)
Highly colonial, locally abundant breeding species. Adults with small young appear
on the sea f a r from colonies in late summer. Large numbers of passage migrants
may be seen from headlands andsmaller numbers are regular in sea-lochs in winter.
Jan-Apr. Three were found dead on the tideline at L Beg Mull on 19'Apr.
Breeding. On the Treshnish Isles, breeding was confirmed on Fladda, Lunga and Sgeir a
Chaisteil, with the main concentration at Harp Rock, Lunga (est. 7,740 adult birds present)
(TIARG), A total of 116 birds was recorded on the sample cliff at Uragaig Colonsay (cf 129
in 2000). There were 3,300 adult birds on the Sanda Islands in Jun (cf3,2290 in 2000) and
1,005 young were ringed.
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Figures now available for the Seabird 2000 counts carried out during the 2000 breeding
season (all refer to individuals) include: 75 for N Colonsay, 26,394 for W Colorisay
(Colonsay total 26,469) and 1,176 for the whole coast of Islay.
Sep-Dec. At least 500 birds were feeding off the coast of SE Colonsay on 22* Sep and
350 flew SW past Hynish Tiree in 90 mins. on 29'hSep. Birds were recorded in L Goil
C o w l and L Scridain and L Spelve Mull during Oct and Nov.
An adult ringed on Lunga, Treshnish Isles on 24'"Jun 1999 was found dead off the coast of
France (Pointe D'Arcay, L'Aiguillon-Sur-Mer, VendeP' on 21" Jan 2000, the 11"French
recovery of a bird from the Treshnish Isles.

RAZORBILL
Aka torda
Falc
0636
Locally coninion breeding species, although less numerous and with smaller colonies
than Guillemot. Large numbers of passage migrants may be seen from headlands
with smaller numbers regular in sea-loclis in winter.
Jan-Apr. No significant records.
Breeding. On the Treshnish Isles, breeding was confirmed on Fladda and Sgeir a
Chaisteil and birds were at suitable sites on Caim na Burgh Beg, Cairn na Burgh Mor, and
Fladda (TIARG). There were 3,000 adults on the Sanda Islands in Jun (cf2,910 in 2000)
and 405 young were ringed. On the sample cliff at Uragaig Colonsay an average total of 32
birds were counted (cf37 in 2000).
Figures now available for the Seabird 2000 counts carried out during the 2000 breeding
season (all refer to individuals) include: 108 for N Colonsay, 2,631 for W Colonsay
(Colonsay total 2,739), 15 for the W coast o f J i m and 1,768 for the whole coast of Islay.
Oct-Dec. At least 250 birds were seen from the Kennacraig-Islay Feny on 4Vep and 100
or more were feeding off the coast of SE Colonsay on 22* Sep.
A bird ringed as an adult on the Treshnish Isles on 26IhJun 1986 and found dying on a beach
at Sylt, Schleswig-Holstein,F. R. Germany in Feb 2000 was a victim of oiling.
AUK Sp. (GUILLehlOT~AZORBILL)
At Machrihanish SBO 1,600 specifically unidentified auks flew past S in 5 hrs on 9"May
and 3,830 flew past in 7 hrs on 28'hJul.On 9"Oct 260 flew W past Balevullin Tiree in 15 mins.
BLACK GUILLEMOT
Cepplius grylle
Gearra-breac
0638
Cornrnon resident breeding species, on coasts and islands in sea lochs.
Jan-Apr. The 25 birds counted at Port Askaig Islay on 25IhFeb were all in breeding
plumage and 22 were counted in Oban Bay on 26*Mar.
Breeding. In the Argyll part of the SAMS study area, 90 adults were noted during the
breeding season at 22 sites. Eggs or young were confirmed at 6 of these [Craik, 20011.
Counts of adult birds around the Treshnish Isles in late Jun included Fladda (20), Sgeir an
Euionnaich - Sgeir an Fheoir area (17), Cairn na Burgh Beg (4), Cairn na Burgh Mor (4)
and south end of Lunga (9) [TIARG]. Two prs bred on the RSPB reserve on Coll, 10 were
seen off Traigh Ban Colonsay on 28'"Jun, and 196 adults were counted on the sea around
the Sanda Islands in Jun.
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Figures now available for the Seabird 2000 counts camed out during the 2000 breeding
season (all refer to individuals) include: 49 for N Colonsay, 21 for w Colonsay, 33 for SW
Colonsay, 7 for E Colonsay, 24 for Oronsay (Colonsay total 134), 28 for the W coast of
Jura and 463 for the whole coast of Islay,
Oct-Dec. Forty birds seen in Machrihanish Bay on 3WAug were all in winter plumage.
Other counts of 10 or more birds included lot off Grasspoint Mull on 22"6Sep, 10 off SE
Colonsay also on 22" Sep, 10 off NW Tiree on 26hSep, 12 at Port Ellen Islay on 13"Nov,
12 or more in West Loch Tarbert Kintyre on 13"Nov and 11 in Oban Bay on 26mN0V.
LITTLE AUK
Alle alle
Colcach bheag
0647
Scarce and irregular winter visitor, usualb seen during sea-watches or after severe
gales.
One was seen in L Indaal on IS'Feb; single birds flew past Machrihanish SBO on 27'
Oct, 2" Nov and 6mN0v;and one was seen close inshore at Kilfinichen Mull on lgODec.
Fratercula arctica
Buthaid
0654
ATLANTIC PUFFIN (PUFFIN)
Very localised breeding species with main colonies on Sanda (Kintyre) and
Treshnish Isles (Mull). Occasionally recorded in winter.
Apr-May. One was at Pigs Paradise Colonsay on 306 Apr and birds seen from femes
included 6 off the E coast of Col1 on 4'May, 6 between Mull and Col1 on P M a y and one
between Oban and Mull on 17'May.
Breeding. On the Treshnish Isles in late Jun. adults were apparently occupying burrows
on Lunga, Sgeir a Chaisteil, Fladda and Cairn na Burgh Beg (ea 50 active burrows)
(TIARG). 290 adult birds were counted around the Sanda Islands in Jun.
Jul-Dec. More than usual were seen at Machrihanish SBO during autumn with a total of
38 birds on 22 dates, the last on 3WSep. One was seen with Common Guillemots just S of
Otter Ferry Cowal on 19'Aug. 100 or more were seen from the Kennacraig-Islay Ferry on
4*Sep, one flew S at Rubh' Aird Alanais Colonsay on 22" Sep, and single birds were seen
flying off Tireeon 306Sep, 6'0ct and 18'Nov.
A partial albino with white nape and collar was seen on Lunga (Treshnish Isles) in Jun.
ROCK PIGEON (ROCKDOVE)
Columba livia
Calman creige
0665
Resident breeder except in Cowal. Large flocks often gather on arablefields outwith
breeding season. Genetic integity of most populations now in doubt because of
interbreeding with feral pigeons but those on the islands probably nearest 'pure'
Rock Dove. Feral Pigeons recorded f r o m most areas, but no information on
population size.
Jan-May. The max. count on Thee was 74 at Heylipol on 11" Jan, and there were 40-50
on a ploughed field at Balephetrish on 9mMay.A total of 100 were on the floods at RSPB L
GNinaIt on I* May, all of the wild type, and Smaull RSPB Reserve had a max. count of 50
on 1l4 Jan. Elsewhere a max. of 37 were counted feeding on arable stubble on Oronsay on
I' Apr, and small numbers ( 4 0 ) were reported from various locations on Mull.
Breeding. Of 4 breeding prs located on Sanda Islands, 3 prs were on Glunimore; and 2 or
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3 birds were seen at suitable sites on Lunga (Treshnish Isles) Midi. A nest containing 2
squabs was found in a ruin at The Airport Tiree on 6"Sep.
Jul-Dec. Smaull RSPB Reserve once again regularly held over 100 birds and numbers
reached a peak of 336 on 19"Nov. The only other counts of 50 or more birds on Islay were
at Kilchiaran (67 on 6'h0ct), Ballinaby (72 on 10'hOct), Rockside (50+ on 10'hNov),
Killinallan (150+ on 12"Nov) and L Skerrols (100 on 28"Dec). On Tiree, an impressive
flock of 198 was at Kenovay on 17"Sep, and the max. count at L an Eilein was 282 on 17"
Dec. The flock roosting on Oronsay peaked at 114 on 1Oth0ct,and the largest count on Mull
was 28 feeding in a field at Fidden on 22"6Aug.
Apart from the odd racing pigeon, no obviously feral types were seen on Tiree during the
year [JBo].
Records of Feral Pigeons came from: Dunoon, Carskiey & Strone Glen Kintyre,
Inveraray Mid-Argyll and Oban.
Colirniba oenas
Calman gorm
0668
STOCK PIGEON (STOCK DOVE)
Very scarce and local resident. Only regularly reported in Mid-Argyll in recent years
(with just one confirmed breeding record) but with otlier records from Colorisay,
Cowal, Kintyre, and Mull in tlie past 10 years.
The only record concerned two birds seen nr Camasserie Castle Mid-Argyll on l6"Nov.
COMMON WOOD PIGEON
Colirnibapalirnibus
Calman fiadhaich 0670
Comnion resident breeding species except in some areas, suck as Mull, where more
numerous in winter. Nornially absent from Coll and Tiree.
Jan-Apr. A flock in the Minard area Mid-Argyll during Jan peaked at 170 on 31".
Reported in smaller numbers from Colonsay, Cowal, Islay and Mull. A flock of 25-30 in
Hafton Woods (Dunoon) in Mar was though to be attracted by seed put out at the nearby
Bird Garden.
Breeding. Recorded in lof 6 BBS squares (17%), ( 4 4 of 12 in 2000).
Jul-Dec. Flocks were reported feeding on acorns at Taynish NNR in Sep and 'hundreds'
were reported flying down L Awe in early Nov. A flock of 35 was in Raera Forest
Mid-Argyll on 2ShNov.

(WOODPIGEON)

EURASIAN COLLARED DOVE
Strepropelia decaocto
Calman a chrios
0684
Sparse but widespread distribution throughout Argyll. Sonte island populations
emigrate in winter.
Jan-May. There were records of groups of up to 6 birds from all Argyll areas except Coll
and Jura. By far the largest gathering was in a garden at Bruichladdich Islay where 41 were
counted on 3lYMay.
Breeding. There were breeding season reports from all areas except Coll and Jiiru.
Aug-Dec. Groups of up to 9 birds widely reported but no flocks of 10 or more birds.
(COLLARED DOVE)
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EUROPEAN TURTLE DOVE
Srrepropelia turtur Caiman tuchan
0687
Scarce but almost annual passage migront (none in 2000). hfajoriw recorded during
hfay-Jun.
One was reported from a garden in Salen AfuH 7*-15* Jun, and one was seen in flight at
Pennygael Mull on 26*Jul. In autumn, one was at Balephuil Tiree on 29'Sep.
CTURTLEDOVE)

COMMON CUCKOO (CUCKOO)
cuculus canorus
Cuthag
0724
Common summer visitor. Main hosf species is hfeadow Pipit.
Apr-May. The first record of the year was one calling at Strone (Minard) Mid-Argyll on
16'Apr. Calling birds were heard at Kiel Crofts NArgyll and Glenramskill Kintyre on 22"
April and by 2 b A p r there had been records from all areas except Coll,Jura and Tiree.
Breeding. Recorded in 1 of 6 BBS squares (17%), ( 4 7 of 12 in 2000). One was calling
at Comaigmore Tiree at 03:OO hrs on 23" Jun but the species is reportedly becoming scarcer
on the island.
Jul-Aug. An adult was seen on Sanda Island on 13'Jul and there were records from
RSPB I,Gruinart of a single on F A u g and 2 birds on lSmAug.

BARN OWL
Tyro alba
Comhachag
0735
Scarce breeding species, but probably under-recorded. Absent from Col4 Colonsay
and Tiree. All records required.
During the year records were received from all areas except CON,Colonray,Jura and Tiree.
Breeding. Breeding success of monitored territories is summarised in Table 36.
Table 36. Outcomes ofmonitored Barn Owl tem'tories in Argyll in 2001.
Na d ymngpr

A-

-Id*

2.75
2.14
2.44
1.50
4.50
2.50

* NB Includes one unusually large brood of 6 fledged, and a brood of 3 fledged from a box
in our editor's garden.
TAWNY OWL
Srrir aluco
Comhachag dhonn 0761
Widespread and common resident breeding bird, but absentfrom Tiree and Coll.
Breeding. In the Glen Branter study area Cowal, a min. of 19 young were fledged from
13 known successful temtories. The S prs monitored elsewhere in Cowal produced at least
10 young. An adult was seen with recently fledged young at Carskiey Kinfyre in Jul.
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Other records during the year came from: Coival(2 sites), Islay (6 sites), Kintyre (2 sites),
Mid-Argyll (7 sites) and Mull (7 sites).
Asio oms Comhachag adharcaiche
0767
LONG-EARED OWL
Very scarce resident breeding bird and winter visitor: almost certainly uriderrecorded. All records required.
Jan-May. An individual found injured at Culcharron (nr. Benderloch) NArgyll on 6IhJan
sadly died subsequently. One was seen at Lochgair Mid-Argyll on 3" May.
Breeding. Two nests containing young (b/3, b/2+) were located on Colonsay in Jun; and
a nest containing young was found in May at a site on Mull.
Aug-Dec. One was found roosting on a mist net pole at Aros Moss Kintyre in early Sep.
SHORT-EARED OWL
Asioflanrsieus Comhachag chluassach 0768
Widely but tltinly distributed breeder and winter visitor. Numbers jlitctuate and
distribution varies with abundance of small rodents, especially field voles Microtus
agrestis. Some emigration in autumn.
Jan-May. One was seen by Claonaig Water Kintyre on 28IhMar,and birds were reported
during May from Traigh Gheal (nr. Bunessan) and Glen More Miill and from nr Foreland
House and at Kilchoman Islay.
Breeding. A pr at Smaull RSPB Reserve May successfully reared 4 young, and a pr bred
at Moine Mhor NNR (adult seen carrying food for young) for the first time since 1997. Five
prs were located in Coivd four were successful including one pr that fledged 6 young.
Birds were also present in suitable habitat at a site in Kintyre and at 3 sites on Mull.
Aug-Dec. Two were seen at Lochdon Mull on 2" Aug and one at Ceann Chnocain (Glen
More) Mull on 21" Sep. A single bird was seen on Oronsay on 18"Oct and 28"Dec. On
Islay during Oct, singles were reported at RSPB L. Gruinart and at Coull Farm, Gruhnore
and Sunderland in the L Gorm area. There were no records from the mainland.
EUROPEAN NIGHTJAR (NIGHTJAR) Caprinntlgrtsertropaerts
0778
Very scarce and irregular summer visitor. Has bred in tlie past in Kintyre and Cowal.
Churring birds were heard at L na Cuilce Mull on 1ILh
May and at Cnoc Reamhar
(nr. Tarbert) Kintyre on 17IhMay. Despite later checks, nothing was heard at either site
subsequently, so these were presumably migrants.
COMMON SWIFT (sw~m)
Apits apus
Gobhlan mor
0795
Summer visitor, breeding only very locally on the mainland. Wandering birds in
summer andpassage migrants may occur in all areas.
May-mid-Jul. The first arrivals were 2 at Tobermory Mull on 5IhMay, followed by
singles at Scoor Mull on 10"and on Oronsay on ll'hMay. Two were around Connel Bridge
Mid-Argyll on 14'hMayand singles were at Dunoon on 14Ihandat Blairmore C o d on 17"
May. On 21* May 24 were counted circling over Lochgilphead Mid-Argyll and 17 flew S
over Skerry Fad Fell (Machrihanish) on 22" May.
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Away from known breeding areas, birds were also seen at Lunga (Treshnish Isles) Mull
(up to S from 23*-26' Jun), Tullochgorm (Minard) Mid-Argyll (one on 3" and 4"Jun),
Tayinloan (4 on 14'Jun), M a i n (L Indaal) (one on 16mJun),Port Ellen Islay (one or more
on 23" Jun), RSPB L. Gruinart (one on 24'Jun). Sanda Island (4 on 26" Jun), Beinn
Bheigeir Islay (4 on 27' Jun), Carskiey Kinfyre (one on 2* Jul), Kilmelford Mid-ArgyN (6
on 2* Jul) and Hough 7i"ree(one on 3* Jul).
A group of 16 over Ardrishaig Mid-Argyll on 13"Jun included one with a white chest and
flanks. Prior to a thunderstorm at Machrihanish SBO on 26' Jun, a remarkable total of
IS7 were counted flying E and NE in off the sea over 4 hrs. More typically, singles were
recorded here on 2* and 14'JuI.
Breeding. Birds were reported during the breeding season at Lochgilphead ( m a . 24 on
21* May), Dunoon ( m a . IS in Jun), Oban (3 on 2* Jul) and Connel (no count).
MidJul-Sep. On 18'Jul, 18 birds were over the pier in Dunoon and a loose flock of 40
flew W over Southend Kinfyre at 2I:OO hrs. Two were seen at Gruline Mull on 22* Jul. On
19'A~g 26 flew S very high over Oban and 3 were still present in Oban on 23" Aug. The
last birds of the year at Connel were 2 seen on 26mAugand none were reported anywhere
after this except for a single very late bird flying S over the Mull of Oa Islay on 23* Oct.

COMMON KINGFISHER (KINCFISIIER)
Alcedo arrhis
Biorra cruidein
0831
Scarce but regular visitor. Most records are in autumn and winter, and may
represent dispersingjuveniles.
The only record received concerned one seen at Bishop's Glen lake (Dunoon) on at least
two occasions in late Sep.
EURASIAN WRYNECK (\VRYHECK)
Jynx torquilla
Geocair
0848
Very rare & irregular passage migrant. Only 5 records since 1980: one at Bousd
(Coll) on I3* Oct 1984, one on Sanda (Kintyre) on 6* Oct 1987, one at Torlochan
(hfull) on 9V1ffkJun 1991, one at Cairnbaan (Mid-Argyll) on IIu Sep 1997 and one
near Slockavullin (hfid-Argyll)from 4kto 6* Jun 1998.
On the afternoon of 14'Jun one was seen in flight at Croig Mull. Its identity was
confirmed when it landed on a large boulder in the vicinity. It was not seen again. [M.
Hutcheson]*.
GREEN WOODPECKER
Picus viridis
Snagardach
0856
Rare but recorded regularly in Cowal in recent years, as well as in hfid-Argyll, Mull
and N Argyll. Only confirmed breeding record Kintyre 1998. AI1 records required.
One was seen at Sutherland's Grove (Barcaldine) NArgyll on 2"6Mar and possibly' the
same bird was in Barcaldine village on 17*Mar. One seen on the Craignish Estate (Ardfem)
Mid-Argyll on 27'Apr had been heard calling 2 or 3 days previously and was well away
from the recent known range of this species.
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GREAT SPOTTED WOODPECKER Dendrocopos major Snagan daraich
0876
Resident breeder, widespread on the mainland and Mull. On Islay, recorded only in
1982,1987,1996,1998 and 2000.
Breeding. Recorded in 1 of 6 BBS squares (17%), (cf2 of 12 in 2000). There were 2
territories in the woodland CBC plot at Taynish NNR, a pr bred at Femoch (Kilmichael)
Mid-Argyll, and prs Seen regularly during the breeding season at Barcaldine NArgyll, in the
NW wood at Moine Mhor and at Tullochgonn (Minard) Mid-Argyll probably bred.
One was seen at L Ballygrant Islay on 1" and 6*Oct, the second year running that the
species has been recorded at this site in Oct. Other records during the year came from
Kintyre (4 sites), Mid-Argyll (5 sites), Miill (4 sites) and NArgyll(2 sites).
Predation by this species accounted for 5 Blue Tit and 2 Great Tit broods in nestboxes
near Bonawe. The boxes were attacked from below and all the young extracted through the
drainage holes, which had been enlarged by the woodpecker. On 12*Jun an adult bird was
seen flying from box to box tapping noisily on each (seemingly to test if boxes were
occupied) (JCAC).
Correction to 2000 data (ABR 17): The statement "On 24IhOct one was seen well at L
Ballygrant Islay, the first record on the island since 1996" should be amended to read
"....since 1998".

SKY LARK (SKYLARK)
Alauda arvensis
Uiseag
0976
Widespread breeding species, C O I A I I I Oin
~ some areas. Many emigrate in winter, with
reinairtirig birds mainly in coastal and low-lying localities.
Jan-Apr. Monthly maxima were: at RSPB L. Gruinart, 101 on llLhJan,197 on l6IhFeb,
390 on 2" Mar and 107 on PAPI; and at Smaull RSPB Reserve, 54 on 4IhJan, ca 300 on
27"Feb, 30 on 2Yd Mar and 81 on 7"Apr. The only flocks of 50 or more birds reported
elsewhere were on Oronsay (50 on 13"Feb) and at Kilchoman Islay (50t on 18"Feb).
Breeding. Recorded in 4 of 6 BBS squares (67%), (cf4 of 10 in 2000). Elsewhere, birds
were present and breeding on Col1 RSPB Reserve, 4 singing birds were holding territory on
Lunga and one on Fladda (Treshnish Isles) Mull in Jun, and at least 8 prs bred on Sanda
Islands. After a blank year in 2002 a single territory was found in the coastal CBC plot at
Taynish NNR (cf 1990-2000 av. of 3) and at least 6 singing birds were noted at Moine
Mhor.
Sep-Dec. Monthly maxima at RSPB L. Gruinart were: 350+ on 29'hSep, 109 on 4IhOct,
181 on 2WhNov and 241 on 30thDec.The only other counts of 50 or more were from
Sunderland Islay (200 on 30IhSep),Balephetrish Tiree (50 on 2" Oct), Smaull RSPB
Reserve (51 on 18*Oct) and Oronsay (65 on oats stubble on several dates in Dec).
SAND MARTIN
Riparia riparia
Gobhlan gainmhiche
0981
Summer visitor and passage migrant Uncommon and localised breeding species. All
breeding records required.
Apr-May. The first of the year was at Connel Mid-Argyll on 1" Apr and by P A p r there
had been records from Islay, Kintyre, Mid-Argyll and Mull. On 28IhApr 80 or more were
feeding low over L na Ked, and 75 were counted at RSPB L. Gruinart on 1" May.
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Breeding. There were 336 burrows at the large, regularly monitored colony at North
Connel sandpit N Argyll (not used for sand extraction in 2001). and 107 burrows were
counted in the sandy banks at Barcaldine gravel quarry, a site not previously reported on.
On 19mAugmany unfledged young were still being fed at the hole entrances at the latter
site. At L an Eilein at least 4 were present throughout Jun and breeding was suspected in the
dunes nearby; if so, this would be a first breeding record for 'liiee since 1955.
The following breeding colonies were also reported:
Cowal. Blairmore (no count), Colochla (nr Millhouse) (9+ birds) and Little Eachaig River
(nr Dunoon) (ca 20 birds)
Islay. Coull Farm (IO+ holes) and Saligo (14 holes)
Kintyre. On the coast at Ballure (total 100 holes in 2 sub-colonies), at Glenadale Water (23+
active holes), Breackerie River (4 freshly dug holes), Carskey (2 active holes) and Strone
Glen (3 active holes).
Mid-Argyll. Kilmichael Glen woodyard (ca 70 occupied holes), nr L Leachd (Eredine
Forest) (20 holes in newly excavated bank) and Kerrera Drove, Oban (ca 10 nesting birds)
Mull. Gorten (39 active holes), L Ba head (100 birds nr holes in river bank), Scoor beach (9
occupied holes in dune and others being excavated on IPMay), Crannich (5 occupied
holes) and Glen Aros chapel (2+ holes).
Sep-Nov. Two birds were over L Nell Mid-Argyll on BSep, one was at Ardnave Islay on
16mSep,22 flew S at Machrihanish SBO on 2S'Sep, and one was at Loch Ba Mull on 3'
Oct. A very late bird was feeding over Ardilistry Bay Islay on 4'Nov.

Hirundo r u s h Gobhlan gaoithe 0992
BARN SIVALLOW(SIVALLOIY)
Widespread and common summer visitor and passage migrant.
Apr-May. The first were singles at Bridgend and Smaull Islay on 2"6 Apr. They were
followed by 3 at Lochdon on 6'Apr. 1 in Dunoon on I l", 5 at Ardchattan Kirk NArgyll on
12*and one at Tayvallich Mid-Argyll on 15'Apr. The main arrival occurred 16*-26"Apr,
after which birds were generally distributed.
Breeding. At RSPB L. Gruinart 12 prs bred, not all of which were successful. Six prs
were found breeding in farm buildings in Strone Glen Kintyre. one or two prs bred on
Oronsay and a pr bred on Sanda Island, successfully fledging 2 broods.
Jul-Nov. A roost at Machnhanish Water held at least 1,OOO birds in mid-Jul and 440 were
counted there at dawn on 22* Aug. At least 100 passed through Sanda Island on 1* Sep but
an adult and newly fledgedjuv were still present at Ardnave Islay on 16*Sep. Smaller numbers were still passing through during the first week in Oct including 20 at Largie Farm
(Tayinloan) Kintyre on 6*and 20 at Ballygrant Islay on 7"Oct. Late migrants included one
at West Hynish Tiree on 19'Oct, 2 at Claddach Islay on 24', one at Laphroaig Islay on 2.9
and 2 at Bridgend Islay on 2&Nov. The last record, of a very late juv. feeding around Aros
Castle Mull on 25'Nov, may well be the latest ever recorded in Argyll.
2000. A late record of a late Swallow. One was seen in Lochgilphead on 13'November
2000.
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HOUSE MARTIN
Delichon iirbica Gobhlan taighe
1001
Sicininer visitor breeding corninonly on the mainland. Less nunterous on the islands
and no recent breeding records from Colonsay, Tiree and COIL
Apr-May. The first arrivals were earlier than usual and included 8 flying over Innis
Chonain (L Awe) on 1" Apr, 8 nr Duart Castle Mull on 8IhApr,one at Tayinloan also on 8'
Apr and one at Lephinmore Cowl on lWhApr. The main arrival appeared to take place
considerably later with 3 at RSPB L. Gruinart on 27'Apr, one at Muircroft (Oban) on 27',
15 at Portinnisherrich (L Awe) Mid-Argyll on 28"and one at Minard Mid-Argyll on 29'Apr.
Breeding. Several observers considered that numbers of breeding birds were down on
previous years with, at one locality in Coival, no nests at all for the first time in 21 yrs. A pr
were still feeding young at Barcaldine NArgyll on 13'Sep.
Jul-Sep. One flying over Taynish "R on 13IhJul was only the third-ever record for the
reserve. At least 20 were still circling over Tullochgorm (Minard) Mid-Argyll on 16IhSep
and up to 20 were at Lochdon on 20IhSep. The last birds were a juv. at Balevullin Tiree on
30*Sep, 2 at L Ba Mull on '3" Oct and 8 at Bunessan Mull on 7'0ct.
TREE PIPIT
Antliiis trivialis
Riabhag
1009
Summer visitor breeding corninonly on the mainland. Also widespread on Jura and
Mull, but very scarce on Islay.
Apr-May. The first were at Femoch (Kilmichael) Mid-Argyll and at Skipness Kinryre on 24"
Apr followed by 2 at Doire Darach NArgyll on 27"and one at Connel Mid-Argyll on 29'Apr.
Breeding. Recorded in 2 of 6 BBS squares (33%), ( 4 6 of 12 in 2000). Eleven territories
were found in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR (cf 17 in 2000). One was singing at
Ballimony Islay on 17"May outwith the usual range of this species on the island.
Sep-Oct. The last records were of single birds at Tullochgorm (Minard) Mid-Argyll on
15'Sep and at Dunoon on 2" Oct.
Anfliuspratensis
Snathag
1011
MEADOW PIPIT
Abundant breeding species. Most leave the higher ground in winter, and significant
frocks occur on passage. Those remaining in Argyll occur mainly in coastal and
low-lying localities.
Jan-Apr. Only small flocks of no more than 30 birds were reported during the winter
months, from Islay, Kintyre and Mid-Argyll. A flock of 70 birds at Tullochgorm (Minard)
Mid-Argyll on 13"Apr were the only migrants recorded.
Breeding. Recorded in 4 of 6 BBS squares (67%), (cf9 of 12 in 2000). At Taynish NNR,
there were 7 territories in the coastal CBC plot (cf 1990-2000 av. of 5). A census on Sanda
Islands revealed a total of 34 prs.
Aug-Dec. Migrant flocks included 30 at Kerrera Ferry jetty (Oban) on 18"Aug and 35 at
Stob a' Choire Odhair (nr L Tulla) N Argyll on 25" Aug. Large numbers passed through
Sanda Island in the first two weeks of Sep, including more than 200 birds on 15'. The peak
winter count at L Gruinart was 35 on 1" Nov.
Addition to 2000 breeding data (ABR 17): Sample count at RSPB L. Gruinart: 105
territories in 279 ha (0.38 prsha) in 2 moorland compartments during breeding season.
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Anthus petrosus
Gabhagan
1014
ROCK PIPIT
Common resident breeding species on coasts, sea lochs and islands with some
emigration and passage in autumn. Scarce passage and winter visitor elsewhere.
Jan-Apr. A total of 18 birds were counted at Tayinloan on I' Jan.
Breeding. Recorded in one of 6 BBS squares (174), (cf I of 12 in 2000). At Taynish
NNR, there was a single territory in the coastal CBC plot. and a census of the shoreline of
the Sanda Islands revealed a total of 39 prs. A min. 14 prs were recorded around Lunga
(Treshnish Isles) hfdl and birds were also noted on Fladda, Sgeir an Eirionnaich and Sgeir a
Chaisteil.
Jul-Dec. In early Jul, 67 birds were counted along 760m of shore at Carskiey Kinrye. At
Oban Bay 14 were counted on 28m0ct,and at Machrihanish SBO numbers built to a max.
of 70 during Nov-Dec.
Motucillaflava Breacan buidhe
1017
YELLOW WAGTAIL
Scarce and less-than-annualpassage migrant; recorded in 13 of the 19gears 198098. Birds of the blue-headed race M. f. flava occur from time to time, and there has
been at least one record of the greykeaded race M . f. thunbergi (in 1985).
Two calling birds were heard at Machrihanish SBO on 23" May and one was heard on
9mJul.A first-winter bird seen on Uisaed Point Kintyre on 13'0ct subsequently flew off to
the SW.
BLUEHEADED (YELLOW) WAGTAIL

hl. f.fin

One was seen just outside the hide at Machrihanish SBO on 3(YnMay.
Motucilla cinerea Breacan bain tigheama 1019
GREY WAGTAIL
Widespreadresident breeding species; some emigration in winter.
Breeding. Recorded in 1 of 6 BBS squares (17%), ( 4 2 of 12 in 2OOO). On Mull, a pr at
Lochdon with chicks in the nest on 2" May had a 2@brood in Jun. Also on Mull, a pr with 3
juvs was at Penmore House (Croig) on 14mMayand an adult at Dervaig was with 2 juvs on
20'May. Prs were reported on Islay during the breeding season at Laggan Bridge (2 prs),
the Woollen Mill and on the River Som nr Bridgend.
One or two passage birds were recorded on Sanda Island 12@-1SmSep.
Eight birds were in
Machrihanish village on 29'0ct. one was at Swinish Tiree on 29mSep, and an immature
was at Balemartine on 21" Nov and at Crossapol Farm Tiree on 28'Nov.
PIED WAGTAIL
Motacilla alba yarrellii
Breach an t-si1
1020
Widespread and common breeder. Emigration from most areas in winter. Returning
birds generally arn-ve late Feb to early Mar; departure Aug-Oct.
Jan-Apr. Twelve were counted at Tayinloan on 1" Jan. Five returning birds were at
Kinloch Mull on S'Mar, and 10 at Otter Ferry Cowul on 12'Mar were part of an influx
noted there at this time.
Breeding. Recorded in 3 of 6 BBS squares (SO%), (cf3 of 12 in 2000). Five prs bred on
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Sanda Islands, incl. a p r o n Sheep Island, and 2 broods were ringed. A pr nested in a hole in
the rocks at Lochan Quarry (Dunoon) C o w l in Apr and, at Gallachoille (nr Tayvallich)
Mid-Argyll on 17" Jun, all the nearly fledged young in a nest in a shed were taken by a
Hooded Crow.
Jul-Dec. Autumn movements were noted at the following locations: Sandaig Tiree (21 on
19"'Aug), Sanda Island (15 on lI"Sep), L Gruinart (25 on 28IhSep),Balemartine Tiree (62
in pre-roost gathering), Crossapol Tiree (19 on 29*0ct), Kilkenneth Tiree (24 going to roost
in iris bed on 3O"Oct) and Machrihanish Bay (84 on 6"Nov). In addition, at least 300 were
present Jul-Oct at a reed bed roost at West Machrihanish Kintyre, and there were still 23
birds at Tayinloan on 30"Dec.
M. a. alba

WHITE WAGTAIL

Passage migrant, usualb recorded in spring. Extent of autumn passage obscured by
identification dijficulties.
Apr-May. The first spring migrants noted were 3 at Tayinloan and one on Oronsay on
12'hApr,followed by one on Sanda Island on 17"and 5 at L Gruinart on 18"Apr. Birds were
then reported continuously until mid-May, the highest counts being 20 at L Gruinart on 24"'
Apr, 17 on Oronsay on 1* May, 12 at The Green Tiree on 2^6May and 11 at Machrihanish
Kintyre on 5" May. The last were 7 at Machrihanish SBO on 15"May.
Aug-Sep. One or two birds were seen regularly on the shore at Machrihanish during Aug,
and one was at L Gruinart on 10thAug.Over 100 passage birds were recorded on Sanda
Island during Sep witha peak count of at least 50 on 11"'. Elsewhere, 1-3birds were seen on
Colorisay 20"'-23" Sep, small numbers were present on Tiree in late Sep, 12 were on Sanda
Island on 7"0ct, and a late bird was at Trudemish Islay on 4"Nov.

BOHEMIAN WAXWING (WAXWING)
Bontbycilla garrulus Canarach dearg
1048
Irruptive winter visitor in varying numbers; not seen every year.
Jan-Peb. The influx that began in late Dec 2000 continued, with the majority of records
relating to the first two weeks of Jan. Most were on the mainland and relatively few birds
reached the islands. After mid-Jan there were only isolated records and most had
presumably moved on.
The following is a complete list of records submitted.
1" Jan
Campbeltown Kintyre - 30 or more feeding on rosehips at Limecraigs.
2" Jan Crarae Gardens Mid-Argyll - flock of 17 at cemetery, being mobbed by Mistle
Thrush.
Tobermory Mull - 2 in garden.
Oban Mid-Argyll - one in garden
Tullochgorm
(Minard) Mid-Argyll - 2 in garden
Yd Jan
ChJan Walkers Garage, Dunoon Cowal- 7 (stayed until 21" Jan)
Craighouse Jura -one seen
Barcaldine Sawmill NArgyll- 2 in garden
Inveraray Mid-Argyll - 8 seen along The Avenue
Tullochgorm (Minard) Mid-Argyll - 10 on cotoneaster bushes
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5"Jan

BarcaldineSawmill NArgyIl-20 at Same location as on 4th
Barcaldine Village NArgyll-21 feeding on rose.hips
Tullochgonn (Minard) Mid-Argyll- 8 on cotoneaster bushes
6" Jan Oban Mid-Argyll- 12 near Oban Hospital
LTulla NArgyll- 6 at Blackmount Forest Lodge
Lochgilphead Mid-Argyll 2 on hawthorn bush in garden
7"Jan
Dunoon 15 feeding on hawthorn tree in Royal Crescent
8" Jan ArdrishaigMid-Argyll-7+ in garden
9*Jan Connel Mid-Argyll 18 ( m a . Seen here present 'mid-Dec mid-Jan')
WJan Strath of Appin NArgyll- one N road junction
11'Jan Lochdon Mull 2 seen
Clachan Beag (L Fyne) Mid-Argyll-2 outside the Oyster Bar
13'Jan Connel- ca 15 on crab apple tree at S end of Connel Bridge
Connel- 13 seen S of village at NM916334 (poss. same as above?)
14"Jan Benderloch NArgyll-5 in village
16" Jan Connel 6 N Connel Surgery
17"Jan Oban 2 near Oban Hospital
23* Jan Connel 9 at North Connel
6*Feb Minard Mid-Argyll one with Redwings and Fieldfares
24'Mar Oban-3 in Albert Lane.
Nov-Dec A single bird was listed on "Birdline" as being seen at Sei1 Island Mid-Argyll on
7"Nov.

-
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WHITE-THROATED DIPPER (DIPPER) Cinclus c i n c h
Gobha uisge
1050
Widespread resident breeder, though scarce on Islay and Colonsay and absent from
Tiree and CON.
Breeding. Breeding prs were recorded on Mull at: Beach River (Ross of Mull), Aros
Bridge. Knock and Dervaig (recently fledged young on 9"May) and at Younger Botanic
Gardens Conul (pr nesting below footbridge had recently fledged young on 1PMay) and
Connel MidiArgyll (pr feeding young on 5"May).
During the year birds were also reported from Cowal(2 locations), Islay (5 locations),
Mid.Argyll(4 other locations), Mull (5 other locations) and NArgyll(2 locations).
WINTER WREN (WREN)
Troglodj-tesfroglodytes Dreathann donn 1066
Very common resident breeder, although numbersfall following hard winters.
Breeding. Recorded in 4 of 6 BBS squares (SO%), (cf9 of 12 in 2000). The total of 56
territories in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR was well down on the 76 in 2000, possibly due
to a cold winter (cf 1990-2000 av. of 51). On the Treshnish Isles Mull, 12 singing males
were found on Lunga in Jun, mostly at the N end, and they were also recorded on Fladda
and Cairn na Burgh Mor. In Oban, 2 temtories were noted at the Hydropathic Ruins and S
territories along Glencruitten Road, 25 prs were counted breeding on Sanda Islands,
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HEDGE ACCENTOR (DUNNOCK) Prunella atodtrlaris Gealbhonn nam preas
1084
Widespread arid corninon residerit breeder, but very local on CO![arid Jura arid only
a winter visitor to Tiree.
Breeding. A total of 3 territories was recorded in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR (cf
1990-2000 av. of 4). In Oban the following territories were recorded in Apr: 2 at
Hydropathic Ruins, 2 at Polvinister and one at McCaig's Tower. An adult was feeding
young at Tullochgorm (Minard) Mid-Argyll on 18IhJun.
One was recorded at Craighouse Jura on 28"Oct and Tiree had single birds in a mature
garden at Balemartine in Oct/Nov and at The Airport Camp in Dec. Otherwise there were
records from all areas except Coll and NArgyll (although it is known to be common in parts
of the latter, records are sparse and would be welcome).
EUROPEAN ROBIN (ROBIN)
Eritliactts rirbecirla
BLU dhearg
1099
Widespread and coni~iiortresident breeder, but orily rarely and sporadically O I I Coll
or Tiree. Iinntigration iu winter and noticeable autuinu passage in souie years.
Jan-Mar. In Jan single birds were reported inside the Co-op, Kwik-Save and Tesco
supermarkets in Oban. At least 100 were estimated to be present on Tiree in Jan but the
species was totally absent during the summer months.
Breeding. Recorded in 3 of 6 BBS squares (50%),(cf9 of 12 in 2000). The total of 15
territories found in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR was only 50% of the record total of 31 in
2000, possibly due to a colder winter in 2000/2001(cf 1990-2000 av. of 21). In Oban the
following territories were recorded in Apr: 11 at Hydropathic Ruins, 7 at Polvinister and 2
at McCaig's Tower.
Aug-Dec. In late Aug, an obvious influx was noted on Tiree with birds found at 5
locations on 25', and by Nov there were small numbers in gardens all over the island. On
lYhSep 18 passage birds were noted on Sanda Island, and 18 were counted in the area of
McCaig's Tower, Oban on 16'hNov.
COMMON REDSTART (REDSTART) Plioeriicurirs plroerricirrirs Ceann dearg
1122
Sunimer visitor, locally common in relatively open rvoodlaiid. Recorded on Colonsay,
Islay, Tiree and Coll only as a scarce passage migrant.
Away from the monitored breeding areas at Blarcreen and Taynish NNR, only 8 records
were received during 2001, all from Mull and the mainland.
Apr-May. Singing males were reported from Barr Glen Kintyre on 6IhMay,Inverchaolain
(L Striven) C o d on 8"May and in Minard Woods Mid-Argyll on 2Zd May. A female on
Sanda Island on 1lLhMaywas their only record for the year.
Breeding. A total of 6 territories was recorded in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR (cf
1990-2000 av. of 6). Three prs bred in 158 available boxes near Bonawe (clutches 8, 8, and
unrecorded). All three were predated by Pine Marten at the egg stage and none fledged.
Two young birds were seen at Ardchonnel Farm (L Awe) Mid-Argyll on 3" Jul and a family
party were at Ardnadrochit Mull on 7"Jul.
Jun-Aug. A female was seen by the River Add at Drimvore Mid-Argyll on 2YhJun and
an immature bird was on Kerrera Island Mid-Argyll on 1PAug.
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WIIINCIIAT
Saricola rubeira
Gocan
1I37
Widespread and common summer visitor.
Apr-May. Spring arrival was apparently later than usual and the first bird was not seen
until 1' May when one was found on Colonsay. This was followed by one at Glen More
Mull on 2&May, 2 at Ardachoil Mull on 5*and one L Gorm Islay also on 5' May. The main
arrival apparently took place I lo-13"May when birds were reported from Tayinloan,
Braleckan (nr Furnace) Mid-Argyll, RSPB L. Gruinan and Gartnagrenoch (nr Clachan)
Kintyre.
Breeding. Recorded in I of 6 BBS squares (17%), (cf3 of 12 in 2000). On Colonsay 2
prs were located and on Oronsay one pr (cf total of 7 prs in 2000). On Isray a min. of 3 prs
bred at RSPB L. Gruinart and 6 prs were located in the Coull Farm Saligo area. Recently
fledged young were seen at Braleckan Mid-Argyll,Kilvecuen Mull and at Balephuil and
West Hynish on Tiree.
Aug-Sep. Five were at RSPB L. Gruinart on 15aAug, 2 males were seen on Kerrera
Island on 4"Sep, one was on Sanda Island on 13'Sep, one was at Balephuil Tiree on 17'
Sep and the last was at Saligo Bay on 29"Sep.
Correction to 2000 data (ABR 17): Islay. In the passage "...where 22 were seen at
Easter Ellister on 28'Apr': "22"should be. changed to *'2'.

-

STONECHAT
Saricola torquata
Clacharan
I139
Widespread resident breeding species, but population can decline dramatically after
severe winters. Some emigration may take place in winter.
Breeding. Recorded in 1 of 6 BBS squares (17%). (cf5 of 12 in 2000). On Colonsay only
13 prs were located (cf36 prs in 2000), a significant decline following the cold winter.
Three prs breeding on Sanda Islands were all double-brooded. Prs with recently fledged
young were found at 4 sites on Tiree in Jun, and at least 7 prs bred at RSPB L. Gruinart. PIS
with recently fledged young were also seen at Col1 RSPB Reserve, Iona Mull, Salthouse (L
Riddon) Cowal and at Auchindrain, Braleckan and L Leacann (Eredine Forest) Mid-Argyll.
Oct-Dec. At least 20 were counted in Glen Aros Mull on 22* Sep and, on Islay, 14+ were
along the Coull road to Saligo on 29mSep,10 or more were at Ardnave on IOQNovand 201.
were around L Gorm on 12'Nov.

NORTHERN WHEATEAR (WHEATEAR) Oenanthe oenanthe
BN gheal
1146
Common summer visiforand passage migrant.
Mar-Apr. The first birds were singles at Upper Killeyan Islay on 19*Marand at Tayinloan
on 20m.There were also 4 at Kinnabus Islay on 20*Mar. By the end of Mar birds were widespread, with records from Colonsay,many locationson Islay, Jura, Kintyre and Mull.
Breeding. On Lunga (excluding S end) (Treshnish Isles) Mull 10 territories were
identified in late Jun. A census of the Sanda Islands revealed 20 breeding prs, of which 2
prs were on Sheep Island. Also bred on Oronsay and on the RSPB reserves on Islay
although no counts were made, Adults with recently fledged young were seen at K h r a
Mull and Kilchoman Islay.
Jul-Oct. A count along 760m of shore at Carskiey Kintyre in early Jul totalled 27 birds.
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Passage birds were widely reported throughout Sep. Late records included singles at Sanda
Island on 4"Oct, Fidden Mull on 6' Oct, Tayinloan on 10' Oct, Oronsay on 10" Oct and
Frenchman's Rocks on 24IhOct. There were also 2 at Claddach Islay and 2 between
Portnahaven & Kilchiaran Islay on 24"Oct. The last were on Tiree where singles were seen
at Crossapol Bay and Gott Bay on 27Ih0ct.
Among 27 birds trapped for ringing on Treshnish Isles, 3 had been previously ringed. One
of these, retrapped on Lunga on 28"Jun 2001, had been ringed as a juv. on Fladda on 3" Jul
1997. A female killed by cat on Lismore N Argyll on 7IhApr 2000 had been ringed on
Guernsey, Channel Islands, on 3 1"Mar 2000, just 7 days earlier.
GREENLAND WHEATEAR

0.0. leircorlioa

Apparently rare passage migrant, but probably under-recorded.
Spring. The first was a single at Sanda Island on 30'"pr followed by 2 there on 3" May,
5 on 5"May and one on 21* May. One was also reported from Penmore House (Croig) Mull
on 13"May.
Autumn. One thought to have been of this race was at The Reef Tiree on 12'hSep,3 were
at RSPB L. Gruinart on 13Ih,5 on Sanda Island on 19" and one at L Buie Mull on 20'hSep.
Juveniles were recorded daily at Machrihanish SBO from 25Ih Sep to 7 I h Oct with a
peak count of 15 on 28"Sep. Two were on Sanda Island on 4"Oct and, on Tiree, 5 juvs
apparently of this race were at Balemartine on Y6 Oct, 4 at Vaul on 7"Oct and 3 at
Balemartine on 27"Oct.
RING OUZEL
Turdirs forquafirs Dubh chreige
1186
Summer visitor breeding very locally in upland areas. More widespread, though still
very scarce, on migration. All records reauired.
Jan-Apr. A male at Aros Park gates Mull on 131kAprwas the first record of the year, and
one was seen at L Gearach Islay on 7IhMay.
Breeding. One was seen nr the top of Glen Bellart Mull on 2FhJun but with no evidence
of breeding.
Sep-Oct. One was reported at West Parkfergus Kintyre on 2" Oct and there were reports
of one or more birds in Glen Airigh (Kilmichael Forest) Mid-Argyll during 1Sh-21"Oct.
COMMON BLACKBIRD (BLACKIHRD)
Turdirs nierula
Lon dubh
1187
Widespread and common resident breeding species. Immigration in winter and
noticeable autumn passage in some years.
Jan-Apr. There were 16 at RSPB L. Gruinart on YhJan. A male with a perfect snow
white hood was seen at Chiscan Farm (The Laggan) Kintyre on 2" Apr.
Breeding. Recorded in 1 of 6 BBS squares (17%), (46 of 12 in 2000). A total of 7
territories was recorded in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR (cf 1990-2000 av. of 5). In Oban,
the following prs were located in Apr: 9 at Hydropathic Ruins, 7 along Glencruitten Road
and 3 at McCaig's Tower. A pr bred and fledged young on Sanda Island
Sep-Dec. Of 16 birds at Lochdon on 19*Oct, 14 were imm. males, and the majority of 15
in Campbell Crescent, Oban were I" winter males. RSPB L. Gruinart had 14 on 30hDec.
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Turduspilan's
Liath thruisg
1198
FIELDFARE
Passage migrant and winter visitor. Abundant in autumn but relatively few winter
and spring.
Jan-Apr. Only relatively small flocks were recorded including 30 at Tayinloan on 2@
Jan, 23 at Tullochgom (Minard) Mid-ArgyN on 12*Jan, 3oC at Craigens (L Gruinan) on
Z'Feb, and 62 at Tayinloan on 3" Mar. One on Sanda Island on 26mAprwas the last bird
of spring.
Sep-Dec. The first autumn arrivals were 6 at Bunnahabhain Islay on 29mSep,and one
was at Crossapol Tiree on 8'0ct. The main amval took place from 1 P O c t and larger
counts included ca 200 at Heylipol, 430 at Balephuil and 450 at West Hynish on Tiree on
19*, 123 at Upper Killeyan Islay on 19q 300 at L an Eilein on 2 P , 600 between Southend
and Campbeltown on 21", 700 flying S at L GNinarl on 22&, 150 at Moine Mhor on 22"4
440 at Kilkivan (The Laggan) Kintyre on 23" Oct and 320 (incl. some Redwings) at
Blarghour (L Awe) Mid-Argyll also on 23". By 24OOct an estimated 2,000 were at Laggan
Islay and 1,200 at Kilkivan Kintyre, Numbers fell away slightly after this but there were still
I10 in the KilkennethMough area Tiree on 14'Nov, 2oot at Kintra Islay on 28'NoV, 300
on Tiree on II'Dec, 12oC at Skipness Kintyre on 2 8 D e c and 'several hundred' at The
Lagan Kintyre through Dec.

SONG THRUSH
Turdusphilomelos
Smwrach
1200
Widespread and common resident breeding species. Some immigration in winter.
Jan-Jun. During the goose count on Tiree on 11"Jan. an island total of 55 were recorded.
One singing regularly at dawn 23rd-30"Jun on Lunga and one seen on Cairn na Burgh Beg
on 2 P J u n are the first records of this species on Treshnish Isles Mull in 30 years of visits
by TIARG. An individual at Benderloch N Argyll on 3" Mar had a white band across
the 'shoulders', An individual mist-netted on Sanda Island on 23" Apr showed the
characteristicsof the continental racephilomelos and 6 birds Seen there together on W M a y
were thought to be migrants.
Breeding. Recorded in 3 of 6 BBS squares (SO%), ( 4 9 of 12 in 2000). At Taynish NNR
there was a total of 11 territories in the CBC plots (cf 15 in 2000 but 1990-2000av. of 7);
one pr nested successfully next to the car park, with the adult remaining sitting even when
cars were parked beside it. A surprising 6 prs were noted breeding on Sanda Islands, and
adults feeding young were reported from Kintra and Lochbuie Mull and Tullochgorm
(Minard) hfid.Argyl1,
Sep-Dec. A very heavily marked individual at Balnahard Colonsay on 209Sep had a
belly appearing almost black from markings, suggesting the race hebridensis from the Outer
Hebrides and Skye; and among 40 new arrivals at RSPB L. Gruinart on 22* Sep was one
possibly of the continental race philomelos. Eight birds in the dunes at Balevullin Tiree on
94Dec were among large numbers present on the island since an influx in Oct/Nov.
Turdus iliacus
Sgiath dhearg
1201
REDWING
Passage migrant and winter visitor. Abundant in autumn but relatively few winter.
Occasional individuals recorded in late spring. Bred on Mull in 1991.
Jan-May. During the goose count on Tiree on 11" Jan, at least 96 were recorded.
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Elsewhere, flocks of no more than 20 or so were reported in Jan and Feb. On 2"6Mar 50 or
more were seen at Ballinaby Islay, ca 50 were at Rhugarbh Croft (Appin) N Argyll on 2"6
Apr, 45 were counted at L Gruinart on 15"'Apr, and ca 200 were in the vicinity of Colonsay
House Colonsay on 2O'Apr. 10 were at Bruichladdich Islay on 27"'Apr, and a very late bird
was seen on Sanda Island on 27"May and trapped the following day.
Sep-Dec. The first autumn arrivals were 3 at Ardfenaig Mull on 21" Sep followed by
singles at Kilkenneth Tiree and L Gorm Islay on 29"and at Fernoch (Kilmichael) Mid-Argyll
on 3OXh
Sep. Only small numbers were reported until 19IhOct when 300 were found at
Heylipol Tiree. In the next few days large numbers appeared in most areas. Notable counts
included 500 at Lochdon (mixed flock with Fieldfares) on 20"'Oct, 100 at An Airidh Tiree
and 100 at L an Eilein also on ZO"', 200 at Kilkivan (The Laggan) Kintyre on 21" Oct, ca
1,000 between Southend and Campbeltown Kintyre on 21%and 150 at Heylipol Tiree on 22"6
Oct. By 24"'Oct an estimated 2,000 were at Laggan Islay and 800 at Kilkivan Kintyre. Flock
sizes fell away to no more than 30 or 40 in most places after this but flocks of 100 or more
were seen at various locations on Tiree through Nov and Dec and an estimated 500 were
present on the island on 1I"'Dec. At least 70 were in a field nr Skipness Kintyre on 26"'Dec.
MISTLE THRUSH
Turdus viscivorus Smeorach mhor
1202
Widespread but thinly distributed resident breeding species, except on Coll and Tiree
where only an occasional visitor. Flocks sometimes seen on passage.
Breeding. There was one territory in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR (cf1990-2000 av. of
1.5). An adult with recently fledged young was in Younger Botanic Garden CoivaI on 9'hlun
and a pr held territory at Glencruitten Golf Course, Oban.
Jul-Dec. Flocks appeared from early Jul when 21 were seen at Carskiey Kintyre. At least
40 flew over Crannich Midl on 15*Aug, a flock of 24 were at Stone Cottage (Bridgend)
Islay on 10'DSep,22 were in a rowan copse by L Gorm Islay on 3" Oct, and 20 or more were
at Tayinloan on 16LhDec.A single bird at West Hynish on 16IhDecwas an unusual record
for Tiree.
COMMON GRASSHOPPER WARBLER
(GRASSHOPPER WARBLER)
Locirsfellanaevia
Ceileiriche leumnach
1236
Sunmer visitor breeding Iocally in all areas; good densities may occur in young
conifer plantations. Numbers fluctuate from year to year.
Apr-May. Three at RSPB L. Gruinart on 20IhApr were the first returning migrants,
followed by reeling birds at Fernoch (Kilmichael) Mid-Argyll on 24'hand on Colonsay on
28IhApr. By mid-May birds had been recorded on Colonsay, Cowal, Islay, Kintyre, MidArgyll and Mull with most records from Islay and Mid-Argyll.
Breeding. Recorded in 1 of 6 BBS squares (17%), (cfone of 12 in 2000). There were 2
territories in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR (cf 1990-2000 av. of 2) and 3 singing males
were found on Colonsay (cf4 in 2000). The species bred on Col1 RSPB Reserve and 13
singing males were present at RSPB L. Gruinart. There were also reports of males singing
during the breeding season from Coival (one site), Islay (6 sites), Mid-Argyll (6 sites) and
Midl (2 sites).
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Aug-Sep. Reeling birds were heard nr L Scammadale Mid.Argy11 on 3" Aug and at L
Frisa Mull on 5' Aug. and 2 in a garden at Tayvallich Mid-Argyll on l6@Augwere the last
of the year.

Acrocephalus schoenobaenus Glas eun
1243
SEDGE WARBLER
Summer visitor and bcdlly common breeding species.
Apr-May. One singing on Sanda Island on 27'Apr was the first spring record. It was
followed by birds at Fernoch (Kilmichael) Mid-Argyll on 28'Apr, at Craignish Estate
(Ardfem) Mid-Argyll on 29*, Colonsay on 30bApr and RSPB L.Gruinart on 1' May. On 6'
May 4 males were singing near the terminus at Machrihanish Airfield.
Breeding. Recorded in 2 of 6 BBS squares (33%). (cf3 of 12 in 2000). A total of IO
temton'es was recorded in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR (cf 1990-2000av. of 9). Numbers
on Colonsay were well down on last year with only 31 singing birds located on Colonsay
incl. Oronsay, compared with a total of 60 in 2000. Breeding numbers on Sanda Islands
were also down, to 2 prs (cf5 prs in 2000). Twelve singing birds were heard between
Femoch and L Leathan Mid-Argyllon 13"May, and 4 prs were located between Coull Farm
and Saligo Islay on 23* Jun. An adult was feeding young at Carskiey Kintyre on 2&Aug.
Elsewhere, singing males were reported from Islay (6 sites), Jura (one site), Kintyre (2
sites), Mid-Argyll (one site), Mull (IO sites) and Tiree (one site).
Aug-Sep. Late birds were at Upper Killeyan Islay on 24"Aug and Balemartine Tiree on
17'Sep, and the very last was in irises at Kilkenneth Tiree on 26'Sep.
COMhlON WHITETHROAT (\VIIITETIIROAT)Sylv?a communis Gealan coille 1275
Summer visitor, breeding wide4 but patehib. Numbers appear to fluctuate from year
to year.
Apr-May. Arrival seems to have been later than usual with no records until early May,
the first being one at RSPB L.Gruinart on 3rd. In the following few days there were records
from Port Crom (nr Bellochantuy) Kintyre on 6*May, Ulva Ferry Mull, Dunlossit Islay,
Salen Mull and Sanda Island (6 migrants) on 7', and Taynish NNR and Inverchaolain (L
Striven) Cowal on 8'May. At least 6 were heard singing from the roadside between
Craignure and Tobermory Mull on 12@May.
Breeding. A record total of IO temtories was recorded in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR
(cf 1990-2000 av. of 7) and of the 5 prs breeding on Sanda Islands (cfone pr in 2000), most
were in the areas containing newly planted trees. Singing males on Colonsay increased once
more, to 25 (cf23 in 2000 and 17 in 1999) and 2 singing males were recorded in the
Glencruitten Road-High School area of Oban. Elsewhere, singing males were reported
during the breeding season from Col1 (one site), Cowal(4 sites), Islay (one site), Kintyre (6
sites), Mki-Argyll (one site) and Mull (6 sites).
AugSep. A juv. was seen at Tullochgoxm (Minard) Mid-Argyll on 25' Aug, migrants were
recorded on Sanda Island on 17*and 1SBSep,and the last was at Nerabus Islay on 27*Sep.
GARDEN WARBLER
Sylvia borin
Summer visitor and scarce breeding species.

Ceileiriche garaidh
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May. The first arrival was at Taynish NNR on P M a y followed by birds at Moine Mhor
on 10"May, Salthouse (L. Riddon) Cowal on 1IthMay,Dunbeg Mid-Argyll on l2"May and
L Leathan Mid-Argyll on 13"May. Migrants were recorded on Sanda Island on 13"May and
at Portnahaven Islay on 17"May.
Breeding. A total of 4 territories was recorded in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR (cf
1990-2000 av. of 2). Elsewhere, the only other reports of singing'birds came from Quinish
House Mull, Tullochgorm (Minard) Mid-Argyll, Torrisdale Kintyre and Saddell Abbey
Kintyre.
There were no autumn records.
BLACKCAP
Sylvia atricapilla
Ceann dubh
1217
Scarce sumnter visitor and regular passage migrant, especially in autumn.
Zncreasingly numerous in winter.
Jan-May. There were several records of wintering birds. A female was in a garden in
Oban on 2'" Jan and a male was at a bird table in Oskamull Mull on 4" Jan. A male came
daily to a bird table at Peninver Kintyre from 6IhJanto mid-Feb and was joined by a female
from 6"-10"Jan. A female was seen at Ballochgair Kirityre on 9"Jan and a male fed at a bird
table in Kim (Dunoon) on 12"Jan. At Tobermory Mull a male was regularly at a bird table
from 17IhJan to at least 3'' Mar and another was at a bird table at High Askomil
(Campbeltown) in late Feb. A female was in a garden at Furnace Mid-Argyll on W F e b and
a male was seen in Oban on 16"Mar. After this there was a gap until what was presumably
the first of the spring migrants, at Coullabus Wood on 13IhApr.This was followed on 14Ih
Apr by a male in a garden in Lochgilphead and by 20&Aprthere were 3 or 4 singing males
in Oban.
Breeding. There was a single territory in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR (cf none in
2000). In Kintyre 9 singing males were recorded at Torrisdale and 3 at Saddell in MayNun.
A single male was singing in Colonsay House Gardens Colonsay in Jun (cf 3 in 2000).
Elsewhere, from mid-May to Jul, singing males were heard at one site in C o w l , 7 on Islay,
one on Jura and 3 in Mid-Argyll.As in 2000, there were no summer records from Mnll.
Sep-Nov. Records of probable migrants included singles nr Minard Mid-Argyll on 23''
Sep and at Lockerbie (L Sween) and Connel Mid-Argyll on 7"Oct and up to 2 at
Balemartine Tiree on 18"-20"0ct. A total of 8 were in Ballygrant Woods Islay on 24"Oct.
Single birds seen in gardens at Lochdon 16"-201hNov,at Tullochgorm (Minard) Mid-Argyll
on 9IhDec, at Strachur Cowul on 26IhDec and in Campbeltown throughout Dec were
presumably over-wintering.
Pliylloscopus inornatns
1300
YELLOW-BROWED WARBLER
Very rare & irregular passage migrant. Only four accepted previous records f o r
Argyll: on Skerryvore in 1906, on Islay in Oct 1988, on Tiree in Oct I998 and on
Islay in Oct 1999.
One found in a garden at Kilkenneth Tiree on 27IhSepremained there until 1" Oct [CR]*.
After a gap of 82 years between the first and second Argyll records, there have now been
three records in the last four years.
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WOOD WARBLER
Phylloscopus sibilatrir Ceileiriche cille
1308
Summer visitor, common in suitable woodlands.
Apr-May. The first record of the year was of a singing male at Craignish Estate
(Ardfem) Mid-Argylfon 29'Apr. By S'May, 2 were singing in Minard Woods Mid-Argyll,
4 were singing nr Grasspoint Mulf and 2 were singing in Glen Forsa hfulf.
Breeding. There were 6 territories in the woodland CBC plot at Taynish NNR (cf 19902000 av. of 8), and 8 singing males were recorded on the Torrisdale Castle estate Kintyre in
MayNun. An adult was feeding young at Salthouse (L Riddon) Cowal on 30'Jul. Further
records of singing birds in breeding season came from Cowal (one site), Islay (one site),
Kintyre (one site), Mid-Argyll (3 sites) and Mull (2 sites).
AugSep. At least one bird was present on Kerrera Mid-Argylfon 18'Aug.
COhlMON CIIIFFCHAFF ( a i i F F a i A F n Phylloscopus collybitu Cailean
1311
Summer visitor and uncommon breeding species, scarce on the islands. More frequent on
passage on some islands. Occasional records in winter.
Apr-May. Arrival was somewhat later than usual with the first singing bird at Cnoc Fada
(L Gorm) Islay on S'Apr, followed by one at Tiroran Mull on 13'Apr and birds at Minard
Mid-Argylf,Easter Ellister Islay and Tayinloan Kintyre on W A p r and on Sanda Island on
16mApr.
Breeding. Singing birds were reported mid-May-Jul on Colonsay (2 singing males at one
site), Cowal (one site), rslay (one site), Mid-Argyll (2 sites) and Mull (one site).
Sep-Oct. One was singing in Dunoon on 24"Sep and single birds were also recorded on
Sanda island on 29"Sep, at Balevullin and Kilkenneth Tiree on 30"Sep, at RSPB L.
Gruinart on 13"Oct and at BalemartineTireeon 2YOct.
Very cold-toned birds seen at Heylipol Tiree on 4°/5mDecand at Kenovay Tiree on 18"
Dec showed features of the Scandinavian race abierinus.
WILLOW WARBLER
Phylloscopus trochilus Crionag ghiuthais 1312
Widespread and abundant summer visitor.
Apr-May. During the first few days of Apr, singing birds were heard at Connel Mid.
Argyll on 3rd, in Campbeltown on 6"and on Oronsay on 7m.The first on Islay was at RSPB
L Gruinart on l P A p r and reports steadily increased until by 2Pthey had been recorded in
most areas of Argyll. Passage was still taking place on 27" Apr when at least 21 were
recorded on Sanda Island. One seen at RSPB L Gruinart on 6'May showed characteristics
of the Scandinavian race acredulu. A bird trapped in spring on Sanda Islands was found to
have been ringed 4 days earlier on Bardsey Island, Gwynedd.
Breeding. Recorded in 5 of 6 BBS squares (83%), (cf8 of 12 in 2000). Another good
season for the CBC plots at Taynish NNR with 88 territories identified ( 4 9 3 in 2000 but
only around 50 in the early 90s). A census on Sanda Islands revealed 12 breeding prs
although the success rate appeared to be low. In Oban, 8 birds were singing along
Glencruitten Road, 3 at Hydropathic Ruins, and one at McCaig's Tower, on 2PApr. A pr
bred on Oronsay but, although a pr at Balemartine Tiree were apparently holding territory
on PJul, they were not seen subsequently.
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Aug-Sep. Late records included singles at Lochdon on 31%Aug, at Machrihanish SBO on
10*Sep, on Sanda Island on 17"Sep and at Femoch (Kilmichael) Mid-Argyll on 30IhSep.
Regulus regiclics Crionag bhuidhe
1314
GOLDCREST
Conrmori breediiig species and passage migrant. Scarce on Col1 arid Tiree.
Jan-Apr. Migrant birds seen on Sanda Island included 8 on 17"Apr, 2 on 19"and 4 on
26"Apr.
Breeding. Recorded in 1 of 6 BBS squares (17%), (cf6 of 12 in 2000). A single territory
was recorded in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR (cf 1990-2000 av. of 1). In Oban, 2 males
were singing along Glencruitten Road and 2 at Polvinister on 27'"pr. A family party were
seen nr Brenchoille (Auchindrain) Mid-Argyllon 17"Jun.
Sep-Dec. On Tiree single birds were present in gardens, at Balemartine on 8"Oct'and at
Scarinish on 8"Nov. The most seen together was 9 at Ballochgair Kintyre 15'hOct.
SPOTTED FLYCATCHER
Muscicapa striata Breacan glas sgiobalta 1335
Summer visitor breeding widely but sparsely.
Apr-May. A bird seen at Craignish Estate (Ardfem) Mid-Argyll on 28"Apr constituted
the earliest ever record of this species in Argyll. The next record was not until 7"May when
one was in Ballygrant Village Islay. This was followed by birds at Taynish NNR on 8IhMay,
Fernoch (Kilmichael) Mid-Argyll on 131hMayand Oskamull Mull on 14IhMay. One on
Sanda Island on 23d May was their sole spring record.
Breeding. At Taynish NNR there was a total of 5 territories in the CBC plots (cf 19902000 av. of 5). Records of breeding prs also came from Balliemore C o w l , Carskiey
Kintyre, Chiscan Farm (The Laggan) Kintyre and Femoch (Kilmichael), Scammadale and
Tullochgorm (Minard) Mid-Argyll. Additional breeding season records came from Coival
(one site), Islay (2 sites), Jura (one site), Kintyre (3 sites), Mid-Argyll (2 sites) and Mull (3
sites).
Aug-Sep. At least 6 birds were seen at 3 separate locations on Kerrera Mid-Argyll on 18"
Aug, and 2 were at Victoria Bridge (L Tulloch) NArgyll on 25IhAug. Single birds were at
Tullochgorm and on Sanda Island on 29IhAug, and two late individuals were at different
locations on Tiree on 30"Sep.
Ficedirla Iiypolerrcu Breacan glas
1349
PIED FLYCATCHER
Summer visitor and passage migrant breeding very locally in oak woods. Increase iu
breeding population in recent years is attributable to the Argyll Bird Club nest-box
scheme but itumbers may now be decliniug.
One seen at Torran (L Awe) Mid-Argyll on 7IhApr was the only record away from the
breeding area nr Bonawe.
Breeding. Four prs bred in boxes near Bonawe N Argyll (cf 12 prs in 2000). One brood
of 7 small young starved to death, two boxes were predated by Pine Marten, and one pr
fledged 8. By far the worst year since the scheme began in 1988. A female K440235, ringed
at L Caolisport (Clyde RG) in 1996, nested in boxes at Bonawe every year from 1997-2000;
sadly she failed to reappear in 2001 but had still achieved a good age for a Pied Flycatcher.
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LONG-TAILED TIT
Aegithalos caudatus
Ciochan
1437
Widespread and common resident breeding bird on mainland; local on some islands
and rare on Colonsay, Tiree and Coll.
Jan-Apr. Flocks of 10 or more were reported from Connel Mid-Argyll (10 on 16'Jan)
and RSPB L.Gruinart (1 1 on 17"Jan).
Breeding. The exceptional record for the year came from Colonsay. where 3 prs nesting
in Colonsay House gardens in Jun represented the first breeding records for the island. A
single temtory was recorded in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR (cf 1990-2000 av. of 2). A
pr were feeding young in a nest at Quinish House Mull on ZPMay, and a family party were
seen at Lochdon on 2MJul.
Jun-Dec. An estimated 50 birds were found on the estate at Tomsdale Kintyre on 17*
Jun. At least 4 birds were still present on Colonsay (East Loch Fada woods) on 21" Sep.
Flocks of 10 or more were reported from: Lochdon (30+ on 25'Aug). Bridgend Woods
Islay (10 on 1WSep & 10 on ~'Nov),RSPB L. Gluinart (12 on 22* Sep), L Allan Islay (24
on 2* Oct), Port Askaig Islay (16 on 2"6Oct), Ballygrant Woods Islay (15 on 7*Oct & 10 on
28*0ct), Carradale Kintyre (21 on 9*Nov), Campbeltown (12 on 17"Nov) and Stone
Cottage (Bridgend) Islay (10 on 29"Dec).
Parus ater
Smutag
1461
COAL TIT
Widespread and very common resident breeding bird, except on Tiree and Coll. Some
dispersal noted in autumn.
Breeding. Recorded in I of 6 BBS squares (17%), (cf5 of 12 in 2000) The total of 4 territories found in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR was the lowest there since the census began
(cf 1990-2000av. of 9).
A flock of 15 in Minard Woods Mid-Argyll on 31" Jan was the only flock of 10 or more
birds recorded. There were no records from Coll or Tiree.
BLUE TIT
Parus cueruleus Cailleachag Ceann g h o n
1462
Widespread and very common resident breeder, but rare on Tiree and Coll.
Breeding. Recorded in I of 6 BBS squares (17%), (cf2 of 12 in 2000). There were 22
temtones in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR (cf 1990-2000 av, of 20) and an estimated 12
temtories at the Hydropathic Ruins, Oban. Thirty-one prs bred in boxes near Bonawe N
Argyll. Twenty brooddclutches were destroyed by Pine Marten, 5 were destroyed by Great
Spotted Woodpecker and 6 successful prs fledged 50 young.
No flocks of 10 or more were reported and there were no records from Coll or Tiree.
GREAT TIT
Parus major
Currac bhain tigheama
1464
Widespread and very common resident breeder, but absentfrom Tiree and Coll.
Breeding. Recorded in 1 of 6 BBS squares (17%), (cf4 of 12 in 2000). The number of
temtones in CBC plots at Taynish NNR declined once again, to 10, after 12 in 2000 and a
record 16 in 1999 (cf 1990-2000 av. of 10). Fourteen prs bred in boxes near Bonawe N
Argyll. Six brooddclutches were destroyed by Pine Marten, 2 by Great Spotted Woodpecker
and 6 successful prs fledged 41 young. No flocks of 10 or more were reported.
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EURASIAN TREECREEPER (TREECREEPER) Cerfliiafanliliaris Snaigear
1486
Widespread and coininon resident breeder, except on Tiree and Coll.
Breeding. Recorded in 1 of 6 BBS squares (17%),(cfnone of 12 in 2000). For the
second year running, a record 6 territories were found in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR (cf
1990-2000 av. of 4).
There were records from all areas of Argyll except Coll, Coival,Jura, NArgyll and Tiree.
EURASIAN JAY (JAY)
Garnrlus glandarius Sgraicheag
1539
Locally distributed breeder, on the mainland only. Some immigration in autumn. A d
records reauired.
Jan-Apr. There were records from several locations in both C o w l and Mid-Argyll and
from Torrisdale Kingre.
Breeding. Recorded in one of G BBS squares (17%), (cfone of 12 in 2000). Birds were
also present during the breeding season at Ardcastle Wood and nr East Kames Mid-Argyll
and in the Carradale area of Kintyre.
Sep-Dec. Five were seen together flying over the outskirts of Dunoon on 13IhSep. One
seen at Aros Park Mull on 17*Sep was, perhaps surprisingly, only the third record for the
island. The usual autumn influx into Mid-Argyll occurred from mid-Sep onwards and up to
3 birds were recorded at 10 sites there from 19*Sep until the year end. Elsewhere, there
were records from Bamamuc (Glen Creran) N Argyll in Sep and from Peninver Kintyre in
Oct and Tarbert Kintyre in Nov.
BLACK-BILLED MAGPIE (AIACPIE)
Pica pica
Cadhag
1549
Local resident breeder in Cowal, rare elsewhere. All records reauired.
Jan-May. Birds were seen regularly in Dunoon and single birds were at Lingerton Tip
(Lochgilphead) Mid-Argyll on 25*Jan and at Peninver Kintyre on 6*Apr. During May one
was seen several times in Lochgair Mid-Argyll, another was seen twice at Macharioch
Kintyre and one was at West Drumlemble Kintyre on 6*May.
Breeding. A pr bred in a monkey puzzle tree in Dunoon and had recently fledged young
on 11"Apr.
Jun-Dec. An adult bird was released during the summer on Colonsay. Apart from one at
Caimbaan Mid-Argyll on 18"Jun, all records at this time came from the Dunoon area with a
max. of 5 in a garden at Kim during Sep.
RED-BILLED CHOUGH
Pyrrlzocoraxpyrrhocorax Cathag dhearg chasach
1559
The Argyll islands hold almost all of the Scotiish population. Islay is the stronghold,
with smaller numbers on Jura and Colonsay and a so f a r unsuccessful pair on Mull.
All records away from Islav reauired.
Breeding. On Colonsay 12 prs produced fledged young and 4 additional prospecting or
failed prs were present. A pr also nested successfully on Oronsay. Adults with recently
fledged young were seen on Islay but no count was undertaken during 2001. The only record
~ and there was no information from Jura.
from Mull concerned a single bird on 1 0Jun,
(CIiOUGB)
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Fony were feeding on Oronsay during Jan and Feb, and a roost on Islay held 91 birds on
ITFeb, one of the highest single counts in recent years. The highest postebreeding season
counts on Islay were 52 at Smaull RSPB Reserve on 5'0~1and 48 at Ardnave on 7"OcI and
31^ Dec. An estimated 80 birds were present on Colonsay (incl. Oronsay) in Sep and 39
were feeding in the same area on Oronsay on 23" Oct.
EURASIAN JACKDAW (JACKDAFV)
C o n w monedula
Cathag
1560
Resident breeding bird, common throughout much of Argyll, but scarce on Mull and
does not breed on Tiree or Coll.
Jan-Apr. The only counts of 50 or more birds were at RSPB L. Gruinart (66 on 1 Plan),
Lochgilphead (SO+ in a loose flock calling excitedly over the town on 16"Feb) and
Barsloisnoch (Moine Mhor) Mid-Argyll (SO+ on 26"Mar).
Breeding. None were recorded during the BBS survey.
Aug-Dec. On 21" Sep. 80 were feeding on grain put down for Pheasants at Kiloran
Meadows Colonsay.The highest count at RSPB L. Gruinart was 55 on ZPNOV,63 were at
Smaull RSPB Reserve on 7.Dec, and 70+ were coming into a roost at Lochgilphead on
14@Dec.
There were no records from Coll or Tiree during the year.
ROOK
Cowusfrugilegus
Rocas
1563
Resident breeding bird, common throughout much of Argyll, but scarce on Mull and
does not breed on Colonsay, Tiree or Coll. Post-breeding influx of juveniles to some
islands, e.g. Mull and Tiree.
Jan-Apr. Two feeding around cattle on Oronsay on 12"Apr. and 3 at Machrins Colonsay
on 28' Apr, were unusual sights for the islands.
Breeding. The usual survey of rookeries on Islay produced a record total of 442 nests at
9 active rookeries (cf revised figures of 364 nests in 2000 and 326 in 1999) [MAO]. In
Campbeltown, 96 nests were counted at the rookery near the Council Offices and 41 nests at
the rookery at Askomil.
Aug-Dec. A flock of 9 birds were on stubble at Witehouse Tiree on 14'Nov. Elsewhere,
flocks of 100 birds or more were reported from: Coullabus Islay (192 on 5'Oct) and Upper
Killeyan Islay (107 on 16m0ct).
HOODED CROW
Corvus corone comix Feannag
1567
Widespread and very common resident breeding species.
Jan-Apr. Flocks of 20 or more birds were reported from: Upper Killeyan RSPB Reserve
Islay ( m a . 24 on gmJan),Beinn Gott Tiree (25+ at rubbish tip on lZmJan),Tullochgom
(Minard) Mid-Argyll (25, incl. 2 or 3 corone type on 25'Jan), Benmore Lodge (L Ba) Mull
(30 on 4'Jan) and Sunderland FarmIslay (30 on 24'Feb).
Breeding. Recorded in 3 of 6 BBS squares (SO%), (cf7 of 12 in 2000). A single nest was
found in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR (cf 1990.2000 av. of 2). Presence of 2 adults and 5
juvs on 25'Jun along E coast of Lunga showed that the species probably bred on Treshnish
Isles Mull. Only 5 breeding prs were located& Colonsay, and the 3 prs found on Sanda
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Islands were largely unsuccessful (4 recently fledged young were found dead).
Aug-Dec. Counts of 20 or more birds were made at Upper Killeyan RSPB Reserve (max.
46 on 16"Oct) and Smaull RSPB Reserve Islay (max. 21 on 31" Oct).
CARRION CROW

C. c. carane

Most crows in Cowal are this fortti and it is also spreading into Kintyre atid MidArgyll with a broad area of hybridisation. There are occasional records from ouhvitlt
this area of birds sltowiiig all the characteristics of corone.
Regularly reported from the Dunoon area. A proportion (more than 10%) of the crows
around L Fyne Mid-Argyll appear to be wholly corone and at least 20% are hybrids
showing, to a varying degree, characteristicsof both forms.
Away from the main breeding areas, birds showing wholly corone characteristics were
seen at Kiloran Bay Cobisay (one on 19a-21u Sep), Sandaig Tiree (one flying S on 28"
Sep), Aoradh Farm (L Gruinart) Islay (4 on 1PNov) and Traigh nan Gilean Tiree (one with
Hoodies on 18IhNov).
CARRION CROW I HOODED CROW
From September 2002 these forms will be treated as separate species: Carrion Crow
C O ~ V corotte
I I S and Hooded Crow Corviis contix.
Any records of all-black c r o w of the coro~tetype a r e welcome as they help to
establish the present distribution of this form. The hybridisation zone is known to
have moved north-westward in the past. We have little information as to the extent or
location of areas where hybrids are currently found. Records of hybrids, preferably
indicating the extent to which the birds resemble pure Carrion or pure Hooded
Crows, are also welcomed.
COMMON RAVEN (RAVEN)
Corviis corm
Fitheach
1572
Conitnon resident breeding bird. Large frocks may occur, especially in winter.
Jan-May. Reports of 20 or more birds came from Oban (24 together over Glencruitten
Road on 20"Apr) and Bonawe NArgyll(24 on 29OMay), and from the rubbish tips at Beinn
Gott Tiree (34+ on 12IhJan)and Tobermory Midl (90 or more on 12"May).
Breeding. Breeding success of monitored territories is summarised in Table 37 [RAB].
Table 37. Outcomes of monitored Common Raven territories in Argyll in 2001.

SW Mull
Colonsay*
Cowal
Total

8

16
8
12

16
6
12
34

36

* All known sites on Colonsay were monitored.
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48
14
19
81

3.00
2.33
3.33 '
2.38 '
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*

calculated from sample of 3 sites where brood size at fledging accurately known (10
fledged young).
calculated from sample of 28 sites where brood size at fledging accurately known (83
fledged young).

Recorded in 2 of 6 BBS squares (33%). (cf5 of 12 in 2000). Presence of moulting adult
with 4 juvs on Lunga on 29" Jun indicated probable breeding on Treshnish Isles Mull.
Breeding prS were also reported from 3 sites on Islay, one in hfid.ArgylI, one in NArgyll,
one on Tiree and 2 other sites on Mull.
Jul-Dec. Counts of 20 or more birds included 46 around a dead hare at The Reef Tiree
on 4'Aug, 25t at Speinne Mor (L Frisa) Mull on %"Aug. up to 60 SW of Machrihanish
SBO 'during late summerlearly autumn', and at least 70 flying to roost nr Silvercraigs
(Lochgilphead) hfid-Argyllduring Oct. increasing to 100 or more on 24'Nov.
COMhf ON STARLING (STARLING)
Stumus wlgaris
Druid
1582
Locally common resident breeding bird. A localised post-breeding influx of juveniles
occurs on Mull. Numbers boosted by winter visitors.
Jan-Apr. At least 4,000birds were at the town roost in Campbeltown during Jan-Mar.
Counts of 100 or more included: 500+ at Heylipol Tiree on S"Jan, 120 at Tayinloan on 7m
Jan and 155 at RSPB L. Gruinart on 2"Feb.
Breeding. Recorded in I of the 6 BBS squares, ( 4 2 of 12 in 2000). Three territories
were found in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR (cf 1990-2000 av. of 2).
Jun-Dec. Several leucistic birds were noted on Tiree, including two at Heylipol on IS"
Nov, one with white rump and tail and the other sandy brown all over. As usual, sizeable
flocks were apparent on Tiree from early Jul including: 650 at Crossapol on '8 Aug. 1,300
at La' Phuill on 6*-13"0ct. 900 feeding along the beach at Balemartine on IS'Oct, 800 at
Heylipol on 16mNovand 1,300 in a single flock at Heylipol on 8" Dec. Other notable
gatherings included: 174 at Smaull RSPB Reserve on 27" Aug. 200 at Upper Kilchattan
Colonsay on 19mSep,247 at Ardnave Islay on 2zo4Sep, 700, at a roost at West
Machrihanish Kinrye in NovDec, and 1,000 in a tight flock over Campbeltown on 28'Dec.
A dark zerlandicus type juv, was seen at G m Eallabus (Loch Gruinart) on 30" Jul. Such
dark juvs are known to occur in the nominate race vulgaris, and all juvs on Tiree are of this
dark type.
Passer domesticus
Gealbhonn
1591
HOUSE SPARROW
Resident breeding bird commonly associated with human habitation, so distribution
rather localised in sparsely inhabited areas.
Jan-Jun. Ilhe only flock of 20 or more birds reported was from RSPB L. Gruinart (45 on
3" Jan).
Breeding. Recorded in I of the 6 BBS squares, (cfnone of 12 in 2000). A resident flock
of ca 50 birds bred in the cattle sheds at Oronsay Farm (Oronsay).
Jul-Dec. Counts of 20 or more birds included: Lochbuie Mull (25 on 6" Jul),
Machrihanish SBO (max. 44 on 15" Jul), Benderloch N Argyll (25 sunbathing on 24" Jul),
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Crossapol Farm Tiree (95 on 10"Aug), Whitehouse Tiree (100 on ICAug), Balemartine
Tiree (80 on 8"-15"Sep), RSPB L. Gruinart (32 on 21%Sep) and Oronsay (71 on 30"Nov).

CHAFFINCH
Fringilla coelebs Breacan beithe
1636
Abundant resident breeder, except on Tiree and Coli. Foraging frocks gather ouhvitlt
the breeding season, tlteir nitnibers aiiginertted by winter visitors.
Jan-Apr. The only counts of 50 or more birds were at: Tayinloan (50 on 12"Jan), Druim
Iriseig (nr Port Ellen) Islay (ca 200 on 24'Feb) and RSPB L. Gruinart (83 on 2"6Mar).
Breeding. Recorded in 3 of 6 BBS squares (SO%), (cf 7 of 12 in 2000). A total of 32
territories was recorded for the CBC plots at Taynish NNR (cf 1990-2000 av. of 27). In
Oban, 1 I+ territories were identified at the Hydropathic Ruins and 8 males were singing
along Glencruitten Road on 27"Apr.
Sep-Dec. Single birds were seen at various locations on Tiree from late Sep and a small
influx about 13"Nov produced 2 at Heylipol and singles at two other sites. Specially created
wild bird cover on Oronsay attracted a small flock of Chaffinches that reached 27 on 30"
Dec. Counts of 50 or more buds were reported from: Crarae gardens Mid-Argyll (50+ on 9'h
Sep), Ballygrant Woods Islay (60+ in kale field on 1" Oct), Oban (50 at McCaig's Tower on
16IhNov),Tayinloan (max. 142 on 17"Nov), Cnoc Amanta (nr Laggan Bridge) Islay (200
on harvested kale on lgthDec)and RSPB L. Gruinart (max. 76 on 30"Dec).
BRAMBLING
Fringilla ntontifrirtgilfa Briceiu caorainn
1638
Uncommon winter visitor in varying numbers (only small numbers in recent years).
Occasional suntnter records.
Jan-Apr. The only records at this time were of a single bird with Chaffinches at a garden
nr Dalmally Mid-Argyflon 12"Feb and a male singing at Ardfenaig Midl on 26IhApr.
Oct-Dec. The first arrival was a single bird at Ballygrant Woods Islay on 14IhOct. This
was followed by a 'small flock' with Chaffinches at Lochdon on 22" Oct, 6 at Upper
Killeyan RSPB Reserve Islay on 23d Oct, one at Torosay Castle Mull on 27IhOct, 3 at
Ballygrant Woods on 28Ih0ctand one at Kilnaughton Islay on 31" Oct. In Nov there were
single birds at Sunderland Islay on 3" and at Bridgend Woods on 4Ih.Two were nr Ardilistry
Bay Islay on 4"Nov and 2 males were on stubble at Manna1 Tiree on 1O"Nov. Single males
were seen regularly in gardens at Furnace Mid-Argyfland Gorten Mull during Dec, a male
was with Chaffinches in Dunoon on lFhDec, and 6 were at L Gorm Islay on 31" Dec.
EUROPEAN GREENFINCH (GREENFINCII) Carduelis chloris Glaisean daraich 1649
Locally cotninon resident breeding species. Scarce on some islands.
Jan-Apr. Counts of 10 or more birds were reported as follows: max. 38 at coastguard
cottages Machir Bay Isfay on 2" Mar, max. 35 at Kilchoman Islay on 2" Mar, and 11 at
Balnahard Colonsay on 18"Apr.
Breeding. Recorded in 1 of the 6 BBS squares, (cfnone of 12 in 2000).
Jnl-Dec. Some unusually large flocks were reported in late summdearly autumn
including 140 at RSPB L. Gruinart on 23d Aug, 100+ at Tayinloan on 24"Aug, 60 at Kintra
Isfay on 30"Sep and 60+ nr Cluauach Islay on 2" Oct. By Nov only relatively small groups
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were recorded, including 16 at RSPB L. Gruinart on 1'Nov and 15 at Tayinloan on 179
A small influx to Tiree in late Nov led to 2 being seen at Kenovay on 22*and 3 at Hynish
on 24*Nov. In mid-Dec a total of 9 were seen at 3 sites on Tiree. A single bird present in
the wild bird cover on Oronsay during Nov and Dec was an unusual record for the island.
EUROPEAN GOLDFINCH (COLDFINCII) Carduelis curduelis Lasair choille
1653
Localised resident breeder. Absent as a breeding species from Colonsay, Tiree and
Coll. Some emigration in autumn.
Jan-May. Outwith the breeding range, Tiree had 8 birds at Balemartine on 9"Jan and 2
there on 3MMar, and Oronsay had a single bird on 7th-9"Feb. Numbers at RSPB L.
Gruinart peaked at 11 on 2* Mar, and 10 were at Tayinloan on 1loMay.
Breeding. Two territories were found in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR (cf 1990-2000
av. of I). Two birds were seen on Colonsay on 15* Jun but with no evidence of breeding.
Other breeding season records came from Islay (2 sites), Kintyre (2 sites), Mid-Argyll (5
sites) and Mull (one site).
Jul-Dec. A flock of 300 or more was reported from Aros Moss Kintyre in early Sep.
Other, smaller, flocks reported included: 26 at Crois Mhor (LGruinart) on ICSep, 20 nr L
Frisa Mull on IPSep, 30 at Grasspoint Mull on 24*Sep, 44 at RSPB L.Gruinart on 4'Oct.
10 at Blairmore Cowal on ~"NoV,10 at Drum Farm Cowal on 12aN0v, and 12 at Gorten
Mull on IH Dec. Up to 10 were on Thee in Nov-Dec.
Carduelis spinus Gealag bhuidhe
1654
EURASIAN SISKIN (SISKIN)
Resident and locally common breeding species but absent from Tiree and Col1 except
as an occasional winter visitor. Numbersfluctuate from year to year.
Jan-May. More numerous than usual early in the year. A flock of 100 or more were seen
nr Rhugarbh Croft (Appin) N Argyll on 5" Jan. Smaller groups reported included 25 at
Tullochgorm (Minard) Mid-Argyll on 11'Feb and 15 in Dunwn in Mar. By mid-May the
species had been recorded in all areas except Coll, Colonsay and Tiree.
Breeding. Recorded in 1 of the 6 BBS squares, (cf4 of 12 in 2000). There were again no
territories in the woodland CBC plot at Taynish NNR (cf 1990-2000 av. of I). Family parties were seen at Bridgend Woods Islay, Jura House Jura and 4 localities on Mull, and birds
were also recorded during the breeding season in Cowul, Kintyre and Mid-Argyll.
Jul-Dec. Flocks of 10 or more were recorded at: Garmony Mull (15 on S'Jul), Minard
Mid-Argyll (IO on 14'Sep), Woollen Mill (Bridgend) Islay (15 on I* Oct), Largie farm
Kintyre (50 on 6"Oct), Ballygrant Woods Islay (60 on 2SmOct)and Oban (35 at Dalintart
on 9"Nov). A female at Heanish on 20mNovwas the first Tiree record since 1996 and
another individual was flying N at Balinoe on 15'Dec.
Curduelis cannabina Gealan lin
1660
COMMON LINNET (L1h-m
Localised resident breeder. Flocking in autumn and winter.
Jan-May. No large flocks were reported, the highest count being 16 at Ardnave Islay on
2* May. Smaller numbers were reported from Colonsay, Kintyre and Mull.
Breeding. Recorded in 2 of the 6 BBS squares (33%). (cf2 of 12 in 2000). There were 3
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territories of this 'Red Listed' species in the coastal CBC plot at Taynish NNR (cf 19902000 av. of 2). The species bred on Coll RSPB Reserve, and a census on Sanda Islands
revealed 26 breeding prs. There were additional records of birds during the breeding season
from Colonsay, Islay (2 sites), Kintyre (8 sites), Mid-Argyll (one site) and Midl (5 sites).
Jnl-Dec. Good numbers appeared in autumn when the following locations had counts of
50 or more: Southend Kintyre (300+ on 18*Jul), Kenovay Tiree (80 on 14hAug), Smaull
RSPB Reserve (max. ca 60 on 24"Aug), Machrihanish SBO (max. 85 on 16"Sep), Corsapol
Islay (350 on 22d Sep) and Grasspoint Mull (ca 200 on 22" Sep). In addition, Sanda Island
had a flock of 70 or more throughout the autumn period. After the end of Sep only small
numbers were present: 56 at RSPB L. Gruinart on 4"Oct and 22 at Smaull RSPB Reserve
on 7"Dec were the highest counts reported.
Carditelisflavirostris Gealan beinne
1662
TWITE
Localised resident breeding species, found especially on the islands. Flocking in lorvlying arable and coastal areas, Aug onwards. Some evidence to suggest emigration from
Argyll in autumn, altlzongli tliere rnay ako be an injlnr of wintering birds to seine areas.
Jan-May. The largest flock reported at this time was 100 birds at Ardnave Islay on 22"
Feb. Other reports of flocks of 25 or more birds came from: Smaull RSPB Reserve Zslay
(max. 27 on 9IhJan), Upper Killeyan RSPB Reserve Islay (max. 35 on 13IhFeb),
Comaigmore Tiree (36 on 18IhMar)and Tayinloan (25 on 19'"pr).
Breeding. Recorded in 2 of the 6 BBS squares (33%), (cf2 of 12 in 2000). Up to 5 birds
seen regularly in late Jun on Lunga (Treshnish Isles) Midl but no juvs. noted (TIARG). On
Sanda Islands 15 prs were located in spring and many recently fledged young were noted by
summer. A survey on Colonsay (without Oronsay) located a total of 28 prs, while a
(possibly incomplete) count on Oronsay found 10 prs (cf total of 40 prs in 2000). Twites
bred widely on Tiree and at Coll RSPB Reserve although no breeding counts were made. A
partial count at Ardnave located 20 prs and birds were also recorded during the breeding
season on Zslay (3 other sites), J i m (one site), Kintyre (one site), Mull (6 sites), and N
Argyll (one site).
Aug-Dec. Flocks began to appear in late Jul, when 30+ were seen at The Reef Tiree on
2Shand 25 at Scammadale Mid-Argyll on 3lU.Larger flocks appeared from mid-bug and
counts of 50 or more were reported from: Kerrera Mid-Argyll (70 in 4 groups on lPhAug),
Breachacha Coll (ca 300 E of castle on 2Yd Aug), Balemartine Tiree (100 on lShSep),
Upper Kilchattan Colonsay (180 on WhSep), Grasspoint Mull (loo+ with other finches on
21" Sep), Ardnave (max.106 on 22" Sep), Upper Killeyan RSPB Reserve (max. 73 on 26Ih
Sep), Storakaig Islay (110 feeding on seed heads at roadside on 2" Oct), Machrihanish SBO
(max. 160 on 4"0ct), Balephuil Tiree (55 on 14"Oct), Killinallan Islay (300+ in kale field
on 21" Oct), Frenchman's Rocks (ca 100 on 24"Oct), Mulindry (ca 70 along roadside on
24lhOct),Manna1 Tiree (80 on 11"Nov), Airport Tiree (95 at car park on 15"Nov), Heylipol
Tiree (60 on 17'hNov), Smaull RSPB Reserve (max. 94 on 19"Nov) and Balevullin Tiree
(60 on 8IhDec).
REDPOLL
NB. Redpoll is now treated as two separate species viz. Lesser Redpoll Carduelis cabaret
and Common Redpoll C. flantriiea (latter includes 'Mealy' Redpoll, 'Iceland Redpoll' and
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'Greenland' or Greater Redpoll). All records submitted should distinguish between these
two species.
LESSER REDPOLL (REDPOLL)
Carduelis cabaret Dearcan seilich
1663
Localised resident breeder. Numbers fluctuate from year to year. Flocking occurs in
autumn and winter.
Jan-May. A flock of 20 was in alders N Kilchum Castle Mid-Argyll on 28'Jan and 12
were at Loch Tallant (Lagan)Islay on 26mMay.
Breeding. Recorded in 2 of the 6 BBS squares (33%), (cf4 of 12 in 2000). A total of 8
temtories in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR was a new record count (cf 1990-2000 av. of
4). Breeding was confirmed for the first time on Sanda Islands, where 3 prs were found
nesting in a fenced-off tree plantation and at least 15 young are known to have fledged. A pr
were seen nest-building at Grasspoint Mull on 22* May and a pr bred at Mid Loch Fada
Colonsay. Birds were also found during the breeding season on Islay (5 sites), Jura (one
site), Kintyre (one site) and Mull (2 sites).
Jul-Dec. The only significant flocks reported were 25 at the Woollen Mill (Bridgend)
Islay on IOmSep and 60 at Auchinabreck (Carradale) Kintyre on 9Wov.
COMhlON REDPOLL (MEALY REDPOLLI ~ t m mCarduelisflamea
)
1663
Scarce passage migrant and irregular winter visitor.
One was seen close to the shore at Balemartine Tiree on 15'Sep. It was ascribed to the
Greenland race rostrata and a description was provided, which was eventually passed to
SBRC for adjudication. The committee agreed that the bird was a Common Redpoll and
considered that it was either of the race rosrrura (from Greenland) or islandica (from
Iceland) with rosrruta being the more likely [JBo]*.
ARCTIC REDPOLL
Carduelis hornemanni
1664
Vagrant. No previous accepted Argyll records.
One was seen with a mixed finch flock consisting mostly of Linnets at Craigens, Gruinart
Islay on 22*-24' Sep. After careful examination it was considered to be a first-winter bird,
probably of the race exilipes from northern Europe and Asia. The very detailed description
needed for this notoriously difficult species was provided and subsequently accepted by
BBRC [TapR]". (See pp 115-120for full account.)
This is the first accepted record for Argyll, The claim for an individual of the Greenland
and North American race hornemanni supposedly shot on Mull in 1920 was later shown to
be a deliberate fraud.
COMMON CROSSBILL
Loxia curvirosrra
Cam ghob
1666
Numbers, distribution and breeding season vary depending on abundance of conifer
cone crops. Highly irruptive species wirh large flocks sometimes moving to locate a
new seed area, usually in summer.
A good year for this species in Argyll with a large number of records. However there
were few indications of breeding (see below).
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Jan-May. The only records at this time involved 2 (incl. a red male) at Tunns
(Kilmichael Forest) Mid-Argyll on 7"Jan, 5 at Laganbuidhe Farm (Dalmally) N Argyll on
19IhMar, 8 calling at Doire Danch N Argyll on 27" Apr, and 2 or more in woods N of L
Avich Mid-Argyll on 18"May.
Jun-Dec. The first indications of a large-scale influx were flocks of 30 and 10 birds at
Fairy Isles (Knapdale Forest) Mid-Argyll on 3" Jun. These were followed by one bird at
Colonsay House Colonsay on lothJun and 4 there on 18lh,and 30 in the hills above Otter
Ferry Cowal also on 18"Jun.
From early Jul onwards birds were widespread and records included those from:
Baluachraig (nr Kilmartin) Mid-Argyll (l*year male was found dead on 1" Jul), Largiemore
Cowal (12 or more feeding on Japanese Larch cones at for at least 2 weeks from 3" Jul),
West Hynish Tiree (10 feeding on Thrift on 15"Jul- part of a small influx), Braevallich (L
Awe) Mid-Argyll (3 on 15"Jul), Kilmaha (L Awe) Mid-Argyll (5 on 22" Jul), Campbeltown
(ca 10 on 26"Jul), Saddell Kintyre (up to 28 during JuUAug), Kennacraig Kintyre (20+ on
lO'Aug), Fishnish Mull (20 on 24"Sep), Carradale Kintyre (up to 60 birds on 6 dates JulSep), Tullochgorm (Minard) Mid-Argyll (12 flying over on 6" Oct), Barcaldine Forest N
Argyll (12 on 7'0ct), L Allan Islay (6 on 14"0ct), Pass of Melfort Mid-Argyll (20 on 17"
Oct), Caimbaan Mid-Argyll (15 on 2OChOct),Dalavich (L Awe) Mid-Argyll (12 feeding on
spruce cones on 28IhOct),Femoch (Kilmichael)Mid-Argyll (16 on 2" Dec), Minard Woods
Mid-Argyll (16, incl.6 males, feeding on spruce cones on 12"Dec), L Craiglin Mid-Argyll
(14 flying over on 16"Dec), Glen Forsa Mull (10 flying over calling on 19"Dec) and Port
Ellen Islay (5+ on 26"Dec).
By the end of the year there had been records from all areas except Coll, Colonsay and Jura.
Breeding. On 4"Nov the response of birds to tape lures played on 4"Nov at Bamluasgan,
Inverliever Forest and Craigans (mixed party of 17 birds) Mid-Argyll indicated breeding
readiness (DCJ). A male bird was singing at Auchinabreck (Carradale) Kintyre on 9"Nov
and a female was nearby.
1710
COMMON BULLFINCH (BULLFINCH) Pyrr/nrlapyrr/urla Corcan-coille
Locally coininon resident breeder. Absent from Tiree, Coll and Colonsay and irregular on
Gigha.
Jan-May. There were records of small numbers from Cowal, Islay, Kintyre, Mid-Argyll,
Mull and NArgyll, the largest group being 6 nr Otter Ferry C o w l on 1" Apr.
Breeding. Recorded in 1 of 6 BBS squares (17%), (cf2 of 12 in 2000) A total of 3
territories was recorded in the CBC plots at Taynish NNR (cf 1990-2000 av. of 2). Birds
were also reported during the breeding season from Islay (2 sites), Kintyre (2 sites), MidArgyll (one site) and Mull (2 sites).
Jul-Dec. Once again small numbers were reported from C o w l , Islay, Kintyre, MidArgyll and Mull. The largest group was 8 in Bishopb Glen (Dunoon) in Dec; and 5 on the
floods at RSPB L. Gruinart on 26"Dec was an unusual record.
Calcarius lapponicus
1847
LAPLAND LONGSPUR (LAPLANDBUNTING)
Less-tlzaa-annual passage migrant. Most frequent in autumn, less so in spring, and
very rarely recorded in winter.
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One present on Oronsay from 1~-14'Jan was the first authenticated record for Colonsay.
A male in breeding plumage was Seen at Machrihanish SBO on 29'Apr and 2"4May.
Both autumn records came from Tiree. A very vocal adult was feeding in rough grass at I.
a' Phuill on 4"Oct and another, in an uncut meadow behind Balinoe Post Office on 22*
Nov, later flew off to the south.
SNOW BUNTING
Plectrophenav nh-alis Gealag an t-sneachda
1850
Varying numbers on passage and in winter. Has bred N Argyll in the past.
Jan-Apr. On 18'Feb 5 birds including at least one male were just west of the summit of
Beinn Bheula Cowal. The only other records were of one on Oronsay on 12*Mar, 3 at
Machir Bay Islay on 21* Mar, one at Camain (I.Indaal) on 22* Mar, and 2 on the S side of
Glas-bheinn Mhor NArgyN on S'Apr.
Breeding. No evidence of breeding in Argyll was reported.
Sep-Dec. In Oct, Islay had single birds at Mull of Oa on 23d and Machir Bay on 26'and
3 at Ardnave on 27'and 30". An adult male was at Machrihanish SBO on I# Nov, one was
near Ducheran Hill wind farm on 9'Nov and one was at the top of Glen More Mull on 19'
Dec. The only flock reported was of 20 birds (incl. just 2 males) at West Hynish Tiree on
16'Dec. Oronsay had single birds on 27'-31* Oct. S'Dec and 21" Dec.
Emberim citrinella
Buidheag bhealaidh IS57
YELLOWHAMMER
Localised resident breeding species. Birds forage in cut hay and sihgejiekis outwith
breeding season. Population seems to be in decline and pll records are welcome
Jan-Apr. The largest single flocks comprised 28 at L Skerrols Islay on 26'Feb and 23 at
&rags Mid-Argyll on I2'Apr. A flock of 8 was at Balure of Shian N Argyll on 13'Feb, 6
were at Tayvallich Mid-Argylfon 25'Feb and 8 were in Kilmichael Glen Mid-Argyll on 16'
Mar. Elsewhere 2 were reported from CraighouseJura and one or 2 from 12 sites on Mull.
Breeding. Singing males or territorial prs were reported during the breeding season from
single sites on Islay and in Kintyre and Mid-Argyll and from 5 sites on Mull.
Ang-Dec. The largest flocks were of 22 at Sei1 Island Mid-Argyll on 13'0ct and 1s at
Machrihanish SBO on 2* Nov. Apart from 5 in Kilmichael Glen on 4*Nov and S+ at
Coullabus Islay on lobNov. the remaining records, which were all of one or two birds,
came from Islay, Kintyre, Mid-Argyll,Mull and NArgyll.

REED BUNTING

Emberiza schoenklus Gealag loin
1877
Locally common resident breeding species. Small Jocks sometimes gather outwith
the breeding season.
Jan-Apr. The regular flock at RSPB L.Gruinart peaked at 37 on 11'Jan and there were
still 25 on 17'Mar. A flock of 10 at Sfnderland Islay on 27'Feb was the only other count of
10 or more birds.
Breeding. Recorded in 2 of the 6 BBS squares (33%). ( 4 2 of 12 in 2000). Only one
temtory was located at Taynish NNR,in the coastal CBC plot (cf 1990-2000 av. of 2). On
Colonsay (incl, Oronsay) 12 prs were located (cf 10 in 2000), and a census on Sanda Islands
found 6 breeding prs. Elsewhere, birds were found during the breeding season at 3 sites on
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Islay, one on Jura, 2 in Kintyre, 2 in Mid-Argyll and single sites on Mi111 and in NArgyll.
Jul-Dec. The flock at L Gruinart peaked at 17 birds on 20'hN0v. Single birds and small
groups were recorded elsewhere, at Tayinloan (regularly), on Oronsay, J i m , Islay, and
Tiree and in Kintyre and NArgyll.

BLACK-HEADED BUNTING
Enrberiza nrelanocephala
1881
Vagrant. Six previous records, all of single males May -Jul.
A bird seen and photographed at Machrins Colonsay on SIhJun was described as a
presumed female, either Red or Black-headed Bunting. Full details were sent to BBRC and
the committee decided that it was a female Black-headed Bunting. This is the first accepted
record of a female of this species in Argyll [DCJ]*.
CORN BUNTING
Miliaria calandra Gealag bhuathair
1882
Resident population on Tiree almost certainly extinct. Recent records probably of
migrants.
A male singing on Gigha Kintyre on 16* Jul was not reported subsequently, and a single
bird was seen at Fidden Mi111 on 22"6 Aug. There were no records from Tiree.
ESCAPES AND INTRODUCTIONS
This section includes species which are not on the British list or whose occurrence in the
UK is EXCLUSIVELY within Categories B, D or E (see definitions of categories on p 20).
Other species, whose occurrence in Argyll arises partly or wholly from introduced birds
which may not or do not form self-sustaining breeding populations, include White-fronted
Goose, Snow Goose, Barnacle Goose, Mandarin, Red Kite, White-tailed Eagle, Red-legged
Partridge, Grey Partridge and Rock Dove (Feral Pigeon). These are dealt with in the main
systematic list.
CINNAMON TEAL
Anas cyanoptera
Category E*
A drake seen in the Aros Estuary Mull on 2Olh Sep had presumably escaped from a
wildfowl collection.
ROSS'S GOOSE
Anser rossi
Category E*.
One seen at the head of L Feochan and on L Ne11 Mid-Argyll during Dec was doubtless
the same individual as that seen at L Feochan in Jul/Aug 2000. Geese of various species are
apparently kept locally.
MUSCOVY DUCK
Cairina rnosclrata
Category E*.
A pr were seen in Tarbert harbour Kintyre on several occasions from Aug onwards; and 3
were reported on L Sween nr. Achnamara on 4'"ov.
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[EAGLE OWL
Bubo bubo]
0744
Deleted from Argyll list. Now Category E.
A ‘Great Homed Owl’ reported roosting in a tree in Bishop’s Glen, Dunoon, on 30bDec
and seen by at least 3 people may have been an escaped individual of this species.
LIST OF REJECTED RECORDS, PENDING RECORDS AND RECORDS FOR
WHICH DETAILS ARE STILL AWAITED
Please note that the records below are listed for information purposes only, and do not form
part of the dataset for the years in question.
The following records of species on the ABRC, SBRC or BBRC lists have been rejected
since. the publication ofABR 17.
American Wigeon
Colonsay
14/04/0 I
BBRC
Black Kite
Mull
17/07/01
BBRC
Northern Goshawk
Islay
03*04/03/01
ABRC
Rough-legged Buzzard
Mull
09/05/01
ABRC
Hobby
Kintyre
15/05/01
ABRC
Pectoral Sandpiper
Mull
05/10/01
ABRC
Bluethroat
Mull
15/05/01
ABRC
Blue Rock Thrush
N Argyll
15/06/01
BBRC
Lesser Whitethroat
Mull
I6/05/01
ABRC
Mull
Lesser Whitethroat
18/05/01
ABRC
Great Grey Shrike#
Mull
29 -30/05/01
ABRC

Most records are rejected not because the committee in question is convinced that a
mistake has been made, but because the evidence provided is insuflicient to establish
the identification.
There are no 2001 records currently in circulation around the various rarity committees.
Details of the following claimed 2001 records of species on the BBRC, SBRC and ABRC
lists have not been received.
King Eider
Gigha
Kintyre
30/05/01
Harlequin Duck
Machrihanish SBO
Kintyre
26/10/01
Yellow-legged (Hemng) Gull*
Iona
Mull
14/05/0 I
Barred Warbler
Balevullin
Tiree
30/09/01
Lesser Whitethroat
Garmony
Mull
04/07/01
Great Grey Shrike#
Heanish
Tiree
27/06/01
Hawfinch
Bishop’s Glen, Dunoon
Cowal
11/01
* description supplied had insufficient detail to circulate
# although Great Grey Shrike is not officially a description species, the dates of the two
claimed sightings are knlikely for this species but possible for Lesser Grey Shrike.
Anyone who saw any of these birds is encouraged to send in details. The records will
not be referred lo again in future reports unless details have by then been forwarded
to ABRC, BBRC or SBRC.
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Snowy Egret at Balvicar the first British record
Bill Jackson
The Smithy, Auchnasaul by Clachan Seil, Oban Argyll PA34 4RH
Tel. 01852 300310
ads.jackson@btinternet.com
From the very start, I suspected that the rumonrs were not all as daft as they seemed. An
albino Guillemot, a small white heron or just a strange white bird had been seen in the
Balvicar area for the past few days. The weather on the morning of the 5” of November
2001 was absolutely terrible, with driving rain and poor light, and that’s my only excuse for
having first described the bird I found sheltering as a possible Little Egret. Looking at it
head-on, hunched up in the grasses and in the gloom, it was not easy to see, and a Little
Egret is a very rare bird for these parts. Who would have even thought of a Snowy Egret?
Not long after the first photos were taken I phoned Jim Dickson, my nearest pal, an Argyll
birder who lives some 50 minutes away down at Lochgilphead. After what seemed an age
he arrived, and we set out in much better light to get some better views and more shots. The
penny dropped when the small Egret began to hunt around the tidal lagoons. As it came
closer, its legs were lemon yellow with a black stripe up the front, and it had yellow feet and
bright yellow lores...it gave us both a jolt. By late afternoon John Holloway’s telephoned
words were ringing in my ears as we looked at our photos ... “check the legs and the lores”.
Jim Duncan had e-mailed me a page from Ken Kaufman’s book saying “Here’s your bird
Bill....Snowy Egret! !!”
Could it be... here in Argyll only three minutes from our house? Not wanting to start the
biggest twitch in history for this area, we had to look very carefully at our reference books
to make sure that no variation of Little Egret was possible. In a matter of no time we were
convinced, but very reluctant to put it out straight away. I downloaded pictures to a few
friends on the net. When Jim Duncan of Balloch and John Holloway of Stronsay both
confirmed our decision we were relieved and a lot happier. In the evening the news was out,
with some looking at pagers in disbelief. Late that evening hurried plans were being made
for the trip up north. Some, having seen the photos, had already left a distant Norfolk by ten
pm and were here just before first light, sitting in cars outside Balvicar Post Office in
anticipation of seeing a “first” for Britain. For a few top listers, this was their only tick for
the year and certainly one they did not want to miss. All evening Jim and I were still looking at various books but by then we were just waiting, as everyone else was, for the morning. What a day to find a first for Britain, the 5’ of November 2001, a real cracker of a bird
and no damp squib.
That first morning brought the hard core of twitchers to the golf course, some 50-60 in all
and this was the start of the largest gathering of birders ever to be seen in Argyll. It was
very good to see a few friends that I had met whilst living on Shetland, many of the country’s top bird photographers. Over the next few days a pattern emerged. At first light the
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One of themost confiding of birds...a real pleasure to observe and photograph

arrive from its nearby roost down at Balvicar farm pine trees, at about 8.30am, and settle
into a feeding routine depending on the tide. Food was no problem. Flatties and other fish
were caught by the combined action of its paddling feet and swift dagger-like bill.
Continually feeding, the bird was obviously in tremendous condition. I did wonder just how
long it had been unnoticed in this part of the world? Some now claim that it was around
since the 31%of October. For such a long distance wanderer it looked remarkable, without a
feather out of place, except for one that is, and despite all my searchings it was nowhere to
be found.
The marvellous thing about the Snowy was the total lack of respect for the assembled
hordes of folk, tripods, telescopes and clicking cameras...it just did what Egrets do and fed
quite happily, at times to within a few feet, especially once the weekend rush had died down
a wee bit. I well remember Paul Docherty and myself with the bird walking towards us up
the creek, the two of us propped up against the walkway wall and filling our video tapes
with memorable minutes of this amazing bird. A first for Britain could not have been more
appreciated by anyone who observed it and all agreed, it well justified the effort, lack of
sleep and for some over a thousand miles in a little over 24 hours.
Many hundreds at a time were coming and going over the next ten days or so. An
accurate count would be almost impossible, but estimates are that over 2,500 birders came
to Argyll. Some moved on to Islay, others enjoyed seeing a Golden Eagle mobbed by a
Peregrine over the sound as they watched the Egret. Hen Harriers and otters were also
appreciated during what for some was only a very brief stay in the area. Gyr Falcon and
Honey Buzzard were seen that year, as well as a plethora of common migrants. We came to
live here in July 2000 and I have learnt what this wonderful area has to offer. Jim Dickson
and I will be searching the Sloe bushes and willows along the coastal walks for another
Booted Warbler, Red-backed Shrike or something even grander...but another first for
Britain... well that would be lucky. However don’t put your maps away too soon, come and
have a look yourself next spring or autumn. There’s only a few of us trying to cover this
huge area and as we have now found out birds do turn up all over the place. With such a rich
and varied habitat, resident wildlife is plentiful and if a real rarity turns up...that’s a bonus to
be savoured. Jim and I certainly did our share of celebrating with this bird.
The next remarkable thing about this “First for Britain” on our doorstep was this. Who
would have dreamt that after its departure it would return to within a yard or two from
where it left 4 months earlier? The Snowy Egret departed, possibly due to high tides
making it impossible to feed during the hours of daylight in the burn or pool at the golf
course. During its trip south it visited other golf courses and fared well by all accounts.
Ardrossan, Stevenson’s Point, the Isle of Arran and eventually Loch Fyne were visited.
However on the 4Ihof April 2002 there it was back at Balvicar in all its glory and totally at
home feeding in familiar places and going to roost down at the farm in the pine trees. The
Snowy Egret returned to within a yard or two of where it had left several months earlier and
I can only surmise that the instinct to migrate north had kicked in and it returned to where it
made its first landfall. The Sei1 area once again saw a fairly good number of bird watchers
back or, in some cases, here to see the bird for the first time. As ever, tremendous views of
this, the most photographed “first” of all time, from only a few feet in some cases.
Professionals and amateurs alike all have experienced a bird of a lifetime and just could not
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get enough of it on film or, these days, stored in their digital memory chips. The bird will
always remain in my memory as a wonderful time all round and a bird we were lucky to
have shared with most of Britain’s birders. It was fascinating to watch the cycle of events
with the Snowy Egret over the months and I wonder just where this beautiful little character
will call in next. Wherever it decides to visit, you will be charmed and, like us, more than a
little sad when it departs.
However the bird decided to have a tour around Scotland visiting such places as Ayrshire,
Arran, Bute, Dumfries and Galloway periodically vanishing for long periods. After its
third and final visit back to Balvicar on the 4’ of June it was last reported feeding on a small
bum at Duntocher by Ken McMaster walking his dog on 12’ December 2002, Extensive
searching by John Bell, Jim Duncan and John Molloy proved fruitless but here’s hoping the
bird has survived another winter. It attracted the largest ever number of birders to Scotland,
and a rough estimate of around 4,500+ folk have enjoyed this wonderful visitor to our
shores.

...

The numbers of photographs of this beautiful and confiding creature. may well run into
many, many thousands if my efforts are anything to go by, Who could resist captunng more
of this “first” for Britain? The Argyll Snowy Egret has now been accepted by the BOW and
the BBRC onto the British list category A.
Received 2EpD February 2003

My ve‘ery last photograph ofthe Snowy Egret at Baldcar. 4‘* June 2002

Itinerary
This individual Snowy Egret is known to have visited several parts of southwest Scotland.
Its wanderings included three separate visits to Balvicar so it is perhaps not unreasonable to
describe it as the “Argyll” Snowy Egret. Its itinenry, as far as we know it, was as follows
(compiled from British Birds 95: 481-482 and 96: 551; and with information from Bill
Jackson and Paul Daw).
5 Nov 2001

First recorded at Balvicar, Sei1 Island, ARGYLL

5-25 NOV2001

Present at Balvicar

7 Nov 2001

One website reported “....due to severe traffic problems
in the area, the police will shortly attempt to ease the
congestion to allow local people to go about their business..”
Donations of El to an “Honesty Box” were begun, and E150 had
been collected by 10 November.

22 Dec 2001-9 Jan 2002 Ardrossan, Ardeer, Saltcoats and Steventon areas, AYRSHIRE
13 Jan-28 March 2002

Isle of ARRAN

30 Mar 2002

Head of L Shira (just N of Inveraray)

1 April 2002

Lachlan Bay, south shore of L Fyne (NS006952)

2-3 April 2002

L Gair, 6 miles NE of Lochgilphead

3 April 2002

Port Ann (L Fyne)

4 Apr-3 May 2002

Balvicar

15-18 May 2002

Ettrick bay, BUTE

18-20 May 2002

L Ruel, head of L Riddon, 4 miles N of Bute

22 May 2002

Lachlan Bay again

24 May 2002

L Fyne

26-31 May 2002

L Fyne shore nr Castleton, 3 miles SSE of Lochgilphead
(NR884846)

1-4 June 2002

Balvicar

7-8 June 2002

Mouth of L Feochan

13 June 2002

Lachlan Bay again

19 Aug 2002

Tongland Bridge, DUMFRIES & GALLOWAY

6 Sept 2002

Caerlaverock, D. & G.

7-17 Sept 2002

Lochar Water, D. & G.
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For those who did not see it (who perhaps came to Argyll to get awayfrom crowds...)
The Snowy Egret breeds widely in the Americas but has been recorded in Europe on only
seven previous occasions and never before in the British Isles. The only species with which
it might be confused is the Little Egret, a species that now breeds in southern England, is
common from Hampshire to Devon and is rapidly spreading. The Cattle Egret (smaller) and
the Great White Egret (much larger) breed in continental Europe and over much of the
world and, like the Little Egret. are rapidly spreading north; although vagrants to the British
Isles at present, either or both may well breed in Britain in the next few years.
All have pure white plumage. All are describedshown non-breeding.
Drawings by Margaret Staley.

Size
Great White Egret (Great Egret) Similar size to Grey Heron. Long neck.
Two-thirds size of Grey Heron. Medium neck.
Snowy &Little Egrets
Slightly smaller but stockier than Little or Snowy Egrets;
Cattle Egret
just over half the size of Grey Heron. Short neck.
Bill
Great Egret
Snowy Egret
Little Egret
Cattle Egret

Legs & Feet
Great Egret
Snowy Egret
Little Egret
Cattle Egret

Yellow with greenish-yellowlore%
Blackish with bright yellow lores.
Black with greyish lores (to distinguish from Snowy).
Black with yellow lores.

Feet and tarsus blackish, tibia yellowish.
Black legs with yellow of feet extending up rear of tarSUS
to “knee” and sometimes to tibia.
Black legs, pale yellow feet.
Legs and feet dark greenish.

P
Great White
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Arctic Redpoll Curduelis hornemunni
on Islay, 22 September 2001 the first Argyll record

-

Tristan ap Rheinallt
Lenimore, Gruinart, Isle of Islay PA44 7PP
INTRODUCTION
Three species of redpoll occur in the U K Lesser Redpoll Cardiiefis cabaret, Common
Redpoll Carditelisflaiiirrieaand Arctic Redpoll Carduelis Iiornerrianni.The Lesser Redpoll
is a regular breeder in Argyll and the Common Redpoll apparently a scarce visitor in the
autumn and winter months (ap Rheinallt and Daw, 2000). The Arctic Redpoll formerly
featured on the Argyll bird list on the basis of a specimen allegedly collected on Mull in
1920 (Baxter and Rintoul, 1953). However, b o x (1993) demonstrated convincingly that
this record was the result of deliberate fraud, the specimen in question having been obtained
in Greenland in 1936. Accordingly, Arctic Redpoll was deleted from the Argyll list (ap
Rheinallt and Daw, 2000). However, the recent acceptance by the British Birds Rarities
Committee (BBRC) of a record from Islay in autumn 2001 means that it is now reinstated.
This note gives details of the Islay record.
Arctic Redpolls are rare visitors to the UK. In Europe, they nest only in the north of
Scandinavia. The Scandinavian race, C. /I.exilipes, also breeds in high latitudes across Asia
and North America as far east as Hudson Bay. The nominate race, C. 11. horneriiarini,breeds
in Arctic Canada and Greenland. C. It. exilipes appears to occur more frequently in
Scotland, where there are only 16 acceptable records of C. /I.Iiorneniaiiiii (Andrews and
Naylor, 2002). However, many birds are not positively identified beyond the species level.
Arctic Redpolls of both races appear big and bulky, largely because of their feather mass.
Compared to Lesser and Common Redpolls, many appear to have steep foreheads, small
eyes and small “pushed-in” bills. Some individuals have strikingly pale plumage with few
dark streaks and are unlikely to be confused with either of the other two species. The most
distinctive birds in this respect are males of the race Iiorrzeriianni. In the case of less
well-marked individuals, the most important distinguishing features are an unstreaked white
rump and completely or almost completely unmarked white undertail coverts (Votier et al.,
2000). However, some Common Redpolls of the race flariiniea (Mealy Redpolls) can look
very pale and may appear to lack streaking in these areas when viewed in the field (e.g.
Gibbins and Baxter, 2000). Conversely, it appears that some heavily marked female and
immature C. /I.exifipes may in fact be indistinguishable from Mealy Redpolls (Votier et al.,
2000).
CIRCUMSTANCES OF OBSERVATION
The following notes have been adapted from the author’s submission to BBRC
The morning of 22nd September 2001 was sunny and calm following two or three days of
fine weather. I started birding shortly after dawn at the Southwestern end of Loch Gruinart,
where I noted good numbers of passerines, including possible continental Song Thrush
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Turdus philomelos philomelos and continental Chaffinch Fringilla coelebs coelebs. These
observations suggested that there had been a fall of migrants. I paid close attention to a
group of six Lesser Redpolls feeding in a tree, hoping that I might find a Mealy Redpoll
amongst them.

I then decided to drive up the eastern side of the loch. but whilst on the way there my
attention was diverted by a flock of several hundred Linnets Carduelis cunnabina (with a
few Twite C. flavirosrris, Greenfinches C. chloris and Goldfinches C. carduelis) at
Craigens. I decided to stop and count these birds as they sat on a telegraph wire. At the
right-hand end of the flock was a plump grey-and-white redpoll, at least as big as a Linnet.
Judging by the size and plumage tones, it was not a Lesser Redpoll.

I hastily set up my telescope. From the front the bird looked strikingly white, with a neat
buffylochre wash on the throat and face. I concentrated on trying to see the undertail
coverts; this was difficult because of the wire. However, the only dark marking on the
otherwise white feathers seemed to be a very narrow black streak along one central covert.
Over the next half-hour or so, while waiting for Clive McKay to arrive in response to my
phone call, I watched the bird flying between the wires and the weedy field below.
Although I felt that it looked good for Arctic Redpoll, with an extensively white rump in
flight, the presence of heavy streaking on the flanks and breast-sides concerned me. I
recalled in particular the article by Gibbins and Baxter (2000), describing and illustrating a
Mealy Redpoll that looked very white-rumped until caught, when its identity became
obvious. Clearly, closer and more prolonged views were required, especially of the rump.
Over the next couple of hours, Clive and I followed the finch flock as the birds fed in a
nearby reed bed. The redpoll was in sight most of the time and gave close views. On one
occasion it came out onto the road, no more than 10 metres away from us. Nevertheless, it
was next to impossible to get a completely unobstructed square-on view of the undertail or
rump. Thus although the latter appeared pure white centrally, I could not discount the
possibility that a few faint streaks might be present.
Having taken extensive notes, we now consulted Clive's copy of Votier et al. (2000). On
reading this we became convinced that despite the heavy flank streaks, the bird was indeed
an Arctic Redpoll. This identification was based on a combination of size, structure,
coloration and loose feathering at the base of the legs. I then spent some more time
watching the bird and checking up on specific features before releasing the news. I returned
the following morning with Ian Brooke and again had prolonged views. Finally, I spent 30
minutes watching the bird on the evening of 24" September. Only then did I obtain a
perfect view ofthe rump as the bird perched on a wire at close range, its back to me and its
wings held open. In total, I watched it for more than five hours.

DESCRIPTION
General impression: A large, plump, strikingly grey-and-white redpoll, The only areas of
colour were a red forecrown and a delicate buff/ochre wash on the face, the latter (together
with the fresh plumage) suggesting that the bird was a first-winter. In flight, it showed a
very conspicuous white rump, which was also apparent to a varying degree at rest. The
bird's appearance varied dramatically according to whether the plumage was 'sleeked
down' or 'fluffed up:
1I6

Size and structure: The bird was roughly the size of a Linnet. However, it looked bulkier
and differently proportioned, with a larger head and front end and a narrower rear end. A
Lesser Redpoll briefly present in the flock was much smaller. The forehead was Steep and
the bill short and stubby.

-

On the 22@when first seen, the plumage was smoothed down and with the exception of
the shaggy 'trousers' resembled that of other finches present. However, on the cold breezy
morning of the 23*, the fluffed-up plumage gave a very different impression. Loose
feathering tended to hide the legs and feet when the bird was perched on a wire; long, wispy
feathers on the flanks and breast-sides covered the wing-edge. This made the bird look
much whiter overall. It also made it look considerably larger, though it retained its
front-heavy look throughout.

-

Plumage: At all ranges and angles, the plumage was entirely black, grey and white, the
only exceptions being the red fore-crown and a rich buff or ochre wash on the throat. This
wash extended onto the face and ear-coverts and came to an abrupt end at the level of the
upper breast.
The patterning of the upperparts was very neat and 'frosty'. The crown (except for the
fore-crown) and nape bore neat, uniform, fine black streaks on a pale grey background.
However, the nape sometimes looked plain depending on the distance and angle. The
ear-coverts looked plain rich buff at a distance, but were in fact finely and lightly streaked
grey on a buff background, which represented an extension of the wash on the throat. There
were two slightly darker smudges at the rear edge of the ear-coverts. A white eye crescent
gave the bird a "piggy-eyed" look; this crescent was more prominent below than above
because of the greyish-white supercilium, which was broad and flared out behind the eye.
The lores and the feathers around the base of the bill were dark grey and looked untidy.
They were joined below to a small, rather scruffy black bib, and came to a point above
where they met the red fore-crown in the centre of the white forehead.
Like the nape, the mantle and scapulars were neatly patterned with rows of narrow black
streaks on a pale grey background, but the streaks were more widely spaced than on the
nape. They became bolder and even more widely spaced on the lower mantle. There were
neat, narrow but conspicuous white bars of uniform width across the tips of the greater
coverts, and small white median-covert bars. The tertials were solid black with white outer
edges; the remiges were also black with neat n a m w white fringes. There was a pale
secondary panel.
The uppertail coverts were dark and heavily streaked, with broad black shaft streaks and
grey fringes. They were separated from the mantle streaking by a broad band of unstreaked
white across the rump at around the level of the longest tertials, with (on the right side) just
one black streak showing under the partly raised wing. The white rump appeared very
striking when the feathers were fluffed up, forming a large white 'hump' on the back. On
the whole, though, the rump was difficult to see well. Most of the time the bird was very
reluctant to open or drop its wings; instead, it held them tightly closed, with a strip of
gleamhg white showing between them. From comparison with photographs, I estimated the
white area to occupy about one-twelfth of the total body length, or approximately 1 cm.
The sides of the breast and the flanks were quite heavily streaked. This streaking was more
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extensive on the right side than on the left, with four or five rows of streaks on the breast,
reducing to two or three on the lower flanks. Streaking was completely absent from the
centre of the breast and the belly, which were pure white and very striking when the bird
was seen front-on. Shaggy white "trousers" at the base of the legs were particularly obvious
when the bird was feeding on the road. When the plumage was fluffed up, the breast and
flank streaks appeared narrower, much less conspicuous, and grey rather than black.
When the undertail was seen square-on, one central covert showed a single long but
uniformly narrow black streak, with a couple of very faint lateral "pencil lines" visible only
at the closest range.
In flight, the bird looked strikingly grey-and-white. The white rump was very obvious,
recalling House Martin in shape and extent though obviously contrasting less with the rest
of the plumage.
Bare parts: The legs and feet were black and the bill yellow. The bill was short, stubby and
sharply conical, with a straight, steep culmen. It was shorter than the bill of a Linnet.
Call: The call was clearly heard on one occasion. It was looser and more rattling than the
calls of some Lesser Redpolls also in the area.
Behaviour: The bird remained with Linnets all the time but was often at the edge of the
flock, whether at rest or in flight. Thus when the flock perched in a row on a telegraph wire,
it was seldom more than three birds from the end. On the morning of the 22" it fed busily
with Linnets, initially in weedy persicaria at the edge of a field, then later in reeds and
rushes by the roadside. Food items included the seeds of Meadowsweet Filipendula
iclniaria.

DISCUSSION
Many British records of Arctic Redpoll are associated with winter influxes. However, the
species also occurs as an autumn migrant, most frequently in the Northem Isles. Elsewhere
in Scotland, it is a major rarity, although birds were considerably more widespread than
usual during the invasion of winter 1995/96 (Riddington et al., 2000). The Scandinavian
origin of most birds arriving in Britain is reflected in the fact that there are currently only
three accepted records from Ireland, the first being in 1999 (P. Milne, pers. comm.). Two of
these records come from Tory Island (Co. Donegal), where first-winter birds were seen in
September 2000 and September 2001. Interestingly, the 2001 bird was found on 18Ih
September, just four days earlier than the Islay one.
The plumage of the Islay bird was well within the range of variation shown by C. k. exilipes
in the photographs published by Votier et al. (2000), suggesting that it was probably of that
race and thus likely to have come from Scandinavia. However, there is still some debate
about the extent to which the two races of Arctic Redpoll can be reliably distinguished in
female and immature plumages. Identification to species level, on the other hand, is more
straightforward than it was once thought to be. Indeed, the 1995/96 influx played an
important role in clarifying many of the distinguishing features (Votier et al., 2000).
Nevertheless, it remains true that prolonged good views may be required to eliminate the
possibility of a pale Mealy Redpoll, as in this instance.
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Breeding of Red-throated Divers Gavia stelhta
on Islay in 2002
Aubrey and Edith Colling
Black Rock Cottage, Bridgend, Islay

INTRODUCTION
Earlier we reported the results of our observations on the breeding of Red-throated Divers
on Islay (Colling & Colling, 2000) and summarised all the evidence that was available to us
from others (Colling & Colling, 1999). We were associated with previous attempts at
overall surveys in 1975 (together with the late Rodney Dawson) and in 1992 and 1993 (by
ourselves). In 1975 we found 5 pairs on 46 lochs visited; in 1992,6 pairs on 104 lochs; and,
in 1993, 7 pairs on 70 lochs. It seemed appropriate, a decade later, to undertake a further
survey during 2002.

METHODS
From 228 lochs and freshwater sites, we identified 18 lochs that had definitely held
breeding pairs in at least one previous year (“breeding lochs”). We thought 46 other lochs
showed features favourable to breeding divers (“possible breeding lochs”). We set aside two
weeks at the beginning of June 2002 for visits to these 64 lochs. Poor weather restricted our
visits to between 3“ and 121hof June but we were able to visit 17 of the 18 breeding
lochs and 37 of the 46 possible breeding lochs. Visits were kept as short as possible. A
photograph was taken of each nest found but nest and eggs were not examined in any other
way.
RESULTS
Nests with eggs were found on eight lochs (six of the breeding and two of the possible
breeding lochs). Two divers were present at each of three of these sites (2,2,1 eggs), a single
diver was present at each of another three (2,2,2 eggs) and two nests were unguarded (2,2
eggs).
Pairs of divers were present at four other lochs where nests were not found. One of these
had been used frequently as a nest site in previous years but no nest could be confirmed on
this visit; the loch is distant from other nest sites so these birds were probably an additional
breeding pair. We considered the second and third lochs to be unsuitable for breeding, so
the divers were probably visitors nesting elsewhere. The fourth loch is one where we have
frequently seen divers and once witnessed a lengthy formation display by four divers, but
we have never found a nest there despite careful searching.
COMMENT
The number of definitely breeding pairs (eight) in 2002 was slightly higher than we have
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found before; the previous maximum was seven in 1993. This confirms our opinion
(Colling & Colling, 1999) that environmental factors such as climate change and possibly
poorer fish supplies are not harming the breeding of Red-throated Divers in this marginal
breeding zone. Although we confined our visits to those lochs that we thought most suitable, we believe our findings represent a reasonably complete picture of the breeding of this
species on Islay. We would recommend this method to any subsequent investigators.
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Increasing numbers of Greylag and Canada Geese
breeding in mainland sealochs
J C A Craik
SAMs Marine Laboratory, Diiristaffnage, Obari PA37 lQ.4
Every year since the mid 1980s I have kept records of seabirds, waders and wildfowl found
breeding on most of the 150 or so small islands in the sealochs and sounds of mainland
Argyll and adjacent parts of Highland Region. Mute Swan, Eider, Mallard and Red-breasted
Merganser are common and widespread, but it used to be a rare event to find wild geese
nesting on these islands. Earlier I may well have overlooked occasional single pairs, but I
did not really become aware of Greylags breeding in this habitat until 1995 (a brood off
Eileanan Glasa in the Sound of Mull) and 1996 (a nest on E an Ruisg in L Feochan).
Canada Geese have bred for many years on islets in L Linnhe (Eilean Balnagowan and
islets off Fort William) but I did not record a Canada Goose nest elsewhere until 1997,
when one bred on E Inshaig in L Cnignish.
Since then, numbers of both species breeding in sealochs have increased considerably, as
shown in the Table. These are totals of nests or broods seen, plus a small number of pairs
that showed breeding behaviour but whose nests were not looked for. The area covered and
the search effort were about the same each year, so these are real increases; however, the
numbers are all minima as some pairs may have been missed, particularly on larger islands
that are difficult to search thoroughly.
Niinibers of pairs of geese foiirid breeding 011 sniall islnrtds iri sealochs of ntairilnrid Argyll
& Locliaber. (Niiniberof occiipied islarids in brackets)
Year
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

2000
2001

2002
2003
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Year by year, the breeding range of both species has spread as islets have been colonised,
often in new sealochs or sounds. First mupation usually involves single pairs, and some
islets that were first used for nesting in the mid-to-late 1990s have grown into small
colonies; for example, there were two Greylag nests on Kilmaronag in L Etive in 1996 and
cu 12 in 2003; and one Canada Goose nest on E Mor, Dunstaffnage, in 2000 and at least six
in 2003.
Numbers of Canada Geese (and almost certainly Greylags) have also increased on freshwater lochs on the mainland. particularly at L Ederline (see partial summary for Canada
Goose, compiled from Argyll Bird Reports, in Craik 2000). An interesting account of the
introduction of a few Canada Geese to "the south end of L Awe", possibly the origin of the
present increase, was given by Anne Kahane (1999).
Much larger numbers of Greylags migrate here for the winter, so we would not expect the
above increase to be reflected in counts of winter flocks. The SNH co-ordinated winter
goose counts, reported annually in the Argyll Bird Report, usually give between 100 and
300 Greylags in Mid-Argyll (the main area covered by the above Table) (e.g. 315 in Mar
1993 and 120 in Mar 2000). Canada Geese are less migratory but co-ordinated counts seem
not to be available. My impression is that their numbers in North and Mid-Argyll have
increased. Large flocks form in mid- to late summer, particularly near the main breeding
sites. These flocks appear to comprise adults that have just bred, their young, and nonbreeding or failed adults. Such flocks are worth reporting as they may contain all or most of
the birds in an area. The larger flocks of Canada Geese that I have noted in recent years
have been as follows.
Nr E. Balnagowan, L Linnhe

17 Jun 2001

138 fully grown
(ages not distinguished)

L Lomond

6 Jun 2002

93 (71 adults + 22 young)

Off E. Mor. Dunstaffnage

27 Jun 2003

39 (including 5 broods known
to be local)

Ardfem, L Craignish

9 Jun 2000

35 (10 adults + 25 locally bred young).

E. an Ruisg, L Feochan

1 Mar 2003

15 adults displaying and competing at
an islet where only 3 pairs bred.

I thank Malcolm Ogilvie for comments on a draft.
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